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rafael monroy ca 1913 president of the branch in san marcos mexico
monroy was executed by the army of emiliano zapata during the mex-
ican revolution As villages surrounding san marcos came under attack
monroy a merchant and landowner helped provide refuge in san mar-
cos for members of the church fleeing the violence of the revolution
courtesy LDS church archives



execution in mexico the deaths of
rafael monroy and vicente morales
this retelling of the execution of monroy and morales places
their deaths in the context of the religious social class and

nationalist conflicts of the mexican revolution

mark L grover

introduction

it had rained most of the night and the air was damp jesucita
monroy had not slept and was out on the street early pleading with
the officers of the zapatistapatistaZa army who were occupying the mexican
village of san marcos her early morning appeal was successful and
the zapatistaspatistasZa released her three daughters from army custody
after getting two of her daughters home jesucita and her oldest
guadalupe went to the place where two executions had taken
place the evening before already burdened with emotion and
grief these two women began the task of moving the stiff bodies of
their son and brother rafael and their nephew in law and cousin
inlawin law vicente morales home to prepare for the funeral and burial
victims of the brutality of a civil war in mexico these two men had
lost their lives in the violence they had deplored for many mem-
bers of the family and for many friends rafael and vicente became
examples of faith and dedication to the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints for the grieving mother and sister the possible
motives for the execution were to be understood several years later
only after the pain and emotion of the event had subsided

few scenes in the history of man are as dramatic and dis-
turbing as an execution the shooting ofjoseph and hyrum smith
in 1844 is indelibly etched in the collective memory of mormonscormonsMormons
on july 17 1915 seventy one years later rafael monroy the pres-
ident of the san marcos mexico branch and vicente morales his
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first counselor were brought before a firing squad at 900 PM and
shot by soldiers in the army of the mexican revolutionary leader
emiliano zapata monroy and morales became the first mexican
mormonscormons to be executed by a revolutionary army and in the eyes
of many to suffer the fate of martyrdom

the published descriptions of the execution by rey L pratt
the president of the mexican mission at the time and subsequent
popular recounting of the story portray the event primarily in terms
of religion and faith I1 suggest that although religion played a part in
the chain of events that led to the shooting these events must also

be examined in the context of the political and social environment
of the time A rejection of catholicism by the two men was a com-
ponent of the story but the middle class status of monroy his
relationship to citizens of the united states both mormon and non
mormon and his apparent support of the opposing revolutionary
army were equally important ingredients the fact that violence in
the mexican revolution often focused on certain professions such
as merchants also helps to explain the tragic occurrence

religious history must be examined within the environment
of the society in order to be fully understood thus an under-
standing of the events in religious history often requires an appre-
ciation of various interlocking factors of which religious
persecution is only one placement in this context does not lessen
the spiritual elements of religious history but does increase our
understanding that the spiritual does not occur in a vacuum
removed from the secular environment

mormonism in mexico

mormon missionaries first entered mexico in 1875 and a
small branch was established in mexico city in 1878 the early mis-
sionary reports encouraged brigham young to establish a colony in
northern mexico of members from the united states after negoti-
ating with the government of porfirio diaz the church purchased
land in the northern state of chihuahua and several mormon fam-
ilies moved from the united states to mexico in 1885 the mission
in central mexico was closed in 1889 but reopened in 1901 and
the earlier branches in that area were reestablished rey L pratt
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later of the first council of the seventy began serving as mission
president in 1907 he was energetic and enthusiastic and his pres-
ence stimulated and vitalizedvitalizervitalized the mission missionary activity in
and around mexico city combined with the presence of the
united states colonists in the north resulted in a small but impor-
tant mormon presence in mexico by the beginning of the mexican
revolution in 1910 1

san marcos

one area where the church was particularly successful was
in the small village of san marcos hidalgo close to the town of
tula about forty five miles north of mexico city one member
jesus sanchez was baptized in 1881 and remained faithful to his
new religion after the missionaries left missionaries returned to the
village on august 15 1912 to reestablish contact with sanchez
they stopped at the local store to ask directions and the propri-
etor invited them to eat with her family after the meal the family
gave the missionaries directions to the sanchez home jesus sanchez
was a quiet man respected in the village for his honesty and in-
tegritytegrity he had maintained his belief in the mormon church and
had suffered some persecution because of his religious beliefs
sanchez was close to sixty years old and was not in good health 2

the owner of the store was jesus mera de monroy jesucita
monroy the mother of four living children 3 before moving to san
marcos the family lived on a farm near the town of el arenal until
the father jesus monroy vera died the familysfamilys landlord suggested
they leave the farm and helped jesucita get a government position
in december 1902 jesucita moved her family to the village of san
marcos where she worked in the new job and soon opened a small
grocery business one daughter natalia married R V mcvey a US
citizen and they owned a store in the nearby village of san miguel
the oldest son rafael married guadalupe hemandezherndndezmandezhernadndezHe and they
purchased a small farm on the outskirts of town two daughters
jovita and guadalupe lived with their mother taught school in the
village and worked in the family store jesucita opened her home
to extended family members and several nieces and nephews lived
with the family on different occasions 4
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members of the monroy family were generally well regarded
in the region especially rafael guadalupe stated that rafael was
respected in the town for his character and standing in so much
that district of tula authorities asked that he represent the village
and town and other organizations he was consulted on various
issues 3151150155or questions

rafael was acquainted with jesus sanchez and he knew that
sanchez was a protestant though they seldom discussed religion
after the missionaries visit rafael asked sanchez about the foreign
missionaries and inquired concerning his religious beliefs sanchez
responded with a discussion of mormonism and concluded by
bearing his testimony of the gospel rafaels two sisters jovita and
guadalupe were particularly moved by his testimony and decided
they wanted to investigate the mormon church sanchez gave them
a protestant bible and the two began to read and compare it with
the catholic bible they told sanchez they desired to talk with the
missionaries when they returned to the village

sanchez became ill in march of the following year and was
cared for by his daughter and jesucita monroy when he went into
a coma and death seemed imminent jesucita persuaded his daugh-
ter to contact the mormon missionaries and ask them to come and
give him a blessing she sent a letter to mission headquarters in
mexico city explaining the extent of her fathers illness and urging
the missionaries visit on march 29 elders W ernest young and
willard huish arrived to find that sanchez had died that morning
the family made funeral arrangements and the missionaries stayed
the evening at the home of R V mcvey natalia monroysmonroyoMonroys husband 6

the following day a number of people attended the funeral
after the service jesucita approached the elders and took us by
the hands and said she wanted to know more and invited us to
her home which we gladly accepted the missionaries ate lunch
at the monroy home and talked about the church with jesucita
jovita and guadalupe that evening rafael came by and they all

stayed up late talking two days later the missionaries revisited
the family before returning to mexico city 7

the two monroy sisters jovita and guadalupe had the most
ardent interest in the church their enthusiasm was so great
that for a time their mother became concerned they were
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becoming addicted to the church rafaels interest caused
conflicts with his wife she tried to hide the pamphlets given
them by the missionaries 8

the monroy family attended a mission conference that was
held may 24 26 1913 in the town of san pedro martir at this con-
ference they met president rey L pratt and a strong bond was
immediately formed between president pratt and the monroysmonroyoMonroys they
enjoyed the meetings and were particularly impressed with the
unity felt among the members after the conference president pratt
invited the family to his home in mexico city where they met the
rest of the pratt family two weeks later president pratt and elder
young returned to san marcos where on june 11 rafaelrafaeljovitajovita and
guadalupe were baptized elder young described the event

june 11 is a happy day for me it is now three months since
visiting the monroysmonroyo the first time these converts are descen-
dants of the otomi sic indians a very nice family at 12 noon we
went to a grove on the river a beautiful place by a large cypress tree
with branches that spread over the water it was interesting how
I1 baptized rafael as he was a 210 pound man but I1 took him into
water up to our shoulders and I1 immersed him so quickly that he had
no time to be disturbed about breathing president pratt was smiling
about the sudden immersion when I1 looked at him while he wit-
nessed the baptism from the bank of the river 9

the monroysmonroyoMonroys association with the foreign missionaries
immediately attracted the attention of the villagers the familysfamilys
rejection of the catholic church was noted and many of the faith-
ful catholics began to pray for the monroysmonroyoMonroys return to the church
the local priest even directed a sunday sermon against the mon-
roy family they became the object of some harassment that in-
cluded written vulgarities on a wall of their home rumors were
spread suggesting that food sold at their store had been officially
condemned and that some who had eaten it had become ill an
unsuccessful boycott of their store was attempted many friends of
the family withdrew and the monroysmonroyo became isolated from the
rest of the community the familysfamilys response was increased faith
and enthusiasm in the church 10

these activities would probably not have lead to serious dif-
ficulty had mexico not been in the midst of a general civil war
thirty years of oppressive dictatorial rule by porfirio diaz between
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1876 and 1910 followed by a period when his successors were
unable to gain legitimate political control had propelled the entire
country of mexico into a violent revolution four separate armies
eventually formed around powerful regional cardilloscaudilloscaudillos strong
men who battled each other for political control of the country

in the midst of this civil violence the liveshivesilvesbives of missionaries and
church members were often in danger as were the lives of many
others one of the goals of the revolutionaries was to diminish for-
eign influence and control in the country consequently people
from the united states and those associated with them came under
increased threat of violence the foreign mormon missionaries
had to be extremely careful about where they went and how they
acted they even held a special meeting to discuss attitude and
conduct the mission developed a set of rules and regulations for
appropriate behavior 11

members also suffered abuse most of the violence had little
to do with their status in the church but was the result of the insta-
bility of civil war elder young reported the kidnapping of a sister
elena rojas of the town ofoftecalcotecalcomecalcoofTeTecalcocaico she and her mother were held
for two hours and beaten the women were bruised but not seri-
ously injured 12 A few days later men broke into the home and
store of the luz bautista family in Tlalpan the soldiers ransacked
the store and took everything as they had done in many other
homes and businesses in the town the missionaries were in the
house at the time but were able to hide from the soldiers 13ernest13 ernest
young stated great suffering was experienced by the members
and sad events were reported towns were burned and savage
revenge was carried on between conflicting political parties 14

the violence increased to a point that the safety of united
states citizens was in jeopardy necessitating the evacuation of allanaliail

foreign missionaries in late august 1913 president pratt prior to
leaving attempted to assign local male members to lead the con-
gregationsgregations hoping to ensure the continuation of church units
until the return of the missionaries upon hearing the news of the
evacuation rafael immediately went to mexico city to say good-
bye at this time rafael a member of only three months was
ordained an elder and put in charge of the meetings in san mar-
cos 15 later that day pratt left for the united states
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the next two years were difficult for the members in san mar-
cos but were also a period of spiritual development the members
held sunday meetings whenever possible and the numbers attend-
ing increased the members had frequent visits from local mis-
sionariessionaries and surrounding branch presidents generally once every
two weeks to insure that everything was going well local leaders
received letters from president pratt in the united states instruct-
ing the members about church doctrine and encouraging faithful-
ness several new converts were baptized and attendance at the
meetings increased from just the monroy family to almost forty
people on numerous occasions

rafael became well known for his energy in the cause of the
church in mexico As surrounding towns came under attack by
revolutionary forces members would move to san marcos for
safety the congregation welcomed these members and did all that
was possible to find them housing and jobs many ended up work-
ing for the monroy family either at the store or on rafaels farm
it became fairly well known throughout the church in mexico that
members in need could go to san marcos and receive help how-
ever many of the local villagers became concerned that the
growth of the mormon population was too great and that it threat-
ened their own security some even threatened to kill rafael for
teaching doctrine contrary to the catholic church 16

rafael was concerned with the plight of the expelled ameri-
can colonists in northern mexico17mexico17 and saw the area of san marcos
as a potential new gathering place he purchased land with his
own money with the intent of saving it for the colonists he also
collected money from members for the same purpose 18

the killing

the mexican revolution was essentially a regional conflict
between local leaders originally several armies from different
areas of the country were involved in the final stages of the
revolution the two strongest armies the Zapatistas followers of
emiliano zapata from the southern state of morelos and the car
ranzistasmnzistasranmnzistas also called constitutionalists followers of venustiano
carranza from the north battled each other in the vicinity of
mexico city
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emiliano zapata was a small land owner whose involvement in
local politics made him acutely aware of the land problems of the
mexican poor his personal charisma combined with an attractive
political platform resulted in his being able to recruit a large army
dedicated to changing the political and social structure of mexico

the constitutionalists were led by venustiano carranza the
governor of the northeastern state of coahuilaCoahuila they were a loose
coalition of northern political and military leaders including alvaro
obregon from the state of sonora but excluding pancho villa their
political leanings were less radical than zapataslapatasZapatas but they were stillstiffstinn

concerned with eliminating the inequities that were common in
mexico these two armies battled for control of mexico 19

the individual armies were not strong enough to maintain con-
tinuous control of the area and consequently small villages and
towns in the vicinity of mexico city became the battleground be-
tween the two rivals and frequently changed hands the residents
suffered greatly jesucita monroy described the difficulty of surviv-
ing this type of a conflict it was for us a very sad life because we
were frequently obliged to witness battles and pose without being
such as Zapatistas on the one hand and as constitutionalists on the
other and thus we passed the space of three months 20

on july 7 1915 a group of Zapatista soldiers moved into the
village of san marcos which had been under the control of the car
ranzistasranzistas for several months 2111 they demanded food and other sup-
plies from many in the village including the monroysmonroyoMonroys rafael obliged
the troops and provided them with a steer that he helped butcher
while waiting for the hide he observed a neighbor by the name of
andres reyes talking with the troops reyes apparently harbored
jealousies toward the monroysmonroyo and told the soldiers that not only
was rafael an officer in the carranzistaCarranzista army but that he also had a
cache of weapons and ammunition hidden in his mothers store

the accusation that monroy had hidden weapons was false
but his relationship with the carranzistasCarranzistas is not clear it is doubtful
that he held any position in the army but he had shown consider-
able sympathy for them daniel montoya gutierrez who worked
for rafael indicated that leaders of the army had eaten at the mon-
roy home several times and it was this familiarity with the car
ranzistasranzistas that attracted the attention of the town and resulted in
the accusation 22
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vicente morales a brick mason was a member of the church
and part of the monroy family he had begun visiting the monroysmonroyo
on january 2255 1914 as a local missionary on assignment from the
branch president of the san pedro branch shshortlyortlyartly after the mis-
sionariessionaries from the united states returned home guadalupe mon-
roy described him as a poor young man whose spanish was
limited because his native language was otomi what he did
have was a strong faith and powerful testimony about how the
gospel had changed him he visited the family at least once every
two weeks and became interested in eulalia the niece ofofjesucitajesucita
living in the monroy home they were married a year later on jan-
uary 3 1915 he worked for rafael doing odd jobs on the farm and
at the store 2321

just prior to the time of andres reyessdeyess accusations morales
had been working in the monroy store building a closet reyes sug-
gested to the Zapatistas that this was a hidden closet where a cache
of weapons could be found meanwhile rafael had returned to his
mothers house and while he was eating the soldiers confronted
him demanding that he open the store so they could search for
the weapons rafael denied having stored any arms the soldiers
did not believe monroysmonroyoMonroys denials and continued to question him
about the hidden weapons they searched the store several times
knocking down the walls of the new closet and found nothing
guadalupe said to general balderas who was in charge of the
troops tear down the house if you want but you wont find
weapons because my brother is peaceful and not a revolutionary 24

after the soldiers ransacked the store they took monroy his
three sisters and morales to a house that the Zapatistas were using
as an improvised prison when the monroysmonroyo and morales arrived
they realized they were not the only ones being held prisoner sev-
eral others in the town had been rounded up and arrested most
coming from wealthy families 25

jesucita spent much of the afternoon trying to influence the
soldiers she pleaded with the men

Senoresflores my son is a peaceful man he is not connected with any
party if he were do you think you would find him at home if you
want our possessions then take everything we have take all the
money you have found but dont take my son 2621
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to their demands that she give them arms she gave them the only
weapons we had which were the bible and the book of mormon
but they responded no no those arent guns we want weapons
and ammunition 27

the soldiers tried to gain a confession from rafael by hang-
ing him from a tree and beating him he told them nothing and
never showed any anger he was always firm 112128 questioned sev-

eral times during the afternoon monroy suffered much at the
hands of the soldiers when he was brought back to the prison
he did not look well guadalupe stated my brothers hair was
uncombed and his hands were dirty and bloody I1 told him to comb
his hair so he looked in his pocket for his comb but couldnt find
it he went to a water faucet and washed his face 21291129252929 later he saw
his mother pass by and was touched mother you are like a
feather in the wind alone and dragged down by your pain
because all your children are imprisoned 113030

jesucita took dinner to the five prisoners in the late evening
before they could finish eating soldiers came to the door and
demanded that rafael and vicente come with them not knowing
exactly what was happening rafael asked that his sister natalia
come with him but the Zapatistas denied his request and took
rafael and vicente from the room guadalupe described the scene
our hearts were pounding the other prisoners looked at each

other and a profound silence filled the prison we remained in this
condition until we heard the firing of rifles and afterwards another
shot 31 it was a few minutes before nine none of the family was
at the execution

after hearing the shots rafaels mother rushed to the prison to
find her son and vicente dead As she sobbed over her sons body the
soldiers pushed her away from the scene she was forced to return
home in anguish not knowing what would happen she became
concerned about the fate of her three imprisoned daughters

that night seemed strange it was a rainy evening and the air
was humid and the sky dark the sisters remained as prisoners
jovita was so upset that she vomited throughout the night and had
to have frequent assistance guadalupe reported that they over-
heard the soldiers talking among themselves about the bravery of
rafael that he had died with his boots on others questioned
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jesus mera de monroy
jesucita was matriarch
of the monroy family a
widow and proprietor
of a small grocery store
she befriended the mor
mon missionaries and
her family joined the
church during the mexi-
can revolution courtesy
LDS church archives

why vicente had also
been killed this talk
was little comfort to the
sisters their observa-
tions were a little late
my brother had already

been killed that evening the soldiers butchered some sheep and
allowed the blood to flow on the floor creating a strange terrible
aura in the prison 3212

the soldiers did not allow the bodies to be removed from the
place of the execution until the next morning jesucita monroysmonroyoMonroys
anguish intensified

imagine what my suffering was to remain with my corpse lying
there and my three daughters prisoners without permission to
remove them that night without human help because allanaliail forsook
me even the brethren in the faith hid themselves for fear and I1

could only hope for the protection of my heavenly father 33

the next morning sunday the zapatistaspatistasZa released the sisters
at seven guadalupe and her mother collected the bodies of rafael
and vicente with only limited assistance from members of the
church in the village they took the bodies home at three that
afternoon they held a funeral conducted by casimiro gutierrez a

member of the church some of the humble women of the town
were present at the funeral and wept with us the two men were
buried the following day 3431
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the next few days were difficult the family and other mem-
bers of the church were in constant fear as soldiers threatened to
kill all the mormonscormonsMormons after a few days the carranzistaCarranzista soldiers
returned to san marcos and the Zapatistas were no longer a threat 3531

rafaels mother sent rey pratt who was in the united states
at the time a brief description of the events after the cessation of
the fighting pratt returned to mexico and visited the san marcos
branch on december 9 1917 for what must have been a very
emotional and sad reunion 36

religious and secular factors

the question remains as to why the two men became victims
of the revolution the explanations given in eyewitness accounts
are not entirely clear but begin to shed light on the various factors
that combined against monroy and morales rey pratt in his
description of the event concentrated on the religious aspects As

recorded in a 1920 conference report pratt stated that although
he was not an eyewitness he received his information from the
family 1I can see it just as plainly as if it were here for I1 have seen
it and I1 have heard the mother and the daughters recite the sad
experience he further stated in an article about the execution
the circumstances attending the execution were told to the fam-

ily afterwards by a soldier who witnessed them pratt suggested
that the arrest and execution occurred because the monroy family
were members of the church that the zapatistaspatistasZa arrested the
two men because a neighbor denounced them as mormonscormons and
specifically rafael as a leader of those who professed that strange
religion and was perverting the people and leading them off
after other gods pratt stated that the soldiers requested that mon-
roy and morales give up their arms he does not mention the
zapatistapatistaZa pursuit of a cache of arms in response to this request
rafael and vicente gave the soldiers their scriptures as jesucita
had done earlier according to guadalupe monroysmonroyoMonroys account the
soldiers became angry and began to torture the two men they
were told all that was required was a denial of mormonism and
they would then be given their freedom brought before the firing
squad they again refused to deny the church they were allowed
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to pray and in his prayer rafael stated father forgive them for
they know not what they do after the prayer rafael stood up
folded his arms and said gentlemen I1 am at your service after
the execution a tropical storm broke over the little village and
the rain came down in torrents 1137111737

ininjesucitasjesucitas description of the events she also suggested that
religion played some part in the tragedy in the letter written to
pratt immediately after the execution she described the event and
then stated

As the days pass we are finding out little by little that also in this
town there were false witnesses that helped to condemn to death
my son saying that he perverted the people and taught a kind of reli-
gion and that he was a mormon and that word that they had not
before heard they interpreted as some very bad thing and hatred and
illliiiii will follow us with the stories 38

jesucita then indicated however that she felt the primary rea-
son for the killings was due to rafaels non mormon US connection
she stated that the soldiers came to the village hunting the
gringo her soninlawson in law R V mcvey he was suspected of actually
participating in the fighting on the side of the carranzistasCarranzistas mcvey
had left for the united states when the fighting became heavy
leaving his wife and child behind jesucita believed that unable to
find mcvey the soldiers had arrested his mexican brother in4awinlawin law
with whom he had business dealings and who was therefore also
considered to be part of the opposition army after explaining this
to pratt jesucita expressed her feelings and anger toward her son
inlawin law please write to mr mcvey and explain to him allanailali that has
happened as myself and his wife cannot do it as our hearts are
very sore that because of his bad character my innocent sons
have had to pay 39

guadalupe monroy makes no mention of what happened at
the actual execution even though she wrote her account several
years after the incident she indicates that none of the family was
present at the execution but she does mention overhearing the
soldiers talk about the bravery of the two men guadalupesguadalupeeGuadalupes ac-
count is so detailed in all other aspects of the event that it is sur-
prising that she does not include a description of the execution
the oral history of rafael monroysmonroyoMonroys daughter also does not include
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a description of the execution daniel montoya gutierrez was a
young man at the time of the execution and had rushed to the
scene immediately after the shots were fired his description of the
events recorded nearly sixty years after the execution is similar
to rey L pratts 40

the revolution was not a coordinated effort by the mexican
people to bring about change in the political and social structure
of the country adherents of political movements from each re-
gion of the country became involved in some way in the seven
years of fighting each group attempting to affect the outcome of
the struggle in favor of their particular region or ideology never-
thelesstheless in spite of the varied regional factions in the revolution
common beliefs and goals eventually united the groups culmi-
nating in the cessation of the fighting and the acceptance of the
mexican constitution of 1917

at least three of these ideologies affected the revolutionary
mind set that swayed the Zapatista soldiers and influenced their
decision to execute monroy and morales the most prevalent of
these beliefs was that foreign influences and interests were respon-
sible in large part for the social and economic deprivations of the
early twentieth century president diaz had encouraged and favored
foreign economic and financial involvement in the country believ-
ing foreign participation to be essential and crucial in the industri-
alizationalization and modernization of mexico US investments in mexico
were three times that of any other country and well over double
the investments made by the mexicans themselves US citizens
had controlling interest in 75 percent of the mines 72 percent of
the metallurgy industry 68 percent of the rubber companies and
58 percent of the petroleum industry combined foreign interests
controlled 80 percent of all major mexican industries 41

during the conflict there were widespread anti US manifes-
tations throughout the entire country these nationalistic acts
became important influences in the ideology of the revolution
A pro mexican stance automatically meant an anti US stance
consequently revolutionary rhetoric and violence were directed
against US citizens as well as mexicans who had dealings with
americans these factors especially applied in the south among the
followers of emiliano zapata who had suffered significantly at
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the hands of foreign elements even the mormon colonists in
northern mexico who tried not to take sides in the fighting and
were protected from the harsher aspects of the violence during
much of the revolution still experienced persecution and even-
tually became war refugees rafael monroysmonroyoMonroys business dealings
with his american brother in law combined with his conversion
to a church whose headquarters were in the united states made
him suspect in the eyes of the anti US nationalists 42

second for many in mexico the revolution had a powerful
religious component for several years protestant churches had
been active in the country often with the blessings of the diaz
government and had converted many catholics many mexicans
viewed the protestant evangelical activity as anti mexican these
same anti protestant groups also believed the secularization of the
mexican government since independence in 1821 was wrong
especially in a country which had a historical tradition of the com-
bination of church and state many catholics erroneously saw the
symbol of the virgin of guadalupe on the flag of emiliano zapata
as an indication of his intent to reestablish the catholic church as
the state religion the antireligious activities of the carranzistasCarranzistas in
destroying catholic churches further strengthened the percep-
tion of many that the mexican revolution was as much a religious
as a political conflict in fact a carranzistaCarranzista attack on a catholic
church in a nearby town probably intensified the religious conflict
in san marcos 4313

these feelings naturally translated into anti mormon activity
the soldiers in san marcos were strongly influenced by local citi-
zens who had been against the monroysmonroyo since they joined the mor-
mon church but the primary consideration of the soldiers was
military and the religious affiliation of the victims was of second-
ary importance the zapatistapatistaZa military was primarily interested in
rafael and his family because of their suspected relationship with
the opposing forces other members of the church may have been
harassed but none was imprisoned

the third important element was the level and direction of
social violence in the civil war the mexican revolution was per-
ceived by many particularly the lower classes as a class strug-
gle the fighting forces of the cardilloscaudilloscaudillos armies were generally
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poor peasants who took up arms and fought in the revolution
both because of a sense of duty to local leaders as well as frustra-
tion caused by years of neglect and abuse these peasants were
those who inflicted the violence

within this anarchistic atmosphere the identification of the
enemy tended to be as much a personal decision based on emo-
tions and past experiences as a choice based on ideology the mid-
dle classes of society especially those involved in the distribution
of goods and services are often the most vulnerable victims of
war regardless of political or ideological leanings mexican grocers
and retailers of foods both large and small suffered greatly
because of demands placed upon them by the soldiers more
importantly the poor people often felt that the grocers and shop
owners had been exploitative and dishonest with them in the past
consequently the poor took advantage of the lack of law and order
to get revenge when both the distribution of food and the pres-
ence of a foreigner or foreign investment were combined the
degree of violence inflicted was significantly higher

the best known example of this type of social violence was
directed against the chinese of northern mexico brought into
mexico primarily to work on the construction of railroads the chi-
nese moved away from manual labor jobs connected with the rail-
road and soon owned grocery stores scattered throughout
northern mexico they were so successful that by the time of the
revolution the chinese controlled much of the food merchandis-
ing in sonora and other northern states the first victims of the vio-
lence they were attacked and their stores looted most fled
the country the chinese became victims of the war because of the
mexican revolutionaries suspicion of foreigners and their hostility
towards the retailers of food products 44

conclusion

rafael and vicente and their families became victims of a con-
flict over control of mexico unfortunately too many factors com-
bined against the monroy family for them to remain unaffected by
the war first rafael had openly given at least moral support to the
opposing army second his connections with foreigners the mor-
mon missionaries the mormon colonists and especially his US
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brother in law made him suspect the town knew that he was
purchasing land for the purpose of bringing the displaced US
colonists to the area third he and vicente were perceived as
protestants during a conflict having an anti protestant component
and fourth rafael was a merchant and fairly well to do this com-
bination of factors encouraged his neighbors to turn him in to the
Zapatista army officers who in turn made the decision to execute
rafael and his cousin because they perceived the two as threats to
their revolution

but for many the execution is more than a story of innocent
victims caught in a conflict for power in mexico their story as told
by rey pratt and retold by missionaries and members has become
primarily a tale of religious martyrdom regardless of the interpre-
tation placed on the motives and events leading to the executions
rafael monroysmonroyoMonroys and vicente moraless dedication and faithfulness
to the gospel are unquestioned and their story is an important part
of the history of the church in mexico the legacy of the faith

mother and daughter decorating the grave of rafael monroy 1922 maria
concepcion monroy and jesus monroy were accompanied to the grave-
side on this occasion by a missionary elmer P bright for many years
members and missionaries have visited the grave and retold the story
of the execution as it was first told by rey L pratt courtesy LDS

church archives
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strength and resilience left bybyjesucitajesucita rafael vicente guadalupe
and other members of the monroy family and the san marcos
branch are important examples to present day members

although the branch of san marcos has grown into a ward of
faithful members the small village has changed little in eighty years

the monroy store is stillstiffstinn open run by descendants ofjesucita and
the graves are still decorated by family members on special days
and visited by members of the church who have heard the story
of rafael monroy and vicente morales

mark L grover is senior librarian and latin american bibliographer harold B

lee library brigham young university he expresses appreciation to katy
warner christiansen for assistance with the original documents

NOTES

thehe best history of the mormon church in mexico is F lamond tullis
mormonscormons in mexico the dynamics offaithof faith and culture logan utah state uni-
versity press 1987 for a less scholarly approach see agricol lozano herrerahenerahen era
historia del mormonismoMormonismo en mexicomjxico mexico editorial zarahemlaZarahemla 1983 see
also dale F beecher rey L pratt and the mexican mission BYU studies 15
spring 1975 293 307

2mostost of the personal information concerning san marcos and the monroy
family comes from a document written in 1934 by raphael monroysmonroyoMonroys sister
guadalupe monroy it is a detailed vivid and touching account of the history of
the family and the san marcos branch I1 contacted rafael monroysmonroyoMonroys daughter
maria concepcion monroy de villalobos who gave me permission to use the doc-
ument the translation of all quotes into english is mine guadalupe monroy
historia de la iglesia de jesucristoJesucristo de los santos de los ultimosultimus dias de la rama

de san marcos tula hidalgo 1934 copies of this manuscript are available in
the archives harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah and
archives division historical department the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives

jesucitaesucita signed her name jesus mera vda de monroy vda is the abbrevia-
tion for viuda or widow and thus not actually part of her name mera is her
maiden name and monroy is the surname of her husband throughout the remain-
der of this paper she is referred to as jesucita monroy her letter to rey pratt
quoted in the text is signed formally and is referred to in the notes as she signed
it jesus mera vda de monroy in the text and in the notes the other spanish
names are used as they are signed or as they are referred to in the documents

another son pablo had died of typhoid at the age of nineteen soon after
the fanfamilyefflyffly moved to san marcos maria concepcion monroy de villalobos oral
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history interview by gordon irving 1974 typescript james moyle oral history
program LDSIDSins church archives 121 2

guadalupe monroy historia 9aaa As is common in mexico monroysmonroyoMonroys his-
tory is numbered with a page number on the right page only I1 will indicate
whether it is on the left page with an A or right page with a B

aw6wW ernest young diary ofofwofaW ernest young apnp 1973 90 9911 this vol-
ume was printed primarily for family members copies are available at the LDS

church archives and the harold B lee library brigham young university
provo utah

7youngayoungoung diary 91
guadalupe monroy historia 9bab
9youngayoungoung diary 989998 99 106 7 jesucita monroy was baptized on july 21

1913 along with two other members of the family living with them two ser-
vants of the monroy family were also baptized in july despite her initial con-
cerns rafael monroysmonroyoMonroys wife guadalupe was baptized on july 28 guadalupe
monroy historia lib 12a

10guadalupe10guadalupe monroy historia 1libiii113ili 12a
young diary 92
youngoung diary 102

13young diary 103 the members and missionaries in san vicente were
threatened with death when someone suggested that catholicism was the only
true religion and that the proof of this claim would be the death of the mormonscormonsMormons
fortunately the civil authorities in the area provided protection to the members
young diary 110

young diary 12021120 21
15young diary 115 guadalupe monroy historia iga

guadalupe monroy historia 22b 23a
17eight mormon colonies were established in two states of northern mex-

ico chihuahua and sonora between 1885 and 1912 with the outbreak of
fighting in 1912 the settlements occasionally were threatened by military forces
passing through the area the colonists US connections made them vulnerable
considering the antiforeign rhetoric of the revolution though they suffered less
than other US citizens in northern mexico beginning in 1912 a series of evac-
uations of mormon settlers from mexico to the united states took place when-
ever the colonists perceived their lives to be in danger many would return
when the immediate threat passed in the end however the six smaller less
successful settlements were abandoned for a general history of the colonies see
tullis mormonscormons in mexico 51085 108 blaine carmoncannon hardy the mormon colonies
of northern mexico A history phd diss wayne state university 1963 and
karl young ordeal in mexico tales of danger and Hardshurushufushardshiphardsbipdipbip collected from
mormon colonists salt lake city deseret book 1968

guadalupe monroy historia 17b 20a
19forfor information on zapata see john womack jr zapata and the mexi-

can revolution new york alfred A knopf 1968 for information on carranza
see douglas W richmond venustiano carrangascarranzasCarranzas nationalist struggle
1893 1920 lincoln university of nebraska press 1983

jesus mera vda de monroy to rey pratt august 27 1915 IDSLDS church
archives an english translation was made of the original letter and kept in the
file I1 used that translation
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in describing the events surrounding the execution I1 have used guada-
lupe monroysmonroyoMonroys andandjesuscitajesuscitaJesuscita monroysmonroyoMonroys accounts because they were eyewitnesses
for printed descriptions of the event see rey L pratt A latter day martyr
improvement era 21 1918 720 26 rey L pratt in goth annual conference
of the church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day saints 19 salt lake city deseret
news april 1920 909390 93 hereafter cited as conference reports rey L pratt
1 I will make one last request deseret news church section december 1

1934 3 8 this is an abbreviated publication of pratts conference address in
april 1920 steven P osborne affire sic in mexico benjamin parra this peo-
ple 4 februarymarchFebruary March 1983 36 38 annie R johnson heartbeats of colonia
diaz salt lake city publishers press 1972 462 66 W ernest young the bap-
tism and martyrdom of rafael monroy diary of W ernest young apnp 1973
669 70 see also the film and should theythey die salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1964

22 daniel montoya gutiggutierrezrrezarez oral history interview by gordon irving 1974
typescript james moyle oral history program LDS church archives 2

23 guadalupe monroy historia l4a14alaa 18b
14 guadalupe monroy historia 32b
25 guadalupe monroy historia 32b the wives of rafael and vicente

were not imprisoned vicentes wife eulalia was pregnant
16guadalupe monroy historia 32b
27guadalupe monroy historia 3213 33a apparently this was a common

tactic and had been used by the missionaries who when asked for guns offered
the scriptures as their only weapons young diary 79

28montoya28montoya gutierrez interview 2
29guadalupe29guadalupe monroy historia 33b

guadalupe3guadalupejguadalupe monroy historia 33b
guadalupe3guadalupejguadalupe monroy historia 33b

32they were to find out later that the sheep were rafaels and that dur-
ing the evening the soldiers had ransacked the monroy farm taking everything
even the bed linen guadalupe monroy historia 34a

33monroy to pratt
34guadalupe monroy historia 34b
35 guadalupe monroy historia 36b 37a monroy de villalobos inter-

view 1

36pratt continued as president of the mexican mission until his death in
1931 for a description of his return to san marcos see guadalupe monroy his-
toria 51a 52a

37pratt A latter day martyr 724 26 rey L pratt conference reports
92 93 pratts description of the story is supported by missionaries who worked
in the area after the fighting had stopped elmer P bright a missionary who
went with the monroy family to decorate rafaels grave stated in his diary on
march 31 1922 he rafael was taken from his home by a little squad of sol-
diers and they told him if he would deny his testimony of the truthfulness of
mormonism they wouldnt kill him elmer P bright diary vol 1 LDS church
archives 113 14

38monroy38monroy to pratt
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39monroy39monroy to pratt mcvey eventually returned to mexico after the deaths of
rafael and vicente and reconciled with the family for several years after the inci-
dent missionaries traveling through the area would stay at his and nataliasbataliasNatalias
home see elmer bright diary vol 2 4

40montoya40montoya gutierrez interview 2 it is puzzling that guadalupe monroy left
out of her account of the execution the strong religious motives described by
pratt gutierrez and others the recounting of the event by pratt in his 1920 con-
ference address was already part of the story that was being told to missionaries
notice the following description written several years later by elmer bright when
he described the event in a history of his missionary experience 1 I will here give an
account of the case I1 am referring to I1 will write the words of president rey 1

pratt as he spoke of the account at the general conference in salt lake city in the
spring of 1920 I1 have heard the story from the lips of those who suffered
the loss of their son and brother and I1 know this account of it to be true elmer P
bright life history part 4 LDS archives most secondhand descriptions of the
event are similar it is curious that guadalupe though a faithful member of
the church for the rest of her life did not chose to focus on the religious aspects
of the story

4ramonbramonramon eduardo ruiz the great rebellion mexico 1905190519241924 new
york W W norton 1980 103

41forfor studies on the anti american aspects of the mexican revolution see
gene Z hanrahan ed abajo el gringo anti american sentiment during the
mexican revolution salisbury NC documentary publications 1982 D A
brading ed caudillo and peasant in the mexican revolution cambridge
cambridge university press 1980 and fredrich katz the secret war in mexico
europe the united states and the mexican revolution chicago university of
chicago press 19811981

13guadalupe13guadalupe monroy historia 25a for a discussion of the religious
aspects of the revolution see deborah J baldwin protestants and the mexican
revolution missionaries ministers and social change urbana university of
illinois press 1990

44see josejosd jorge gomez izquierdo el movimiento annichinoantichinoantichino en mexicom6xico
1871 1934 problemsproblemasProblemas del racismo y del nacionalismo durante la revolarevolu

cioncron mexicansmexicanaMexicana mexico DF institute nacional de antropologiaAntropologia e historia
1992 charles C cumberland the sonora chinese and the mexican revolu-
tion hispanic american historical review 40 may 1960 191 211 and leo
M jacques chinese merchants in sonora 1900 19311931 in asiatic migrations in
latin america ed luiz M martinez montiel mexico el colegio de mexico
1981 13 20



mother and son discuss politics

the boy who will die
watches his mother slap alepasarepas
into hot oil mama can you hear

the revolution the boy asks
he scratches the back of a mutt
at his feet throws him a bone

si hijo she mumbles spinning
the sizzling moons of corn
the dog cracks his bone loudly

pries out the marrow in pieces
the boy persists will the revolution
change our lives he sits on a chair

in front of the window his mother stares
at his silhouette in the light
doubtful she whispers

she thinks her son should not ask
such questions she starts to tell himhirn so
and then the snicker of bullets

trenton L hickman

mother and son discuss politics received honorable mention in the 1995 BYU
studies poetry contest
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travetravelingg without reservation

on a backroadbackroad the only vacancy
as last lightfighthight evaporated
from tops of trees
we paused to look and listen
anxiously about to know the land a little
before we slept
forest birds had taken cover
in the tented places long needles and bark floors
padding the silence
from the ground darkness came on
stirrings of night animals
sure of their way
reaching us imagined or real

we fled to ourselves places taut
and pulsing sleep a scant coverlet
for senses that longed for release
to touch home
morning would bring a wet yellow light
through the green
it would be the world again
but for now we would think of words
unspoken in our ritual living

hair moss bloodroot
lichen heartwood

underground rivers and caverns
would become the archives
of being for this night
we would dream and breathe
in another history

dixie partridge
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the fourth great awakening
and the political realignment

of the 1990s
this april 1995 commencement speech examines the political

outcomes of ofpreviousprevious religious cycles in america to chart
the directions of current ethical and social trends

robert W fogel

the legislation that has already emerged from the 104th con-
gress and the tenor of their debates make it clear that we are wit-
nessing a major shift in american social and economic policy
what do these developments mean for those of you who are grad-
uating today

A clue to the answer is contained in the pattern of voting
over the past dozen years exit polls taken during the midterm
congressional elections of 1982 revealed that about one third of
the voters identified themselves as believers in what historians
call enthusiastic religion which is characterized by spiritual inten-
sity linked to conversions such individuals split their vote fairly
evenly between democratic and republican candidates in 1982
but not in 1994 not only has their share of the ballots risen
between the two elections but the bulk of believers in enthusi-
astic religion have shifted from the democrats to the republicans
in 1994 only 26 percent continued to vote democratic while 74 per-
cent voted republican

if those who embrace enthusiastic religion turn out in the
same proportion in 1996 and if they continue to favor the republ-
icans over the democrats by the same margin there will have
been an interparty shift of about 7.57575 million voters that shift by
itself is enough to create a fourteen point spread in the upcoming
presidential election in favor of the republicans

BYU studies 35 no 3 1995961995 96 31
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the election statistics thus reveal that we are in a process of
a political realignment that is to a large extent spawned by trends
in american religiosity one cannot understand current political
and ethical trends without understanding the cycles in religiosity
in american history and the previous social and political reform
movements that they have spawned

religious enthusiasm in america has tended to run in cycles
that last about one hundred years and that consist of three phases
each about a generation long see table A cycle begins with a
phase of religious revival which intensifies religious beliefs and
ushers in new or reinvigorated ethics and theological principles
the phase of religious revival is followed by a phase in which the
new ethics precipitate powerful political programs and move-
ments the cycle ends with a phase in which the ascendancy of
the ethics and politics of the religious awakening come under
increasing challenge and the political coalition promoted by that
awakening goes into decline

those who directly identify with the principles of a revival
are usually only a minority of the population even if a large one
but what they lack in numbers they make up in enthusiasm and
in an energy derived from a sense that their cause is righteous
by building coalitions on single issues they have been able to ex-
tend their influence in politics far beyond theirnumberstheir numbers

historians of religion refer to the periods of religious revival
as great awakeningsAwakenings the united states in currently in its fourth
great awakening which began about 1960 the upsurge in reli-
giosity takes the form not so much of an increase in the number of
churchgoers as of an intensification of religious beliefs and a mobi-
lizationlization of believers to shape political and social institutions

the past several decades have witnessed a sharp shift of mem-
bership away from the mainline protestant churches which are iden-
tified with a rationalistic approach to religion to the more mystical
churches which appeal to emotions as much as to the mind
to a religion of passion and sensation these more enthusiastic
churches stress personal conversion and salvation through faith in
the atoning death of christ they call on their adherents to strive
for a mystical experience that will cleanse them of their earlier sins
and lead to their spiritual rebirth the churches in this movement



american cycles in religiosity and their political impact

great period of period of rising period of increas-
ingawakening religious revival political impact challenge to

of the revival dominance of the
revivals political
program

first 1730 17601760 1760 1790 1790 1820
weakening of pre-
destination

attackofattack of british breakup of revolu-
tionarydoctrine corruption ameri-

can
coalition

by recognizing pos-
sibility

revolution
sibility that even
sinners may be pre-
destined for salva-
tion rise of the
ethic of benevo-
lence

second 1800 1840 1840 1870 1870 1900
anyone can achieve abolitionist tem-

perance
replacement of pre-
warsaving grace and evangelical

through inner and nativist move-
ments

leaders darwinian
outer struggle attack on crisis urban crisis
against sin wide-
spread

corruption of
adoption of south civil war

the ethic of benev-
olence upsurge of
millennialism

third 1890 1930 1930 1970 1970 199
shift from emphasis attack on the cor-

ruption
attack on liberal

on personal to of big busi-
ness

reforms defeat of
social sin more and the rich ERA rise of tax
secular interpreta-
tion

labor reforms civil revolt christian
of bible and rights and womens coalition and other

creed rights movements political expres-
sions of enthusiastic
religion

fourth 1960 199 1990
return to enthusias-
tic

attack on material-
istreligion and corruption pro

reassertion of mys-
tical

life MADD and
content of animal rights move-

mentsbible reassertion expansion
of personal sin of tax revolt attack

on entitlements
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were estimated in the late 1980s to have about sixty million ad-
herentsherents although often identified with the rapidly growing funda-
mentalist pentecostal and protestant charismatic denominations
the movement is far wider it includes about twenty million persons
in the churches of the mainline protestant denominations six mil-
lion

mil-
hon catholics who have reported a born again experience and
nearly five million mormonscormonsMormons during the past three decades enthu-
siastic churches have grown at a rate far greater than the popula-
tion while the mainline protestant churches have lost from 20 to
25 percent of their members to stem the tide some mainline
churches are attempting to respond to the demand for a more pas-
sionate religion including the roman catholic church which has
launched its own charismatic movement

the new religious revival is fueled by a revulsion with the
corruptionscorrupt ions of contemporary society it is a rebellion against pre-
occupation with material acquisition and sexual debauchery
against indulgences in alcohol tobacco gambling and drugs against
gluttony and against all other forms of self indulgence that titillate
the senses and destroy the soul the leaders of the revival are
attempting to win their hearers to piety and to an ethic which
extols individual responsibility hard work a simple life and dedi-
cation to the family

to fully understand the meaning of the fourth great awaken-
ing we must briefly review the three previous religious political
cycles in american life america was from its beginning a deeply
religious society down to 1790 about 80 percent of americans
90 percent of the free population were of british descent and

were attached primarily to the dissenting british churches con-
gregationalists presbyteriansPresbyterians baptists quakers and methodists
another 5 percent were pietistic germans or scandinavians whose
religious creeds and ethics were similar to those of the dissenting
british churches the new england strains of these denominations
were particularly strong in america because favorable demographic
conditions produced unusually high rates of natural increase
by the 1820s yankees and their descendants who accounted for
hardly 5 percent of all the immigrants into the US before that
decade represented about 80 percent of the northern population
and about 20 percent of the southern population
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although the puritan founders of new england were deeply
dedicated to their religious principles their children and grand-
children were more equivocal religious enthusiasm waned until
the early 1730s when a new surge of religiosity became evident the
most inspirational figure was george whitefield a methodist itin-
erant minister who from 1738 to 1740 evangelizedevangelizerevangeli zed both northern
and southern colonies with an explosive emotional power that
deeply moved his hearers whitefield inspired other ministers and
lay itinerants to take up the task of extending the revival to every
corner of the british colonies

the main theological features of the first great awakening
were the justification of mass emotional revival meetings the em-
phasis on new birth as the central objective of the revivals the
emergence of the ethic of benevolence as an aspect of new birth
and the weakening of the calvinist doctrine of predestination

the political phase ran from 1760 through 1790 it was
marked by attacks on british moral and political corruption and by
charges that this corruption was being foisted on the american
colonies where it threatened the struggle for purification the
political product of this ideology was the american revolution
between 1790 and 1820 the revolutionary coalition broke apart
along ideological and partisan lines and the influence of churches
was at its lowest point in american history due in large measure
to the impact of the secular ideology popularized by the many
deist leaders of the revolution

the second great awakening began about 1800 and the
revival phase lasted until 1840 during this era the camp meeting
was invented in the north the doctrine of predestination was
further weakened and a new theology reflecting methodist in-
fluence arose this theology held that anyone was capable of
achieving saving grace through a determined inner and outer strug-
gle against sin and through the practice of benevolence hearers
were assured that if they achieved grace they would be healthy
and prosperous because god rewarded virtue while the con-
demned would be visited by economic and other catastrophes
because poverty was the wages of sin

hearers were also told that the american mission was to
build gods kingdom on earth an array of reform movements
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were launched to make america a fit place for the second coming
of christ these included the temperance movement the aboli-
tionist movement and a nativist movement that aimed either to
cut back the large number of catholics allowed to enter the coun-
try or to convert them to protestantism

during the political phase of the second great awakening
which began in 1840 and continued until 1870 the temperance
movement was successful in getting many state and local govern-
ments to license the sale of alcoholic beverages the high point of
this campaign was reached between 1846 and 1855 when thirteen
states led by maine prohibited sales of all alcoholic drinks

the militant abolitionists initially focused their campaign on
the denominations but later shifted the struggle to the political
arena that switch diluted the benevolent content of the antislav-
ery appeal but greatly broadened the antislavery coalition and
eventually led to the formation of the republican party republi-
cans urged the northern electorate to vote for them not to free the
slaves because it was their christian duty but to prevent slave
owners from seizing land in territories that rightly belonged to free
whites the slavery issue was settled by the civil war despite the
passage of the thirteenth fourteenth and fifteenth amendments
however the deep hostility of southern whites and the ambivalent
support of northern whites compromised the struggle for the civil

equality of ex slaves and led to its virtual abandonment in 1877
the third great awakening began about 1890 and the

revival phase extended to 1930 it was marked by a major theo-
logical split among the principal evangelical churches with the win-
ning faction rejecting the proposition that poverty was the wages
of sin to a large extent this split was precipitated by the urban
crisis evangelicalsEvangelicals were divided on how to reform the cities
which were growing at alarming rates and were viewed as centers
of corruption crime drunkenness prostitution and graft that
threatened to infect the entire society

debates over these and other issues spawned two camps the
conservatives wanted to stand fast on the basic evangelical princi-
ples of the second great awakening that movement whose most
conspicuous element is now called fundamentalism upheld the
puritan belief that god spoke to humankind through the bible
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the fundamentalists were strongest in the rural areas particularly
in the south

the winning camp of the third great awakening has come to
be called modernist or liberal modernists applied scientific
principles to the study of the bible on the assumption that it was a
historical document written by men who were trying to under-
stand gods will within the context of their own times and civiliza-
tions modernists also believed that darwinscarwinsDarwins evolutionary theory
was consistent with biblical thought since the world was evolving
not only toward human beings as the highest form of life but also
toward ever more perfected human beings in this view the laws of
nature were gods laws and scientists were the ones who would
discover and explain them As theologians were needed to inter-
pret the bible scientists were needed to interpret nature

A radical wing of the modernist camp came to be called the
social gospel movement its leading figures argued that if america
were to revitalize itself it would not only have to change its
creed its theory of mans relationship to god but also change
its ethics it would have to make poverty not a personal failure but
a social failure and evil would have to be seen not as a personal
sin but as a sin of society according to these radicals it was
the obligation of the state to improve the economic condition of the
poor by favoring labor and redistributing income since such inter-
vention was necessary to put an end to urban corruption

the millennialist dream of the second great awakening thus
became transformed by the modernists the new theory switched
the emphasis from the second coming of christ to a new optimism
about perfecting american society in the place of divine revela-
tion stood the revelations of science since most of the problems
were not physical or biological but social a new breed of social
scientists was required who understood the problems of the cities
and who knew how to reconstruct them in a way that would alle-
viate the social crises of the age

during most of the revival phase the theological conserva-
tives not the modernists were in control of the church hierarchies
and related organizations indeed down into the 1920s these con-
servativesservatives were the ones on the offensive seeking to limit the
influence of the modernists and social gospelers within denomi-
national circles if not to defeat them entirely
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support for the modernist cause came from an unexpected
source during the nineteenth and into the early twentieth century
colleges and universities were church institutions and focal points
for revivals their presidents were usually ordained ministers who
taught required courses in moral philosophy or natural theology
however during the third great awakening modernist and social
gospel theories were widely embraced by university teachers who
then taught them to their students moreover for reasons that had
more to do with technology than ideology the student bodies of
the colleges and universities began to expand at a remarkable rate
by world war 1I the universities were producing far more secular
than sacred writers journalists essayists historians social scien-
tists novelists and dramatists who embraced modernist ideology
were turned out by the tens of thousands they became en-
trenched in the new mass media low cost daily newspapers
glossy magazines inexpensive books popular theater vaudeville
and movies which they used to attack conservative religionists
the victory of the modernists and social gospelers laid the basis for
the welfare state providing both the ideological foundation and the
political drive for the labor reforms of the 1950s1930s 40s and 50s for
the civil rights reforms of the 1950s and 60sgos and for the new fem-
inist programs of the late 1960s and early 1970s

I1 now return to the question posed at the beginning of this
address regarding the fourth great awakening and the political
realignment of the 1990s the phase of religious intensification
began in the late 1950s and early 1960s when church member-
ship began to grow across all denominations however from
the mid 1960s on only the enthusiastic religions showed rapid
growth not only cutting deeply into the membership of the main-
line churches but also drawing many unchurched persons into
their fold over the past three decades membership in the princi-
pal protestant mainline churches of america has declined by
as much as 25 percent while the membership of enthusiastic
churches has nearly doubled in some cases as with the mormonscormonsMormons
the membership has quadrupled

single issue movements began to emerge about halfway
through the religious phase the right to life movement emerged
during the mid 1970s tax revolts exploded in the late 1970s and
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the movement against drunk driving MADD followed early in the
1980s these developments were comparable to the temperance
nativist and abolitionist movements of the 1830s1850s and early 1840s
which despite considerable successes were viewed as zealous
minority efforts far from the mainstream of political life

in 1979 the moral majority came into being with a bid to
become the vehicle through which believers in enthusiastic reli-
gion could unite on a national program of political restructuring
the program included anti abortion prayer in the schools and the
elimination of pornography although it had significant success in
shifting intensely religious voters from the democratic to the
republican column during the 1984 elections it collapsed in
1989 tarred by the televangelistevangelisttel scandals of the mid 1980s too
rigid theologically too focused on the abortion issue and unde-
cided whether the denominational churches or the broader politi-
cal electorate was its main concern its place was taken by a broader
movement called the christian coalition which was formed a year
earlier in 1988

the christian coalition has more clearly focused on politics is
more willing to make compromises on key issues in the interest of
extending their coalition and is theologically more flexible with
better connections among enthusiastic religionists in the mainline
churches than was true of the moral majority thus promoting the
traditional family has superseded abortion as a coalition issue
the christian coalition has also reached out to economic conserv-
atives by integrating tax reductions and smaller government into
their social program linking them to their principles regarding indi-
vidual responsibility this move recalls the compromises made by
such politically skillful abolitionists as salmon P chase senator and
later governor from ohio when he joined with former adversaries
in creating first the free soil party and then the republican party on
a minimalist antislavery program

it is too soon to know whether the coalition that swept the
republicans into power in 1994 has been consolidated president
clinton vice president gore and other democratic strategists may
possibly devise an appeal that will win back those intensely reli-
gious voters who have only recently deserted them by now it is
probably clear to at least the democratic moderates that their
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party committed a major political blunder when they pilloried
believers in enthusiastic religion As baptists from arkansas and
tennessee clinton and gore understand and speak the language
of evangelicalsevangelicals and know how to fashion an effective appeal the
real issue is whether the more secular parts of the democratic
party have enough flexibility to accept such a strategy

if the republicans retain or increase their control of congress
in 1996 and also capture the presidency it will probably mean that
the religious voters who deserted the democrats are permanently
disaffected in that case the republicans will probably be the
dominant party for a generation for it may take that long to rear a
generation of believers in enthusiastic religion who are again com-
fortablefortable with the democratic party

in closing I1 want to discuss briefly how governmental policy
is likely to be affected by the new coalition first even though the
rhetoric is different many issues stemming from the ethics of
the fourth great awakening were also embraced in the ethics
of the third great awakening for example sexual harassment
may have originated as a slogan of the feminist movement but its
content is quite victorian and it is an aid to those who wish to see
a return to traditional family values other reforms that unite both
ethical camps include protection of the environment reversal of
the growth of pornography and violence in the media reversal
of state sponsored gambling and control or suppression of illegal
drug trafficking and use

second although the new republican coalition may pursue
different tactics and have a different set of priorities it is unlikely
that it will turn back the clock on race relations universal educa-
tion equal opportunity for women religious freedom and the other
great social reforms of the twentieth century I1 base this assessment
partly on the fact that professional women hispanics african
americans and asian americans are already an important part of
the movement for enthusiastic religion and will become an increas-
ingly large presence in the electorate over the next generation

among existing programs most likely to be trimmed are those
that aim at bringing about equality of income rather than equality
of economic opportunity the theory that cultural crises can be
resolved by raising incomes has been given a long trial and has
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turned out to be incorrect over the past century the real income
of the bottom fifth of the population has increased thirteenfoldthirteen fold
which is about twice the gain of the balance of the population the
upper four fifths the poor of the 1990s are relatively rich by 1890
standards since only households in the top 10 percent of the
1890 income distribution had real incomes that exceed the cur-
rent poverty linefinebine

yet despite these economic accomplishments we have still
not solved the national cultural crisis that precipitated the social
gospel movement such problems as drug addiction births to sin-
gle teenage women rape battering of women and children broken
families and violent teenage deaths are far more severe today than
they were a century ago As a consequence not only members of
enthusiastic churches but many in the mainline churches have
become convinced that cultural reform must be pursued primar-
ily at this individual level with an empathy and warmth better
achieved by churches and organizations such as alcoholics anony-
mous than by government bureaucracies this reemergenceemergencere of con-
fidence in the power of personal compassion is a major factor in
the new populism with its demand to return power to the people

the new coalition will likely enact substantial new legislation
designed to increase the share of the population that completes
high school and goes on to college not only are there strong eth-
ical and social grounds for such legislation but economic and tech-
nologicalnological factors are also at work the competitive pressures of
globalization and the substitution of computers for labor in many
lower level service occupations mean that full employment and
high rates of economic growth in the united states will require an
expansion of the share of the labor force in technical and profes-
sional occupations As I1 have argued elsewhere nothing has done
more to redistribute income in favor of the poor and middle
classes over the past century than the subsidization of higher edu-
cation A well established tradition in education accepted by
believers in enthusiastic religion as passionately as by secular lib-
erals is that scholarships should be awarded not equally but on
the basis of need that principle allows a concentration on the
most disadvantaged sections of the population
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you are leaving brigham young university and entering the
world of work during a period of considerable hope the economy
is in good shape and you will have varied opportunities to estab-
lish yourselves in that world you are also entering the next stage of
your liveshivesilvesbives when momentum is with the forces of virtue what you
have learned at BYU will help you find fulfillment in the material
world and to contribute to the improvement of the spiritual one

robert W fogel is director of the center for population economics and charles R

walgreen distinguished service professor of american institutions at the univer-
sity of chicago this address was delivered at the brigham young university com-
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delivered at yale university in 1992 under the title egalitarianism the economic
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the storyteller

you have to know what scares you

he tried other things before he found
his stories again they had waited ready
to embrace him like a well deserved snake
winding slowly softly up and through
inviting resistance or charmed acceptance
ready to strike but what sweet poison
working in or out who cares
when the tale spreads over mind and bone
lord it hurts to stand there naked
with a story wrapped around you
but theres freedom in it
you can always deny it watch it slither off
be lonely for it imagine it in the night
and wake to find it smooth and demanding
around you ready to strike

lisa bolin hawkins
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old wine in new bottles
the story behind fundamentalist

anti mormonism
despite originating in sensational hoaxes certain
nineteenth century french writings continue to fuel
an extreme anti mormon rhetoric and world view

massimo introvigne

anti mormonism a strange shadow of mormonism is itself a
social phenomenon in 1992 the encyclopedia of mormonism
noted that no comprehensive history of anti mormonism has yet
been published 1 even if such a history had been published it
would need considerable periodic updating because of the chang-
ing activity of anti mormonscormons I1 have argued elsewhere that the
1982 film the god makers marked the emergence of a new anti
mormonism that I1 have called postrationalistpostrationalist 1 I2 while rationalist
anti mormonism mostly represented by the career apostates
jerald and sandra tanner denied anything supernatural in
joseph smiths experiences and regarded him as a mere fraud post
rationalist anti mormonism advances the theory that joseph smith
was in touch with a superhuman source of revelation and power
however according to the postrationalistpostrationalist theory the superhuman
source was not god but satan 4

while the postrationalpostrational theory may seem new this article willwin
show that it is merely an example of old wine in new bottles being
part of a tradition that dates back to the nineteenth century al-
though this tradition became somewhat disreputable in the first
decades of the twentieth century it continued to exist in the fun-
damentalistda subculture indeed postrationalistpostrationalist anti mormonscormons in
the 1980s started using nineteenth century literature as source
material to prove their thesis about the satanic connection in
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mormonism this article traces the origins and nature of the world
view held by those nineteenth century writers and traces their
influence on postrationalistpostrationalist anti mormonism

the french revolution spiritualism and satanism

certain historical events are perceived as so incredible and
unexpected as to announce the end of an era if not the end of a
world such was the french revolution for many europeans and
americans it was so unexpected that it could not be explained
through natural causes behind the revolution a supernatural
agent must have been at work for millennialist religious thinkers
the power behind the french revolution was god himself and the
date 1789 soon became part of a number of prophetic chronolo-
gies offering calculations for the more or less imminent end of
the world 5 although this interpretation was particularly popular
among protestants catholics could not reconcile themselves with
the idea that the anti catholic french revolution with its perse-
cution of their church was really masterminded by god they
started suggesting that the revolution was the product of a con-
spiracy organized by secret societies including freemasonry the
illuminati a bavarian politically radical secret society mostly ac-
tive between 1776 and 1785 and the mysterious retrobetro lodges
secret masonic lodges allegedly controlling the regular lodges

the most famous work on the revolution as a conspiracy was pub-
lished in 1797 by the french catholic priest augustin barruelbarriel
1741 1820 while in exile in england 6 john robisonsbisonsrobisonnRo proofs

of a conspiracy made the same claim from a protestant point of
view 7 by 1802 parts ofofbarruelsbarruelsBarbarruelaruels work translated into english had
been published in the united states 8

barruelbarriel and robison suggested that betroretro4odgesretro lodges were dia-
bolicalbolical organizations but they did not explicitly involve satan in
the conspiracy however in paris during the revolution another
catholic priest jeanbaptistejean baptiste fiard 1736 1818 published under-
ground and anonymous editions of two works suggesting that
groups of satanists in direct contact with the devil were behind
the french revolution 9 in 1796 and 18031805 fiard published two fur-
ther books in which he openly argued that the leaders of the
french revolution the freemasonsFreemasons the illuminati could only have
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success because they have signed a written pact with the devil 10

after the revolution fiardsfiardo ideas were spread by jean wendel
wurtz 1760 1826 a german catholic priest living in lyon
france wurtz also combined the satanic and the mitlenamillenarianrian
themes about the revolution announcing the coming of the anti-
christ in the year 1912 11 he started suggesting that fallen angels
inspired reformers causing not only the french revolution but
also the phenomenon of spiritualism 12

although spiritualism has existed in france since the last
decades of the eighteenth century modern spiritualism origi-
nated in 1848 with the fox sisters in hydesvilleHydesville new york a vil-
lage now called east palmyra which is next to joseph smiths
Pahpalmyrapahnyranyra the enormous success of spiritualism in the 1840s and
1850s took both catholics and protestants by surprise although of
a different nature it was a phenomenon as unexpected as the
french revolution again someone suggested that it could not be
explained through purely natural causes and must involve the
direct action of satan

the debate about the real origins satanic or otherwise of
spiritualism was connected with the great discussion on the five
volume work authored by german theologian johann joseph von
gorres 1776 1848 on divine natural and satanic mysticism 13

although gorres often believed reports of the most incredible facts
he was very cautious when it came to explaining these facts for
gorres satanic mysticism did exist but was extremely rare most
spiritualist and magic phenomena could be explained through nat-
ural causes including mesmersmeimersMesmers animal magnetism and the newly
discovered electricity however gorres was criticized for being too
cautious when spiritualism spread in the united states a number
of protestant critics were ready to conclude that the devil was
indeed responsible for most of the phenomena 14

the french revolution and spiritualism both unexpected
phenomena of great concern to catholics and protestants thus
had set the standard for conspiracy theories explaining the inex-
plicable not only through the secret action of freemasonsFreemasons the illu-
minati and betroretro4odgesretro lodges but also through the direct action of
satan when mormonism became prominent critics attempted to
explain this new phenomenon in the same way
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it was easier for the french catholics to see mormonism as
non christian than to try to prove that its divine origins were im-
possible mormonismsMormonisms origins were in fact too close to chris
tianitystianitys own origins to claim that such things as revelations and
miracles could not happen disconnecting mormonism from chris-
tianity was the only way to solve the dilemma 15

orestes brownson as an anti mormon

although he is less well known than other nineteenth cen
tury religious authors orestes augustus brownson 1803 1876
had a far greater impact on his own time than those like a henry

david thoreau or emily dickinson 16 A native of vermont brown-
son was raised a congregationalist but converted to methodism
and then to universalism in 1826 he was ordained a universalist
minister quite restless in his religious ideas he left the ministry in
1829 and became a social reformer and for a short period a free
thinker in 1831 brownson started an independent ministry and
he became a unitarian pastor in 1832

in the subsequent decade although he kept in touch with the
tolerant unitarians brownson aligned himself with a number of
religious and philosophical movements associating with emer-
sons transcendentalism dabbling in spiritualism and enthusiasti-
cally trying to spread the doctrines of the french socialist and
pantheist thinker henri leroux 179718711797 1871 an independent dis-
ciple of saint simon during this period he also explored mor-
monism but found it intellectually wanting brownsonsBrownsons brother
oran later became a convert to mormonism finally in 1844
brownson converted to the roman catholic church where he
stayed for the remaining thirty two years of his life acquiring great
fame through his magazine the brownson quarterly review 17

As the popes champion in america 18 brownson exposed
from a catholic viewpoint the various ismsiams he had explored
before conversion including spiritualism universalism and mor-
monism brownson regarded himself as an expert on mormonism
because he was personally acquainted with joseph smith in ver-
mont and had lived in upstate new york during the formative years
of the LDSIDSirs church he also tried to explain the true causes of the
french revolution
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in 1854 ten years after his conversion brownson published
a fictionalized autobiography under the title the spirit rappeerapper 19

in this book brownson like fiard and others concluded that the
influence of secret societies is not sufficient to explain the french
revolution some catholic writers as good honest as they are

would explain all this by the secret societies it is in vain they did
much those secret societies but how explain the existence of those
societies themselves their horrible principles and the fidelity of
their members in submitting to what they must know is a thousand
times more oppressive than the institutions they are opposing

the answer could only be there was there the mighty power what-
ever it be which it is said once dared dispute the empire of heaven
with the omnipotent and which all ages have called satan 112020

the actions of satan according to brownson also explain
much of spiritualism and the success of new religions that oppose
catholicism both mahomet and swedenborg were directly in-
spired by satan the same brownson proclaimed was the case
with joseph smith in whose hand the divining rod will operate
and who could throw himself by means of his urimarim and thum
mim into the sleepwakingsleep waking state in which only would he or
could he prophesy 2221112121 brownson reported that when the spirit
was upon him his face brightened up his eye shone and sparkled
as living fire and he seemed instinct with a life and energy not his
own he was in those times as one of his apostles assured me
awful to behold

brownson thought that satan was the real author also of the
book of mormon and ridiculed the spaulding theory as the most
ridiculous attempt to explain the book of mormon

this version is refuted by a simple perusal of the book itself which
is too much and too little to have had such an origin whoever
had produced it in his normal state would have made it either bet-
ter in its feebler parts or worse in its stronger passages 22

A further element for brownson was that mormonism seemed to pro-
duce marvellousmarcellousmarvellous cures the reality of these cures was not doubted
but only proved to brownson that satan was behind mormonism

that there was a superhuman power employed in founding the mor-
mon church cannot easily be doubted by any scientific and philo-
sophic mind that has investigated the subject and just as little can a
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sober man doubt that the power employed was not divine and that
mormonism is literally the synagogue of satan 2313

after the publication of the spirit rapper and his first years
of militant aggressive catholic apologetic s brownsonsBrownsons
catholicism became more conciliatory and optimistic 112424 in later
years he was less certain that all non catholic religious move-
ments came straight from satan he concluded that satan though
a creature has a superhuman power and is able to work not mir-
acles but prodigies which imitate miracles and which the un-
wary may mistake for them 17251125272525 by 1875 brownson was prepared to
conclude that much fraud and no little jugglery of human rather
than supernatural origin was connected with spiritualism 26 in the
same year more than three decades after the spirit rapper
brownson returned to the subject of mormon miracles and con-
cluded that perhaps they were due simply to inexplicable causes

we had a near relative who for six months had been rendered utterly
helpless by inflammatory rheumatism she was unable to move her-
self in bed or even to raise her hand A mormon elder asked her hus-
band for a nights lodging which was refused on the ground of the
illness of his wife the elder replied that that was no reason for refus-
ing his request for if he would let him see his wife he doubted not
he could cure her he was led to her bedside where he kneeled
down and made a short prayer at the end of the prayer she was com-
pletely cured as well as ever she was in her life we do not believe
that god wrought a miracle at the prayer of the mormon elder nor
are we willing to suppose an intervention of the evil one there are
moral or nonphysicalnon physical causes whose operation we but imperfectly
understand and which produce effects on the physical system that
seem to us little less than miraculous till we know the extent
of these causes or the moral vis medicatrixmedicatrix of nature we cannot
take these sudden and inexplicable cures as conclusive proofs of a
supernatural intervention 27

french anti satanism in the 1860s

brownson who read both french and italian had been
deeply influenced by the huge pneumatologiepneumatologic of the french mar-
quis jules eudes de mirville 1802 1873 mirville argued in ten
volumes that all spiritualist phenomena from the ancient mysteries
to modern spiritualism originated from the devil 2821 mirville was
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the acknowledged leader of a school of french catholic authors
whose books were recommended by both the french bishops and
the vatican who tried to answer skepticism about the existence
and the action of the devil by beating skeptics at their own game
through a showing of prodigious scholarship mirville and his dis-
ciples henri roger gougenotmougenotGougenot des mousseaux 1805 1876 a diplo
mat29mat19 and joseph bizouardBizouard 179718701797 1870 a lawyer produced
thousands of pages on spiritualism and the devil with occasional
remarks against the jews they also criticized gorres for being too
cautious in not attributing the phenomenon of spiritualism to
satan their works became popular among european catholics in
the 1860s

while brownson had been influenced by mirville mirvillesMirvilles
protege bizouardBizouard in turn used the french 1862 translation of
brownsonsBrownsons the spirit rapper0rappert31 in volume six of his four thousand
page work on satanism to prove the demonic origin of mor-
monism bizouardBizouard devoted sixteen pages to joseph smith and
mormonism and noted that french catholic priest and encyclope-
dist jacques paul migne 1800 1875 had explained away mor-
monism citing only the alleged greed and fanaticism of joseph
smith bizouardBizouard asserted that these traits were not enough to
explain mormonism 31 he also reviewed the travel account ofofjulesjulesjuies
remy published in french in 1860 32 according to bizouardBizouard remy
tried to treat mormonscormons kindly and fairly but he could not avoid giv-
ing involuntary evidence to the thesis that their religion originates
with satan bizouardBizouard believed mormon leaders were provincial
americans neither particularly brilliant nor intelligent naturally
they could not have been capable of what they had achieved
since their achievements were indeed extraordinary the only
possible conclusion for him was that behind both joseph smith
and brigham young was the action of a superhuman power
namely the devil 33

the mormon connection in the taxil hoax of the 1890s

in the 1870s the popularity of authors like mirville and
bizouardBizouard declined in france although they remained popular
among catholics in italy the success of positivist skepticism
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made french bishops very cautious in endorsing satanic explana-
tions of spiritualism or new religious movements by the 1880s
they preferred to attribute spiritual phenomena to naturalistic
explanations based on psychiatry or electricity 3431

however an interest in satanism was revived in the late
1880s by the scandals surrounding the defrocked lyon priest
joseph antoine boullanboulian 1824 1893 who claimed that his con-
troversialtroversial ceremonies including sex magic were necessary to
counteract the operations of satanists and by the presence in the
occult subculture of small groups of satan worshippers in france
and belgium these groups were revealed to the public by inves-
tigative journalisquiesjournalist julesjuies bois 1868 19431945 himself a member of the
occult milieu A close friend of bois novelist joris karl huysmans
184819071848 1907 caused a sensation in 1891 with his extremely suc-

cessful novel labasla bas which included the first literary depiction of
a black mass 35 allegedly based on the real experiences of the
author and his friend berthe Courcourrirecourrierecoursiererire 1852185219171917

after the publication of huysmanssHuysmanss novel antimasonicanti masonic liter-
ature produced by a leouo taxil recently reconvertedconvertedre to catholi-
cism started introducing the idea of satanic secret orders behind
freemasonry a theme not prominent in taxilstaxis pre 1891 anti-
masonic works taxil whose real name was marie joseph antoine
gabriel jogandjoeand pages 1854 1907 was raised catholic before
joining french freemasonry in a period when french lodges were
so extremely anticlerical that they were cut off from communion
with british and american freemasonry 36 taxil exploited the anti-
clerical climate by producing extreme anti catholic literature that
contained exposes of alleged sexual scandals of the clergy and
of pope pius DCIX who according to taxil entertained a number of
secret lovers since many anti catholics were atheist and rational-
ist freethinkersfree thinkers taxil did not suggest that the roman catholic
church was run by satan he did claim however that jesuits had
learned both eastern and western magic and were capable of
killing people from a distance and of performing other mysterious
and almost supernatural wrongdoing 37

taxil earned his livelihood for a period of time by publishing
anti catholic pamphlets because he later recognized that many
more catholics lived in france than anti catholics in 1885 he
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decided to return to the roman catholic church once he was
back in the fold he began to produce antimasonicanti masonic literature with
all sorts of astonishing revelations intended for the catholic reader
some of these books became best sellers and were eventually
translated into many languages

taxil was no ordinary con man and exhibited two traits of
exceptional cunning first before his conversion he created a
legal scheme through which the copyrights on his anti catholic
works were transferred to his wife he even pretended to separate
from the wife and she continued to publish anti catholic books
sometimes without the name of the author or with taxilstaxis unfamil-

iar names jogandjoeandJogand or pages while her estranged husband was
busy selling antimasonicanti masonic literature to catholics in this way taxil
managed to retain the profits of his anti catholic business while
simultaneously working in an ostensibly conflicting enterprise

taxilstaxis second ingenious idea was to produce a perfect wit-
ness who could not be cross examined since she never existed
in his first set of disclosures taxil began to focus on a high
freemasonry called palladismpalladiumPalladism that was hidden behind the public
lodges palladistballadistPalladist lodges unlike regular freemasonry included both
men and women taxil and his conspiratorcoconspiratorco charles hacks a
medical doctor who in 1892 started publishing his popular serial
le diable au dixexixe sicclesieclesiale the devil in the nineteenth century
under the pen name of dr bataille also mentioned the struggle
for the control of palladismpalladiumPalladism between two powerful satanic high
priestesses called diana vaughan and sophia walder

to make these two fictitious characters more believable taxil
and bataille pretended these women were in touch with other well
known freemasonsFreemasons of the time who were secret members of
palladismpalladiumPalladism including the italian prime minister francesco crispi
1818 1901 the powerful great master of italian freemasonry

adriano lemmilemml 1822 1906 and albert pike 1809 1891 the
great commander of the southern jurisdiction of the scottish rite
of freemasonry in america although pike was particularly contro-
versial during the US civil war taxil made him the secret satanic
pope of the world who reigned over a worldwide satanic masonic
enterprise from his luciferian holy see in charleston south car-
olina perhaps a strange and exotic place for the average european
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reader of the time as well as the place where the civil war
began 3831 when the roman catholic bishop of charleston ruled out
the possibility that his city was the seat of a luciferian holy see
palladistballadistPalladist high priestess diana vaughan personally suggested that
some US bishops were perhaps in league with the satanists 39

according to taxil diana vaughan had converted to catholi-
cism and was hiding in a monastery for fear of being kidnapped
by palladists from her hiding place she was busy publishing a
mmonthly journal written of course by taxil that included her
recollections bishops cardinals and even the vatican congratu-
lated taxil for being instrumental in the conversion of diana
vaughan by 1894 other antimasonicanti masonic writers possibly to the gen-
uine delight of taxil who may not have been in league with them
originally began writing their own books about both diana
vaughan and her archrivalarchrival sophia walder these writers included
abel clarin de la rive 1855 1914 who published la femme et
Venfant dans lafrancla franofranctrano magonneriemaonnerie universelleuniverselle the woman and
child in universal freemasonry in 1894 and the italian dom-
enico margiotta 4011 in 1896 margiotta tried to win the leadership of
the movement by revolting against taxil and explaining that he
had evidence that the real diana vaughan had never converted a
false miss vaughan was writing the french publications sponsored
by taxil

soon catholic antimasonicanti masonic writers who were more sober
emerged they suggested that diana vaughan was simply a figment
of taxilstaxis imagination under pressure taxil announced in 1897
that diana vaughan would finally appear on april 19 in public at a
lecture in paris on that date before a crowded public hall of the
french geographic society taxil appeared and announced that he
had never really converted to catholicism that he remained an
anti catholic and that he had fabricated the whole vaughan
walder story to demonstrate to the world that catholics were
incredibly gullible one diana vaughan he explained existed she
was a french typist of remote american descent who although
she had nothing to do with freemasonry had authorized taxil
to use her name and had done some typing work to help him and to
share the fun of the hoax following his confession taxil left the
hall through an emergency door and never returned to the world
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of antimasonryanti masonry instead he quietly returned to his wife whom he
later however divorced and to his anti catholic publishing busi-
ness which he continued until his death

nevertheless the taxil episode was not a simple story it was
viewed by both freemasonsFreemasons and catholics as a complicated
scheme worthy of a modernmodem spy story and debate continues on
its real meaning 41 taxil continued to be quoted even after the 1897
scandal some counter masonic authors continued to maintain that
even though taxil had willfully mixed true and false statements
readers could extract the true statements through careful analysis
others relied on authors such as abel clarin de la rive who was
clearly not in league with taxil and was credited with separating
the good and bad parts of taxilstaxis work clarin de la rive at least
for some years after 1897 continued to believe in diana vaughan
and did not exclude her having been conveniently killed by taxil
in 1897 finally other authors simply continued to use taxil as a
source without quoting him by name

taxil had argued at length that satan was behind freemasonry
as well as a number of other organizations he included mor-
monism in that number mormonism had been exploited in french
literature as a source of intrigue fanatacismfanaticismfanatacism and scandalous sex 42

for taxilstaxis purposes this image made mormonism an ideal candi-
date for satanic power indeed in his hoax one of the chiefs of
the worldwide satanic conspiracy was none other than a top mor-
mon leader from salt lake city he is introduced in the devil in
the nineteenth century by dr bataille taxilstaxisTaxils conspiratorcoconspiratorco
charles hacks as

former pastor walder unsaved anabaptist now mormon living in
utah united states where he is the real shadow of john taylor the
successor of brigham young as leader of the mormonscormonsMormons he walder
is one of the most active missionaries of palladismpalladiumPalladism the semiseini masonic
form of luciferian occultism this phileas walder is one of
the ugliest specimens of the human race I1 have ever seen 4541

apparently nobody in france bothered to check whether a phileas
walder had ever been a mormon general authority or whether a
person of his description was raised to prominence by being the
shadow of john taylor

walder was no minor character in taxil and hacks fictitious
and fantastic worldwide satanic conspiracy in fact satan planned
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that after three generations one of walders own descendants
would give birth to the antichristanti christ since the tribe of dan has to fig-
ure in the genealogy of the antichristanti christ and since modern danish
populations really descend from the jewish tribe of dan accord-
ing to bataille the devil planned that the mormonscormons would orga-
nize one of their most important missions in denmark walder was
sent to denmark as mission president another detail by the way
that could easily have been proved false in denmark walder
managed to convert and seduce a young girl ida jacobsen and
took her to strasbourg where she gave birth to phileassphileasePhileass daughter
sophia walder satan had ordered the birth of sophia to take place
in strasbourg because of the occult tradition of that city and also
as bataille explained because strasbourg had a sizable protestant

minority that could eventually convert to mormonism 44

at this point ida jacobsen the mother of sophia disappears
never to be mentioned again in the saga among taxilstaxis readers
organized in clubs and societies throughout europe the rumor
circulated that she had been killed by walder himself years later
however the charitable diana vaughan cleared the old shadow of
john taylor from this crime walder she explained was not above
resorting to homicide when really necessary but the mystery of
ida jacobsen was of supernatural order before her conversion
from satanism diana vaughan asked the devil asmodeusAsmodeus about the
fate of the mother of sophia and the devil replied that the young
mormon convert from denmark had not been killed nor aban-
doned by mr walder the mystery would have remained a mys-
tery but it seems that the devil himself not walder took poor
ida jacobsen if not straight to hell very far from her baby daugh-
ter sophia diana vaughan explained that satan did not want
sophia to be raised by a woman who was not deeply entrenched
in the satanic mysteries in fact sophia walder was raised by her
father and then by albert pike freemason commander but not
without a little help from satan personally 4515

sophia spent most of her time in charleston south car-
olina not a typical place for the daughter of a mormon author-
ity but remember that charleston was the seat of the luciferian
holy see in addition pike was a close associate of john taylor
and the third president of the mormon church was himself a
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palladistballadistPalladist the founder of a sacred moabitic freemasonry mostly
composed of utah mormonscormons who would spread freemasonry
over utahs borders 46

by age twenty she was allegedly born in strasbourg on sep-
tember 29 1863 sophia walder was second in command in the
worldwide satanic conspiracy immediately after albert pike and
on the same level as adriano lemmi the italian grand master
no doubt she was helped by being as beautiful as her father is
ugly 47 sophia had at her command more than one million pal

ladistssadists throughout the world when on october 18 1883 in a
secret meeting in rome where adriano lemmi and italian prime
minister francesco crispi were also present the devil bitrubetru ap-
peared bitrubetru declared that he would marry miss walder on
december 25 1895 and that on september 29 1896 the daugh-
ter of sophia and the devil would be born in due course sophias
daughter would marry another devil decarabiad6carabiacarabiadesarabiaDe and would in turn
become the mother of another daughter that daughter would
later become the mother of the antichristanti christ 48

this complicated prophecy of generations meant that sophia
walder would eventually become the great grandmother of the anti-
christ it also meant that phileas walder alleged mormon general
authority and the shadow of john taylor was the father in law of
the devil bitrubetru in 1896 the monthly magazine for which diana
vaughan served as editor followed the saga of sophias pregnancy
to the great astonishment of its readers in france and elsewhere 49

evangelical fundamentalist anti mormonism

As previously mentioned the taxil saga did not entirely die
with the scandal of 1897 A key character as french scholarjeanscholarjean-
pierre laurant calls him abel clarin de la rive continued after the
scandal as an antimasonicanti masonic writer for seventeen years until his death
in 1914 although clarin de la rive suspected taxil even before the
scandal he was never entirely convinced even after taxistaxils con-
fession that diana vaughan and sophia walder never existed 5010

evangelical fundamentalist allegations of mormon connec-
tions to masonry also survived the taxil hoax catholic anti-
masonic authors who were normally very careful with respect to
the whole satanic connection after 1897 nevertheless continued
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to speculate that mormonscormons were part of a larger conspiracy the
summa on secret societies from a catholic perspective was written
by monsignor nicolas deschamps from 1874 to 1876 and went
through a number of editions the book explained that mormonscormons
and freemasonsFreemasons were not necessarily always in league between
themselves but that mormonscormons probably represented an example
of a sect or cult more advanced than freemasonry itself 51

A group of european and american authors used parallel criticisms
for mormonism and spiritualism but did not necessarily imply that
either heresy was directly inspired by satan 5212

although the fall ofoftaxiltaxil discredited and marginalized all the-
ories of satanic conspiracy these theories did not disappear en-
tirely in 1904 a reverend eugene rickard of meath irelandoreland had a
selection of writings by diana vaughan republished in english in
mexico without mention of the taxil hoax claiming that the for-
mer priestess of lucifer was now a nun he distributed the writ-
ings in the united states 53

the interest in diana vaughan was revived in 1929 by the
publication in paris of leine du dragon a book purportedly writ-
ten by one clotilde bersonebergoneBersone who in the years 1877 80 had been
the lover of the future united states president james A garfield
18311851 1881 garfield was represented as the leader in paris of a

secret satanic freemasonry similar to palladismpalladiumPalladism 5451 the book was
actually written by the catholic priest novelist paul boulin
1875 193319531935 and was purportedly based on an ancient manuscript

discovered by the jesuit father harald richard 1867 1928
boulinsbollinsBoulins book was actively promoted by the influential anti-
masonic journal revue Internationinternationaleinternationalsale des societiessocietessoci6t6ssocietes secretes
whose editor mgragr ernest jouin 1844 1932 had a number of
readers and friends in the united states strangely enough nobody
checked in garfieldagarfieldsGarfields papers the dates when he should have been
in paris as head of international satanism garfield had been in
paris for only a few days in 1867 and did not leave america at all

between 1875 and 1881 5515 after the publication of relue du
dragon the french antimasonicanti masonic camp became interested again in
diana vaughan and books suggesting that perhaps both she and
sophia walder had really existed were again published 5651

in the last years of his life mgragr jouin was heavily influenced
by lesley or leslie fry a russian american antisemiticanti semitic author
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well known for her defense of the spurious protocols of the elders
of zion fry whose real name was paquita shishmarevshishmarefShishmarev also per-
suaded jouin to occasionally include mormonism in lists of satanic
11 cults interested in sex published by the revue internationinternationaleinternationalsale 57

the french antimasonicanti masonic camp was noted for its evangelical fun-
damentalistdamentalist political preferences and had good connections in the
united states

A key figure in the transmission of the taxil saga to america is
edith starr miller lady queenboroughQueenborough her two volumes of occult
theocrasy were published posthumously for private circulation
only in paris in english in 1933193519551933585 but have since gone through a
number of US editions and are in print even today 59 miller admit-
ted that parts of her work relied heavily on margiotta dr bataille
hacks paul rosen and alice bailey samuel paul rosen
1840 1907 was a jewish rabbi from poland who converted to

roman catholicism and wrote a very famous book satan et cie
satan and co 60 in which he insisted that a satanic conspiracy

existed at the direction of freemasonsFreemasons before and after the taxil
scandal rosen with a blessing by pope leo XIII continued to lec-
ture against freemasonry 61 alice bailey 1880 1949 an indepen-
dent theosophist and founder of the arcane school wrote from an
entirely different perspective but miller found in her works evi-
dence that she was also a member of the satanic conspiracy 62

miller also quoted liberally from clarin de la rive basically
translating from the fictitious dr bataille miller revealed some
spicy details of astonishing palladian sessions albert pike held in
charleston she also claimed that a wireless telephone was in the
possession of the heads of the masonic organization that worked
only because of satan because when pike was alive wireless was
unknown 63 joseph smith according to miller conceived the
idea of establishing a masonic super rite however

joseph smith applying his powers of mediumship towards the real-
ization of the ambitious project nurtured by general pepe mazzini
and others for the establishment of a super rite was not necessarily
acceptable to the masonic leaders of his time thus as a mason he
failed but as the founder of a masonic sect he succeeded 64

miller concluded that the mormon dogma is universality material-
ism and pantheism it blends judaism and christianity aiming at a
progressive universal religion while seeking to unite in itself all
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faiths and the cults of every people on earth 16565161 the establishment of
this universal religion is of course the whole aim of the great
satanic conspiracy millers influence should not be underestimated
and her anti mormon and antimasonicanti masonic arguments are stillstiff quoted
by a certain kind of evangelical fundamentalist literature today

in recent years the reception of such anti mormon arguments
has been aided by the rise of perennialismperenniahsmperennialism a name implying that
a perennial esoteric philosophy is behind all religions which
has become increasingly popular in the united states one of the
founders of the perennialistperennialist school was rene guenon 1886 19511951

a french esoteric author who had a number of followers through-
out europe and was received with sympathy even by a number of
roman catholics66catholics66 before converting to islam and settling in egypt
where he died though largely limited to the perennialistperennialist milieu
and to academic scholars of esoterica the influence of guenon in
the united states seems to be growing in recent years

guenon regarded mormonism as one of the most important
religious movements produced by the united states and wrote a
report based largely on anti mormon sources from various coun-
tries guenon suggested that joseph smith though he may have
been a sincere fanatic was controlled by hidden inspiratorsinspiratory per-
haps through sidney rigdon 67 guenon saw joseph as intellectually
inferior to orson pratt who had some knowledge of european phi-
losophylo 68 guenon wrote notwithstanding their peculiarities the
emergence of mormon doctrines is not a lonely phenomenon but
part of a much larger conspiracy europeans needed to keep a
watch since americans have already presented europe with other
very unpleasant gifts 69 guenonsgu6nonsGuenons anti mormonism largely explains
why more recent perennialistperennialist authors in the united states and else-
where who regard guenon as a sort of cult figure have facilely
viewed mormonism as a pseudoreligionpseudoreligion or a false revelation 70

direct use of nineteenth century sources in
contemporary evangelical Fundamentfundamentalistaistalst anti mormonism

we are now in a position to understand and critique the main
proponents of recent anti mormonism despite the publication of
a less successful sequel the god makers 1171II11 71 in 1993 there is
little doubt that the god makers released as a film in 1982 and
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published as a book in 1984 is the most visible contemporary
work of evangelical fundamentalist anti mormonism particularly
of its extreme postrationalistpostrationalist wing one of the key arguments of
the god makers is that mormonism is derived from freemasonry
freemasonry in turn is a form of satanic worship and as a conse-
quence even if admittedly only very few mormonscormons are aware of
it mormonism worships satan

the origin of these claims is obvious quotes attributed to
albert pike are prominent in the god makers including an address
to the leaders of world freemasonry in which pike explains that
there are two gods adonay the god of the christian bible and
lucifer lucifer according to the quotation cited by decker is
pikes hero while adonay is the villain lucifer is god and unfor-
tunatelytunately adonay is also god for the absolute can only exist as
two gods lucifer god of light and god of good is struggling
for humanity against adonay the god of darkness and evil 117272

this quotation from pike is very important in the god mak-
ers according to the god makers satanic freemasonry was the
major influence on mormon doctrine and practice but is there any
evidence that pike turned lucifer satan into godgod7373 where
does deckers evidence come from endnote 30 to chapter 9 of
the god makers reads

instructions to the 23 supreme councils of the world by albert pike
grand commander sovereign pontiff of universal freemasonry july
14 1889 recorded by A C de la rive and reported in la femme et
lenfantienfant dans la franc maconnerie sic universelleUniverselle p 588 as
found in edith S miller occult theocracy sic vol 1 ppap 220 21 7471

this is a strange note it is a quote from a quote of a quote
decker claims he is quoting from miller quoting de la rive quoting
pike the mention that instructions by pike was recorded by A C

de la rive is clearly misleading de la rive did not record any-
thing he was simply using information supplied by diana vaughan
that is leouo taxil who had admitted that everything he wrote about
pike was ficticiousfictitious including the allegations of satanism

interestingly enough when william schnoebelen and james
spencer published their mormonismsMormonisms temple of doom two years
after the god makers they quoted again from pikes spurious
instructions altering the endnote only slightly 75 apparently
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decker and schnoebelen do not realize that taxil specifically
admitted his forgery of the 1889 pike instructions in his 1897 con
fession76 and that even anti mormon and antimasonicanti masonic authors such
as leslie fry recognized the forgery as such 77

in 1991 schnoebelen wrote a new book masonry beyond
the light which was published by the controversial chick publi-

cations known for its anti mormon and anti catholic comics and
which contained an entire chapter on albert pike and the
congress of demons after admitting to the tanners in a 1988
interview that the source was controversial 117178 schnoebelen
nevertheless wrote in his 1991 chick publications book that if
we look at his writings and statements attributed to him we find
that he pike acknowledged lucifer as the true god and adonay
the biblical god as the god of evil 117979 this time the quote is from
de larive sic 80 again with no reference to miller schnoebelen

quotes liberally not only from de la rive but also from miller and
from domenico margiotta whom we met earlier as the italian
who claimed he had known diana vaughan and sophia walder
quite well schnoebelen quotes margiotta to the effect that
albert pike had only specified and unveiled the dogmas of the

high grades of all other masonriesMasonries and asks his readers please

note that statement carefully the lucifer doctrine we are
told is implicit in the lower degrees and only becomes an
explicit teaching in the highest degrees the highest of the high
was the palladium 881

next come the claims mentioned but not emphasized in
mormonismsMormonisms temple ofdoomof doom that the palladium not only really
existed in the nineteenth century but also still exists today in the
united states and that schnoebelen has been a member of it

I1 was brought into palladium lodge resurrection 13 in chicago
in the late 1970s and received the degree of paladin in that
lodge in 1981 from the son of one of the leading occultists in the
late 19th century an associate ofofaleisterofAleister crowley evidently there
was and is palladium masonry being worked in the 20th century

I1 am ashamed to admit it but I1 myself stood in lodge and
joined in the traditional palladium imprecation which is translated
from the french glory and love for lucifer hatred hatred
hatred to god accursed accursed accursed12accursed82accursed 8212
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one wonders why a ritual supposedly devised by an american like
albert pike would need to be translated from the french al-
though if one assumes that schnoebelen is really translating from
taxil the situation becomes obvious

in the 1988 interview schnoebelen told the tanners that the
palladium ritual requires the initiate to immediately burn his cer-
tificate of initiation 83 however schnoebelen published in 1993 a
certificate of initiation of his wife sharon into the order of palla-
dium signed by a david D depaul 78171178484 according to michael berti-
aux a well known figure in the occult milieu of chicago and the
man who consecrated schnoebelen as a bishop in his gnostic
church in 1977 david depaul was a real person and that was his
name he was originally roman catholic from an orphans home
or else placed there by family having realisedrealizedrealised a special bond
between himself and satanism depaul

believed that diana vaughan was a real spirit trying to contact him
he also stated that she came to him and directed him in setting up a
mystical society that would continue the work of the palladium of
which he was chief 85

there is at any rate much to learn from schnoebelens dis-
tortionstortions for example his questionable claim that the mafia is really
a sicilian masonic terrorist organization and is a part of the big

conspiracy according to schnoebelen it was founded by giuseppe
mazzini 1805 1872 the italian revolutionary and the name
mafia is an acronym for mazzini autorizzaautorizza burtifurti indendiincendiincendi
avvelenamenti mazzini authorizes thefts arson and poisoningpoisoning86tig86116

this theory was first suggested in the late nineteenth century but
was immediately abandoned because historians in europe recog-
nize that the mafia existed some centuries before mazzini but we
have to leave schnoebelen although not without noting that his
whole book is a tribute to the taxil sources and the legend they
built around albert pike

common trends

the way decker schnoebelen and the whole postrationalistpostrationalist
anti mormon camp use nineteenth century french sources con-
nected with the taxil hoax quoted directly or from miller is only
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part of the story by relying on these french sources to buttress
their arguments postrationalistpostrationalist anti mormonscormons rely on taxil not
only for all their spurious data about albert pike mazzini and pal

ladismcadism but also for a whole method and logic taxilstaxis line of
logic is replicated in the contemporary anti mormonism that the

god makers inaugurated according to both 1 satan plays a
direct role in the story 2 besides satan the major villains in the
plan are the devils agents a chosen few who are aware they are
working for him the term demonized is relatively new but the
concept is the same as that employed by taxil and his followers
3 although the great satanic conspiracy is of course secret

satan leaves his signature via symbols books and acronyms whennenven
these are studied by counter satanist experts it is obvious to them
that satan is in charge we have seen that even mafia is an
acronym and that no masonic symbol or motto escapes a sinister
explanation by taxil or de la rive likewise decker and schnoe-
belen have played fast and loose and they have acknowledged
that the real master at this game of dissimulation is another post
rationalist anti mormon with the pseudonym of loftes tryk 87

4 the two main tools used by satan to recruit people for his con-
spiracy are power and sex taxil introduced the likes of pike and
waiderwalderwaldenwaiden who wanted to rule the entire world and sex was always
present 5 neither masons nor mormonscormons could have succeeded
alone in the satanic conspiracy As we have seen freemasonry in
the taxil saga and mormonism in the god makers are both sup-
posedly best understood as part of a larger occult conspiracy
accordingly it is no contradiction to state that joseph smith was
an occultist and also to insist that he was a classical humanist
atheist 88 for secular humanists and atheists are clearly part of the
conspiracy too 89 deckers89deckers explanation of Mormonismmormonism9090 could just
as well be a summary of occult theocrasy millers compilation
from earlier french sources

likewise in a marginal book about the new world order as
a satanic threat william T still claims the mormonscormons are part of the
conspiracy in chapter 9 of stills book titled albert pike & mazz-

ini we again find the familiar reference quoted from millersminers
quote of de la rive to albert pikes alleged instructions issued
from charleston the sacred city of the palladium yes lucifer is
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god and unfortunately adonay is also god 79191 the taxil saga of
albert pike diana vaughan sophia walder satanic masons and a
few mormonscormons did not die with the scandal of 1897 and it will
probably continue into the next century

allAHailali ends in confusion

the new wave of anti mormonism that emerged in the 1980s
is largely different from both secular and sectarian anti mormonism
which have existed since the birth of the LDS church although the
new anti mormonism borrows themes and arguments from both its
predecessors its historical roots are in the much older french nine
teenthsteenth century counter subversion literature which focused on free-
masonry and included tangential references to mormonism the
new anti mormonism has borrowed much more than a few quota-
tions from these nineteenth century sources it has borrowed their
whole system of logic and world view

even though scholars agree these sources were spurious and
largely connected to a hoax the taxil scandal they are so cru-
cial to the postrationalistpostrationalist anti mormon movement that its propo-
nents are not prepared to stop using them it would be simple to
eliminate the references to the instructions by pike known to be
a fabrication for more than one hundred years but anti mormonscormons
are reluctant to abandon a smoking gun that they claim proves
that masons worship satan the masonic connection which be-
comes their satanic connection to mormonism is too essential
for their purposes

although new developments are probably in store for the
future for the time being I1 will conclude with one of my favorite
quotations from C S lewis

there are two equal and opposite errors into which our race can fallfanfalifail
about the devils one is to disbelieve in their existence the other is
to believe and to feel an excessive and unhealthy interest in them
they themselves are equally pleased by both errors 9291

massimo introvigne is a partner in the law firm of jacobacci and perani torino
italy professor of religious studies at the pontifical university regina apostolo
rum rome and director of CESNUR the center for studies of new religions an
international research facility in torino italy
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NOTES

william 0 nelson anti mormon publications in encyclopedia ofofmorodmormor
monism ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 151511 A good
regional and historical study exists however about idaho merle W wells anti
mormonism in idaho 1872921872 92 provo utah brigham young university press

1978 for a political treatment ofofantiefantiantiantl mormonism in the united states in the nine-
teenth century and its similarities to antimasonicanti masonic and anti catholic crusades see
mark W cannon the crusades against the masons catholics and mormonscormonsMormons sep-
arate waves of a common current BYU studies 3 no 2 1961 23 40

2seeaseeee massimo introvigne the devil makers contemporary evangelical
fundamentalist antiantl mormonism dialogue 27 no 1 spring 1994 153 69

3seeaseeee lawrence foster career apostates reflections on the works ofofjerofferjerjcr
ald and sandra tanner dialogue 17 no 2 summer 1984 3355 60 and lawrence
foster apostate believers jerald and sandra tanners encounter with mormon
history in differing visions dissenters in mormon history ed roger D lau-
nius and linda thatcher urbana university of illinois press 1994 343 65

4edaeded decker and dave hunt the god makers eugene ore harvest house
1984201984 20 21

5seeaseeee for an overview clarke garrett respectable folly millenariansMillenarians and
the french revolution in france and england baltimore johns hopkins uni-
versity press 1975

agustinugustinaugustinugustin barruelbarrielBarruel memoiresmimoiresMemoMimofresires pour serverservir ea ihistoire du jacobinismeJacobinisme
4 vols london le boussonnierBoussonnier 1797 in 1797 the same le boussonnierBoussonnier in lon-
don published the first english translation memoirs illustrating the history of
jacobinism 4 vols

7johnajohnohn robison proofs of a conspiracy against all the religions and gov-
ernmentsernments of europe carried on in the secret meetings of freemasonsFreemasons illumi-
nati and reading societies 4thath ed new york G forman 1798

setheth payson proofs of the real existence and dangerous tendency of
illuminism containing an abstract of the most interesting parts of what
dr robison and the abbe barrielbarruel have published on this subject with
collateral proofs and general observations charlestownCharlestown mass samuel
etheridge 1802 augustin barruelbarrielBarruel the antichristiananti christian and antisocialanti social conspir-
acy lancaster pa joseph Erenfried 1812

lettres9lettres maciquesmagiquesmagiques ou lettre sur le diable parusicparmsicparMpar msicMsasic sicic seivisuivi dunepi&cedune piece
curieusecurieuse en france npap 1781 lettres philosophiques sur la magie paris
npap year IXIV

jeanlojeanjeanbaptistebaptiste fiard la france thompietrompeetrompie par les magiciansmagiciens et
demonoldtresd6monolatres du xviiiexvihe si&c1esieclefaitfait demontrepard6montripardemontrepar lesfaitsles faits paris gregoire 1803
189 see also jeanbaptistejean baptiste fiard instruction sur les sorcierssorciers paris npap 1796

jean wendel wurtz les Precurseprecurseurspr6curseursurs de iantecbristlanticbrisk histoirehistoire prophe
tique des plus fameux impliesimpies qui ontparuont paru depuis ietablissementlwablissement de 16legliseieglise16glisekliseglise
jusqujusqudjustui ranvanianlan 1861 ou la revolution francaise iriditepreditepridite par jean levangelistel6vangilisteLevangeliste
lyon rusandbusand 1816 previously published in two volumes as apocalypse ou les

precurseiirspr6curseurs de iantecbristiantichrist lyon rusandbusand 1816 and lapollyonLApo llyon de iapocalapocatapoca
lypsehypse ou la revolutionvolutionri franfrancaiseluiseruisebaise7aise precitepreditepr6dite par saint jean ievangeliste lyon
rusandbusand 1816 jean wendel wurtz superstitions et prestigesprestiges des philosopherphilosophesphilo sophes
ou les demonoldtresd6monolatres du sieclesi&clesincle des Lumieres lyon rusandbusand 1817
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wurtzurtz superstitions 3
1313johannjohann joseph von gorres die christlichechristliche mystik 5 vols regensburg

G J manz 1836 42 french translation la mystique divine turellenaturellena et dia
moliquebolique paris poussielgue rusandbusand 1854551854 55 2dad ed 1861621861 62 reprint grenoble
jerome millon 1992 gorres had converted to catholicism in 1819

some of the most important works of the 1850s are charles beecher
A review of the spiritual manifestations new york G B putnamsputnamsrPutnams sons
1853 john C bywater the7 be mystery solved or a bible exposeexposi of the spirit rap
pings showing batthat7 they are not caused by the spirits of the dead but by evil
demons or devils rochester NY advent harbinger office 1852 william
ramsey spiritualism a satanic delusion and a sign of the times rochester
NY H L hastings 1857 william henry corningcoming the7 be infidelity of the times
as connected with the mappingsrappingsRappings and mesmerists boston J P jewett 1854
william R gordon A breethreethreefold7 foldfoid test ofofmodernmodern spiritualism new york scrib-
ner 1856 J W daniels spiritualism versus christianity or spiritualism thor-
oughly exposed new york auburn miller 1856 Z campbell the7 be spiritual
telegraphic opposition line or science and divine revelation against spiri-
tual manifestations springfield mass H S taylor 1853 joseph F berg
abbadonbadongabbadonAb and mahanaimMahanaim or daemons and guardian spirits philadelphia
higgins and perkinpine 1856 and james porter the spirit rappingsmappingsRappings mes-
merism clairvoyance visions revelations startling phenomena and infi-
delity of the rapping fraternity calmly considered and exposed boston
george C rand 1853 latter day saint general authorities also reacted to the
controversy on the supposed demonic nature of spiritualism see brigham young
and othersjournalothers journaltournai of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards 1855 86
210 11 7239 40 1371731371 73 13134 35 132616813261 68 132808113280 81

15seesee emile montegutmont6gut le Mormonmomionismemormonismeisme et sa valeur morale la societe et la
vie des mormonscormonsMormons revue des beuxdeux mondes 26 february 15 1856 692

john farina general introduction in orestes A brownson selected
writings ed patrick W carey new york paulist 1991199iggi1 1

170non brownson see arthur M schlesingerjrschlesingerjr orestes A brownson A pil-
grims progress boston little brown 1939 thomas R ryan orestes A
brownson A definitive biography huntington ind our sunday visitor 1976
henry F brownson orestes A brownsonsBrownsons early life 180318441803 1844 detroit
by the author 1898 H F brownson orestes A brownsonsBrownsons middle life
184518551845 1855 detroit by the author 1899 H F brownson orestes A brown
sons latter life 185618761856 1876 detroit by the author 1900 see also john L
brooke the finersrefinersrefineryRe fire the making of mormon cosmology 164418441644 1844
new york cambridge university press 1994 194

see thomas R ryan orestes A brownson the popes champion in
america chicago franciscan herald press 1984

190igoorestes190restesrestes A brownson the spirit rapper an autobiography boston lit-
tle brown 1854

brownson the spirit rapper 161 62
brownson the spirit rapper 164 65
brownson the7 be spirit rapper 165 66
brownson2113rownson the7 be spirit rapper 166 67

14patrick W carey introduction to orestes A brownson selected writ-
ings 36
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25 orestes A brownson our lady of lourdes review of the wonders of
lourdes by mgragr de segur trans anna T sadliersadller brownsonsBrownsons quarterly review
29 july 1875 384

26brownson our lady of lourdes 384
27brownson our lady of lourdes 386
jules21julesjuies eudes de mirville pneumatologicpneumatologie 10 vols paris vrayetbrayet de surcy

delaroque et watteliercattelierWattelier 1853681853 68
29see marie france james gougenotmougenotGougenot des mousseaux henri roger in

esoterismeesot6risme occultismeoccultisme franofranc maconneriemaonnerie et christianismechristianisme aux dixexixe et xxeaxe
siecles explorations bio bibliograpbiquesbibliographiques paris nouvellesnouvillesNouvelles editions latinesladinesLatines
19811361981 136156 38

30300orestesrestes augustus brownson lespritfrappeurlespritLEsprit frappeurfrappeur scmessamesscenes du monde invisi-
ble paris casterman 1862

3131josephjoseph bizouardBizouard des rapportsrapeportsRapports de lhomme abecavec ie demon essai
historiquehistorique et etphilosophiquephilosophiquephilosophique 6 vols paris gaume frfreresres J duprey 1864
6111 27

jules31julesjuies remy voyage auaupayspapspays des mormonscormonsMormons 2 vols paris E dentudenau 1860
bizouard33bizouardBizouard des rapeportsrapportsRapports 6111 27

34 see regis ladousfadous le spiritismeSpiritisme et les demons dans les catechismescat6chismescatechismes
francais du xixexdcedixe sieclesi6clesincle in le deptdeftdepp maciquemagiquemagique II11 satanismeSatanisme sorcelleriesorcellerie ed jean-
baptiste martin and massimo introvigne lyon presses universitairesUniversitaires de lyon
19942031994 203205 28

jornsjorisjonis karlkari huysmans lelebaslabasla bas paris tresse et stock 1891
36the3117he alienation of the largest french masonic group the grand orient

from the mainstream world masonic bodies caused by this schism has not been
healed to this day

31on taxil see massimo introvigne indazineindagineIndagine sul satanismo Satanist i e

anti satanisticsatanisti dal seicentoSeicento ai nostri giorni milano arnoldo mondadori editoreeditorsEditore
1994 james taxil leouo in esoterismeesotjrisme 24752247 52 eugen weber satan franc
maconmaon la mystification de leo160lao taxil paris julliard 1964 see also lesley fry
pseudonym of paquita shishmarevshishmarefShishmarev herself an antimasonicanti masonic writer leo taxil et

la prancfrancprano savonneriemaconneriemavonnerie lettres ineditedineditesin6ditesineditesfoes publieespubli6es par les amis de agrmgrmgrjouinjouin cha
tou british american press 1934

3110non the real albert pike see fred W allsoppausoppalsopp albert pike little rock
parke harper 1928 walter L brown albert pike phd diss university
of texas 1955 robert E duncan reluctant general the life and times of
albert pike new york E P dutton 1961 A masonic hagiography on pike is
still in print as a curious contrast to antimasonicanti masonic characterizations of pike as a

hidden satanist see for example albert pike sovereign grand commander
1859 1891 washington DC the supreme council scottish rite of freema-
sonry southern jurisdiction USA 1986 for a scholarly assessment of pike in the
context of the history of american fraternal societies see mark C carnesgamescames secret
ritual and manhood in victorian america new haven yale university press

19891333919891331989 1331351531333939
39seesee diana vaughan ilg160leo taxil eveeviEvevequesequesques des etatsstats unis memoiresm6moiresMemofresiresrres dune

ex palladisteparfaitepalladiste parfaite initiveinitieeiniti6e independanteind6pendante no 6 december 1895 189 92
see domenico margiotta le palladismePalladisme cuite de satan lucifer dans les

triangles maconniquesmaonniques grenoble H falque 1895 and abel clarin de la rive
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la femme et lenfant dans la franc maconneriemavonneriesavonnerie universelleuniverselle paris and lyon
delhomme et briguet 1894 2dad ed 1899 on clarin de la rive editor of the jour-
nal la france chrichretiennechritiennetienne antimaconniqueantimaonnique as successor ofoftaxiltaxil from 1896 to
1914 see the entry clarin de la rive abel in james esoterismeesotirisme 727472 74

4historianshistorians sympathetic to freemasonry maintain that taxil was only a con
man and that extreme antimasonicanti masonic prejudice explains the success his scheme
enjoyed for a number of years see for example from the perspective of con-
temporary italian freemasonry aldo A mola 11IIil diavolodicavolo in loggia in dicavolodiavoloDiavolo
dicavolidiavoliDiavoli torino e algrovealtrovealtrove ed filippo barbano milano bompiani 1988 25770257 70
masonic encyclopedist and golden dawn member arthur edward waite
185719421857 1942 published a rebuttal to taxil one year before the scandal of 1897

devil worship in france or the question of lucifer A record of things seen
and heard in the secret societies according to the evidence of initiates lon-
don george redway 1896 after the fall ofoftaxiltaxil in 1897 waite wrote a further
work diana vaughan and the question of modemmodern palladiumpalladismPalladism A sequel to
devil worship in france that remained unpublished and is at present in a pri-

vate collection in england another classic pro masonic account of the scandal is
henry charles lea leo160 taxil diana vaughan et ieglisefiglisefiglike romaine histoirehistoire dune
mystification paris societesoci&6 nouvelle de librairielib rairie et dedition 1901.1901igol one should
also read the famous lecture of 1907 where taxil confessed the hoax leouo taxil
conference a la salle de la societe de geographic Aa paris douze ans sous la ban

nierenire de 16ieglise16gliselegliseglise la funiisteriefumisteriefumisteniesteriestenne du palladismePalladisme chez les francs maansmaconsmaons le fron
deur 12 april 1897 13 scholars less favorable to freemasonry do not rule out
the possibility that taxil was in league with a segment of french freemasonry and
that he knowingly combined true and false information which made it difficult if
not impossible for years for even more moderate forms of antimasonryanti masonry to be
taken seriously see james taxil leo160 and fry leo taxil et la franofrancatanc maconmallon
nerie see also the bibliography in weber satan franofranc maconmallon

4117or42for discussions of mormonmonnon themes in french literature mainly in the 1860s
and 1920s see wilfried decoo the image of mormonism in french literature
parts 1 and 2 BBYUYU studies 14 winter 1974 15775157 75 16 winter 1976 2652657676

43drdr bataille charles hacks le diable au x1xexixedixe siale 2 vols paris del-
homme et briguet 1892 and 1894 139

1116o11160leo taxil Y atila t il des femmes dans la franc maconneriemaonnerie paris
H noirot 189118911 39093390 93 diana vaughan memoiresm6moiresMemo rresiresikes dune ex palladiste par-
faite initiveinitieeinitije independanteindipendante 10 april 1896 28993289 93

15vaughan15vaughan memoiresmimoiresMemoMimofresires 292 93
bataille le diable 360 see also diana vaughan la bisaieulebisaleule de lanti

christ suite memoiresm6moiresMemo itesires dune ex palladisteparfaitepalladiste parfaite initiveinitieeinitije independanteindipendante 10
april 1896 289 303 on the strasbourg connection see taxil Y atila t il des

femmes 390 93
bataille le diable 139

48 diana vaughan le 33e crispi un palladistePalladiste homme detatdwatawat dimadehasquedemasquedimasquidemasquesqui
histoirehistoire documenteddocumenteedocumentiedocumenteementie du beroshirosbiros depuis sa naissancenaissancejusquijushuajusqua sa deuximedeuxieme mort
181918961819 1896 paris A pierret 1897 315

49seesee diana vaughan memoiresm6moiresMemo fresiresrres dune ex palladiste parfaite initiveinitieeinitije
independanteind6pendante I1 have in my library the copy which was once the property
of the library of societassocietalSocie tas rosicrucianaRosicruciana in anglia the handwritten comments of
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dr william wynn westcott 1848 1925 a member of the societassocietalSocie tas an authori-
tative freemason and one of the founders 0ofif the important occult society called
the hermeticHennetic order of the golden dawn show that he was aware of the mag-
nitude of the hoax

51seesee on this point jeanpierrejean pierre laurant le dossier leouo taxil du fondsponds jean
baylot de la bibliothequebiblioth6que nationalenationalsNationale politicopolitica hermeticahermeticsHermetica 4 1990 55 64

51 nicolas51nicolas deschamps les societiessocietessocijt6sSocietes secretes et la societe ouphilophilosophicsophie de

ihistoirephistoire contemporaine notes and documents collected by claudio jannet
2dad ed 3 vols avignon seguin freres 1883 3546473546 47

52see on this point michael W homer spiritualism and mormonism some
thoughts on the similarities and differences in le deprdefiderpdayi maciquemagiquemagique LI1 esoterismeesot6fisme
occultismeoccultisme spiritismespiritisme eds jeanbaptistejean baptiste martin and francoisfranois laplantineLap lantine lyon
presses universitairesUniversitaires de lyon 1994 143 62 in 1867 a book by lacon the
devil in america A dramatic satire mobile J K randall 1867 suggested that
america was threatened both by the demon of mormonismMonnonism and the demon of
spiritualism 1I thank michael W homer for this reference it is however unclear
whether lacon merely used demons as literary devices for his satire or really
believed that both mormonscormons and spiritualists were controlled by the evil one

dlanadiana vaughan leouo taxil miss diana vaughan priestess of lucifer by
berseyherselfhersey now a nun guadalajara mexico la verdadverdade 1904 this volume has
become extremely scarce one copy has been located by michael W homer at
the library of congress washington DC

54 paul boulin leluebelue du dragon paris les etincellesEtincelles 1929
55forfor a discussion of beluelelue du dragon see introvigne indazineindagineIndagine sul

satanismo 233 45
51seesee for example bibliophile hiram in diana vaughan atellea t elle existe

jerusalem paris RISS 1931
57xxXX les missionnaires du gnosticismeGnostic isme revue internationinternationaleinternationalsale des

societiessocietessoci6t6ssocietes secretes 20 may 10 1931 462 XX was leslie fry see listfistbist of her works
on the back of the title page of her leo taxil et lalafrancfrancfrano maconneriema monnerieonnerieonnetienerie

lady queenboroughQueenborough edith starr miller occult theocrasy 2 vols
france npap 1931

59seesee for example edith starr miller occult theocrasy 2 vols
hawthorne calif christian book club of america 1977 anti mormon william

schnoebelen in his masonry beyond the light chino calif chick 1991 men-
tions an edition published by christian book club of america los angeles
1933 p 286 endnote 7 to chapter 18 probably a confusion of the 1977 edi-
tion with the first edition which was privately printed in paris

paul rosen satan et cie association universelleuniversellepouruniverselle pour la destruction de
iordrelordrelondre social paris veuve H casterman 1888 rosen was on the other hand
an enemy of taxil

it has also been suggested that rosen mentioned mormon theories con-
cerning the possibility of generating spirit children in the celestial world as being
sirsiislisimilarnilar to his interpretation of the tenth degree of scottish rite freemasonry see
pierre barrucandBarrucand quelquesquerquesQuelques aspects de 1antimaconnismeiantimaqonnisme le cas de paul rosen
politicapolitico HermeHennebennehermeticshermeticahenneticatica 4 1990 9110891 108 especially page 105

miller occult theocrasy 1931 1226 28
13miller13 miller occult theocrasy 1931 1223 26
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miller occult theocrasy 1931 2459
15miller15miller occult theocrasy 1931 2464 this page apart from the solemn

conclusion also includes a curious mistake LDS church president joseph field-
ing smith is said to be the eldest son of the founder of the order that is appar-
ently joseph smith jr of course he was actually the grandson of josephs
brother hyrum

although66aithough guenon was part of the occult underground himself he saw the
world as a struggle between real traditional initiates and the dark forces of
counter initiation when writing against counter initiation he was ready to

cooperate with catholic apologists and his books against theosophy and spiri-
tualism were written predominantly for a catholic audience see rene guenon
le theosopbismetb6osophisme histoirehistoire dunepseudodune pseudo religion paris editions traditionnellesTraditionnelles
1965 and rene guenon lerreurlarreurLErreur spirite paris editions traditionnellesTraditionnelles 1952
on the first editions of these works and guenonsgu6nonsGuenons relations with catholic circles
see marie france james esoterismeesot6risme et Christiancbristianismechristianismeisme autourartour de rendrenekend guenon
paris nouvellesnouvillesNouvelles editions latinesladinesLatines 1981

67ren6rene guenongu6non les origines du mormonismeMormonisme revue politique et lit
teraire 64 september 4 1926 535 41 republished in melangesm61angesmelangerMelanges paris galli
mard 1976 161 75 guenonsgu6nonsGuenons evaluation of joseph smith is not very kind
or accurate

if he was incontestably an impostor even though some have tried to
show him to be a sincere fanatic it is not sure that he imagined all
his frauds by himself there are too many cases more or less similar
where those who appear as leaders of a movement are more the
tools of hidden puppet masters who remain entirely unknown even
to themselves A man like rigdon for example may well have been
an intermediary between smith and the hidden inspiratorsinspiratory
As usual in these cases the tool is ferociously destroyed this was
exactly what happened to smith guenon origines du mormon
monismemonisme 538

guenon suggests that dark forces may have inspired spalding to write his
manuscript and sidney rigdon to use it to produce the book of mormon guenon
noted that it was possible that joseph smith was about to discover the hidden
inspiratorsinspiratory who manipulated him through rigdon or that he attempted to free
himself from the external apparitions hidden behind him for this reason he was
killed in fact according to guenon it is hard to believe that the mob at
carthage acted spontaneously it is much more probable that someone had
an interest in eliminating joseph smith at this very time guenon origines du
mormonismeMormon isme 536 538 39

guenon6gu6non who was well learned in philosophy fancifully distinguished
between what he attributed to joseph smith himself and what he attributed to
orson pratt under whose intellectual dominion smith fell toward the end of
his life and who had some more or less vague knowledge of the ideas of hegel
and some other german philosophers in popular versions due to authors like
parker and emerson contrarily joseph smith who insisted on a limited god
of flesh and bones rather reminded guenon of william james Is it not true
the french esoteric author asked himself that mormonscormons were first to propose
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the idea now dear to pragmatist philosophers of a limited god the invisible
king of wells the mormon idea of intelligences who are coeternalcoetemal with god
was on the other hand wildly attributed by guenon to reminiscences of leibnitz
and his theory of monadism guenon origines du mormonismeMormonisme 538 40

guenon69gu6non origines du mormonismeMormonisme 541
70seesee for example frithjoffrithjofschuonschuon comprendreComprendre ilslam11slamisslam paris editions du

seuildeuil 1976 54
71eded decker and caryl matrisciana the god makers II11 eugene ore har-

vest house 1993
72decker and hunt god makers 130
73decker73decker and hunt god makers 131
74decker and hunt god makers 267
75william75william schnoebelen and james spencer mormonismsMormonisms temple ofofdoomdoom

idaho falls idaho triple J 1987 58
71seesee taxil conference a la salle de la societe de geographic
77seesee fry leo taxil et la franc maconneriemaonnerie 207 for a recent discussion

of the pike hoax from a masonic point of view see art de hoyos and S brent mor-
ris Is it true what they say about freemasonry the methods of anti masons
silver spring md masonic service association of the united states 1994

7when78whenewhen the tanners in a 1988 meeting during the course of their con-
troversytroversy with decker and his associate william schnoebelen questioned the
quote schnoebelen admitted that it is a controversial and antimasonicanti masonic
source schnoebelen according to the tanners seemed to know the french
language and translated the title of the publication by clarin de la rive into
english for us when we inquired as to whether it could in any way be traced
back directly to the masons he responded not to my knowledge no jerald
tanner and sandra tanner the lucifer god doctrine 2dad ed salt lake city
utah lighthouse ministry 1988 63 1I have obtained from the tanners a copy
of the tape recorded interview and have checked the references for the con-
troversytroversy between the tanners and postrationalistpostrationalist anti mormonscormons see introvigne
the devil makers

79schnoebelen79schnoebelen masonry beyond the light 191
10schnoebelen10schnoebelen masonry beyond the light 286

schnoebelen masonry beyond the light 191 in 1990 schnoebelen also
published with chick publications of chino calif ciccawicca gatanssatans little white
lie nothing resembles a book by schnoebelen more than another book by
schnoebelen the plot is always the same because of his unique background as
an allegedly former catholic priest satanist wiccanwician mason and mormon
schnoebelen feels qualified to detect that all these pseudo religions if they are
not one and the same are at least all part of the same satanic conspiracy

schnoebelen masonry beyond the light 19395193 95
13seesee tanner and tanner the lucifer god doctrine 63

williamiinvilham J schnoebelen and sharon schnoebelen lucifer dethronerdethroned
A true story chino calif chick 1993 205

michaelmichaei bertiaux letter to author february 12 1994
schnoebelen masonry beyond the light 192

17loftes tryk the best kept secrets in the book of mormon redondo
beach calif jacobs well foundation 1988 86 87 see response in daniel C
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peterson A modem malleus maleficarum review of books on the book of
mormon 3 1991 23160231 60

decker and hunt god makers 259
89according89according to decker atheisthumanistAtheist humanist henri de lubec declared the

turning point in history will be the moment man becomes aware that the only
god of man is man himself the endnote refers to a book atheistic humanist
written by one henri de lubec decker and hunt god makers 259 and end-
note 43 to chapter 17 p 272 decker in fact found this quote in a book called
the drama of humanist atheism written by henri de lubacaubac not lubec
translated by edith M riley london sheed and ward 1949 this book which
actually criticizes atheism was written by a jesuit theologian who later became
henri cardinal de lubacaubac 1896 1990 see henri de lubacaubac le drame de ihuphu
maniskemanisme athaeatheeath6e 3dad ed paris SPES 1945 ist ed 1944 obviously decker had
not read the book before quoting it

deckergodecker and hunt god makers 243
william9williamawilliam T still new world order nethe ancient plan of secret societies

lafayette la huntington house 1990 124
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advertisement for plastic grape supplies this advertise-
ment appeared in the relief society magazine p 719 in
september 1967 women from around the country were
thus alerted about where to obtain materials for this pop-
ular folk art during general conference
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the world view expressed

in mormon folk art
although ridiculed plastic grapes and hair wreaths symbolize
their makers religious devotion to community and home
obedience to divine injunction or belief in the resurrection

mark L staker

art and religion have a long and pervasive relationship in
most of the world despite this long relationship the central
importance of religion in understanding folk art has received aca-
demic prominence only in the past decade one of the major pro-
ponents of using religion to understand folk art is henry glassieclassic
who argues religion is more significant for understanding folk art
than is history 1 in fact observers are increasingly aware that only
an understanding of communal ideals will give many artifacts any
real significance 2 this view is readily reflected in the popular
american folk art traditions of the shakers and amish the
emphases on humility found in the shakers simple direct forms
and on the avoidance of the new or ostentatious in amish folk art
are so prominent even the casual outside observer quickly notices
their presence these traditions easily impart a sense of group
cohesiveness and of religious community

in contrast latter day saint folk art does not quickly convey
such a sense of humility or community to the casual outsider and
even many inside the core cultural spheres of the faith perceive only
an apparent emphasis on what is new decorative or showy all ad-
jectivesjectives that imply competitive and divisive behavior not religious
community and cooperation some have even held the individual up
in contrast to the community as the ideal two students of mormon
art conclude in the creative experience the creator artist expresses
his uniqueness his free choice that is basic to mormon doctrine 3131133
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although this view could certainly apply to some latter day
saint academic art the overwhelming conclusion of those examin-
ing folk art in other communities has been that their art is a reflec-
tion of community ideals and is a celebration of the community
as a whole this approach reflects the nature of the art produced as

vlach discovered in his examination of african american folk art

the essential characteristics of folk things stem from their commu-
nal nature because they are shared expressions they are not unique
but typical and even commonplace they are not usually monumen-
tal but ordinary and familiar they are not singular but precedented
formulaic and duplicated they are not the product of a lone instant
but are repeated continuously 4

the emphasis on community and tradition over creativity and
individuality should not surprise anyone after all as bourdieu ob-
serves there is no struggle concerned with art that is not also
concerned with the imposition of an art of living 2151155 given the evi-
dence from other groups we would expect latter day saint folk art
to also reflect a spirit of community the following preliminary
examination not only corroborates this assumption but also indi-
cates that humility is as important a driving force in latter day saint
folk art as it is in shaker and amish traditions

the examination is narrowly focused on two specific folkartfolk art
traditions in the intermountain west plastic resin grapes and hair
work although other folk arts have been practiced in different
times and places in an increasingly international religious body the
popularity of plastic grapes and hair work among latter day saint
women in the intermountain west and other scattered latter day
saint communities suggests that these two traditions should begin
any study of mormon folk art both of these art forms have received
outside ridicule at one point however a close examination reveals
that the aspects of both forms that received the most criticism are
actually what gave these folk arts social and religious significance

plastic resin grapes

community in art and the religious significance of decorating
a home with handmade items were fostered through relief soci-
ety organizations making plastic resin grapes see color plate 1

because of the relief societysSocietys networks the grapes popularity
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quickly spread to become almost universal among latter day saint
households in the intermountain west grapes were also made in
other households and even appeared in businesses for example
winerieswintrieswineries in california 6

brief history some of the specifics of the development of
plastic resin grapes are still not clear we do know that when they
first appeared expensive glass grapes were already popular in cal-
ifornia and elsewhere and plastic resin was being used to encase
insects rock collections and other items in this context ruby
swallow developed inexpensive plastic grapes

swallow was thoroughly part of the latter day saint tradition
born in 1905 in the small hamlet of hogan just north of fillmore
utah she presented flowers as a young girl to president joseph FE

smith when he visited fillmore swallow always enjoyed making
things with her hands and saw handwork as an important part of her
activity as a latter day saint in 19631965 she took old glass christmas
tree balls put a piece of wire in each and poured in plastic resin
she chose the color orange because it matched her living room 2171177

swallow continued to experiment during june or july of 1963 and
in september she completed her first set of grapes in time to show
them at a stake homemaking activity see color plate 2aaa sister
louise W madsen the second counselor in the relief society gen-
eral presidency saw the grapes and asked swallow to display them
the following month as part of the homemaking display produced
in conjunction with the semiannual general conference

the first time most latter day saints saw plastic grapes was
at that october 1963 homemaking display they became popular
immediately in fact they became so successful that within a very
short time many church members had made grapes swallow was
hired by an arts and crafts store to teach classes on plastic grapes
and other stores quickly joined the market 8 the plastic resin grapes
remained unusually popular for years in the early 1970s almost a
decade after the first set was made many latter day saint house-
holds in the intermountain west and elsewhere had at least one
set of grapes see color plate 2bab some had plastic grape swag
lamps as well see color plate 3 with the consequent decrease in
demand for more grapes the various grape promoters invented
other ways to use up their dyes wires resin catalyst and glass ball
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molds the plastic grapes still sitting in boxes were sold to children
to make toys

popularity of plastic grapes plastic grapes became so
popular among latter day saint women that an out of town visitor
asked ruby swallows sister if the grapes were somehow con-
nected to mormon beliefs because ruby told that story during
many homemaking demonstrations it became familiar to many lat
ter day saints and a number of variations on the story are still
repeated 9 although this perception by some outside observers is
well known it has generally been laughed off without an attempt
to understand why the grapes became so popular so quickly and
stayed popular for so long when other similar projects were
quickly forgotten for example feather flowers foam hats and
marble wall plaques even those who sold or promoted plastic
grapes were surprised at their continued popularity and fully
expected the market to become saturated much sooner than it did

among the many possible reasons for the popularity of plas-
tic grapes two seem to predominate plastic grapes came to rep-
resent the values of home and community and they were a
convenient way for latter day saint women to live what they
believed was a religious injunction to decorate their homes with
handmade items

ideology and grape production less than a month after
the grapes were introduced during general conference ngo dinh
diem was assassinated and american involvement in the vietnam
conflict escalated dramatically only a few weeks after the general
conference display john FE kennedy was assassinated in dallas
in short plastic grapes were introduced at the beginning of what
became a tumultuous period in american history and they con-
tinued to be made until the early 1970s when american involve-
ment in the vietnam conflict diminished

of course the grapes were not directly connected with the
politics of the time but the political climate influenced the feel-
ings of many latter day saints concerning family religion and the
stability of home life during the upheaval of the times the grapes
became a subtle symbol of the value of home and family they gen-
erally sat almost invisible in the living room of an active latter day
saint woman blending into the matching orange carpet or purple
flowered wallpaper recently one writer fondly recalled the grapes
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as a reminder of hot summer days and all the other things that
long time ago have gone awayaway1010 in 1993 the utah quiltersqualtersQuilters guild
announced in their newsletter the beeline that the beehive would
no longer be their symbol instead the guild had chosen grapes as
their new logo the grape had been unanimously and enthusias-
tically voted in because as one speaker noted

we piece them applique them stuff them jelly and juice them
weve even immortalized this glorious fruit with permanent acrylic
models which have been passed down from grandmother to mother
to daughter to DI to DI deseret industries

the grapes had also come to symbolize family continuity
the grapes were generally made as a community rarely could

one person complete the process herself the balls were usually
poured and assembled in relief society their production and dis-
tributiontribution taking place almost entirely in the context of a religious
community even those who were not latter day saints tended to
work in groups 12

plastic grapes were introduced at a time when the relief soci-
ety organization was promoting arts and crafts in 1963 thereliefthe relief
society magazine published its first section devoted exclusively to
arts and crafts and strongly encouraged them until the magazine
was discontinued in 1971 that year marked the beginning of a
precipitous drop in the emphasis on arts and crafts in the relief
society 13 plastic grapes began to fade from the scene at about the
same time many LDS women credit the relief societysSocietys emphasis
on arts and crafts for their participation in grape making

lou wimmer began a career in arts and crafts just as plastic
grapes were becoming popular reflecting on more than thirty
years of experience working with other latter day saint artisans
wimmer concluded that we were commanded in the dacd&c to
make beautiful things with our hands 14 many other latter day saint
folk artists have expressed this same view plastic grapes were well
suited to this vision of art eleanor zimmerman who was an early
influence in popularizing plastic grapes and who worked with
other latter day saint artisans for more than forty years concludes
plastic grapes were so popular because they were handmade but

looked store bought 15 in zimmermanstimmermansZimmermans view plastic grapes allowed
women to live up to what they believed was a religious injunction
to make things with their hands they could create a product that
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looked like quality craftsmanship but did not demand the time and
training required to become expert in other art forms

about the time that the popularity of plastic grapes was be-
ginning to wane rodello hunter wrote

in relief society on work day the women make things the amount
of work day items are innumerable I1 have abundantly scattered the
works of my hands in my house and in the houses of my relatives and
friends I1 have also received dozens of these items 16

hunter perceives that making things by hand is important as a cre-
ative process but she also believes that giving and receiving these
handmade items is part of that process handmade gifts serve as a
means of creating reciprocal relationships with others hunter
argues that a handmade item is a gift of self and a gift that cannot
be purchased 111717 thus in addition to symbolizing family life and
serving as a treasure to be handed down from generation to gen-
erationeration the grapes were a symbol of both a true gift of self given
in love as well as an image of humility and sacrifice because their
maker had created them with her own hands As such they were
used to decorate the home and other sacred places where the com-
munity worshippedworshipped

over time the grapes lost their appeal and slowly began disap-
pearing from their central place in the home although some have
assumed they were all given to the deseret industries mormon ver-
sion of goodwill stores and the mormon image of unwanted items
most grapes seem to have found their way to the private spheres of
the bedroom or childrens stored inherited treasures

publicly plastic grapes are now generally viewed in a negative
light when a cluster of grapes was included in a 1978 folkartfolk art exhi-
bition many visitors were confused and irritated that an item
aesthetically judged by popular culture to be without merit had

been included 18 the now widespread contempt for the grapes is
illustrated in the comment of a woman involved in the establish-
ment of a new religious tradition in manti utah As an example of
how her womens organization differs from the relief society
elaine harmston replied you wont find any resin grapes on our
tables 19 this response is not a unique one most latter day saints
now view the grapes as insignificant if not silly but with time they
may come to be viewed as the folk art they are
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hair work

hair work underwent a decline in popularity similar to that
of plastic grapes after falling out of fashion hair wreaths were
viewed as misguided monuments to persistence in collecting 112020

now it is much easier to view hair work as a folkartfolk art tradition
an examination of latter day saint hair work sheds light on the ori-
gins of some beliefs of mormon folk artists about their work

cultural foundations hair work is not a unique latter day
saint art tradition locks of hair believed to belong to early christ-
ian saints and other significant individuals were worn in jewelry by
the tenth century before the sixteenth century jewelry itself was
occasionally made of hair in john donnes poem the relic pub-
lished in 1633 the speaker asks to be buried wearing a bracelet
of bright hair as a love token from his mistress making mourning
jewelry of human hair was revived in the mid eighteenth century
the era of the graveyard school of poetry throughout the vic-

torian period hair work of all kinds was popular and in the united
states its popularity peaked between 1820 and 1880 some women
still weave items out of hair 21

during the mid nineteenth century hair work for purposes
other than jewelry became increasingly popular the best known
example was probably a life size portrait of queen victoria exhib-
ited in paris in 1855 As early as the winter of 1850 godeysgodels ladys
book and magazine the most popular womens magazine in
america began to publish a series of how to articles on hair work
in many magazines women could read articles on making flowers
out ofyamyarn and hair pictures out of pieces of hair glued in mosaic
form there is no clear documentation on how the transition was
made from weaving traditional hair jewelry to making other things
such as hair wreaths and trees but by 1864 instructions were pub-
lished for making hair flowers from which the wreaths were made
by wrapping hair around wires 22 their connection to yarn flowers
is clear because an identical process using yarn is described almost
a decade earlier in godeysgodeygodelsGodeysas1s 2523 latter day saint women made flowers
out of both yarn and hair and displayed them in similar ways 2414

hair flowers were viewed as a more challenging and complex
art form than hair jewelry women were told in godeysgodels that hair
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flowers were a branch of the hair work which depends more on
the artistic skill and delicacy of touch of the worker and on prac-
tice than instructions 25251115222525 so the readerson any we can give were
essentially left to learn the art on their own most women seemed
to learn by word of mouth this was the case with the women in
bear lake valley for example ila wright learned the art from her
mother caroline jensen allred who learned it from nancy rich
pugmire one of three women who brought knowledge of hair
work to the valley in the 1860s186os 26

by the late 1800s knowledge of hairworkhair work techniques had
spread to the point that most women knew how to make wreaths
and trees out of hair and most had contributed to one or more
wreaths lichten concludes hair wreaths and trees were in high
fashion in the 1860s and 1870s although several decades earlier
domestic circles were already practiced in the art of making these
mournful trophies 17271127772727

victorian ideology and hair work campbells 1867
instructions on hair work note that hair jewelry functions either
as an ornament or memento 112828 jewelry made from the hair of a
known individual was generally known as sentimental jewelry
and was often given as a token of love or friendship however for
victorians it really came into its own as mourning jewelry one
surviving account of a mans funeral in boston indicates that two
hundred mourning rings were made of his hair and given to friends
with inscriptions like prepare to follow me attached to them 29

hair was significant as a memento because it was considered
to be durable remains of a loved one it served both as a reminder
of the person and a way to keep his or her presence near an ad-
vertisementverti sement for hair jewelry from the period states

hair is at once the most delicate and lasting of our materials and sur-
vives us like love it is so lightfight so gentle so escaping from the idea
of death that with a lock of hair belonging to a child or friend we
may almost look up to heaven and compare notes with angelic
nature may almost say 1I have a piece of thee here not unworthy
of thy being now 113130

wreaths made from hair flowers differed from hair jewelry for
most victorians in that they were seen as solely decorative urbino
instructed to make hair flowers we need live hair that is hair from
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the leadheadI of a living person 113131 physiologically this was not neces-
sary the hair was equally workable if the donor was alive or dead
ideologically it was essential hair from the dead made the piece a
memorial rather than simply a decoration however every piece of
hair work eventually became a memorial as it survived its owner

latter day saints and victorian hairworkhair work ideology
for latter day saint women hair jewelry often had a sentimental
value similar to that of other victorians A mans watch chain was
usually made from his wifeswivescifes hair sometimes women would send
watch chains made from their own hair to fianceefiancesfianc6s who were on
church missions 32

just as other victorians did latter day saint women occa-
sionallysionally used their own hair to make flowers in her journal emily
spencer describes the same process for making hair flowers that
women all over the united states were using 33 their hair made the
long petals and their husbands hair made the flowers center these
were arranged into family wreaths or flowering trees which were
kept under dome shaped glass

the same sentiment appears to have been associated with
these flowers as was connected with the watch chains sent to mis-
sionariessionaries they became mementos of the love two people shared
some also had hair from parents or children thereby extending
the bonds of love beyond the couple to the family others were
made from the hair of church leaders these were considered par-
ticularlyticularly significant one hair wreath made from the hair of eight
relief society leaders and twenty nine general authorities includ-
ing hair from joseph smith hung in the main entrance of the salt
lake temple until 1967 in another case a wreath of hair
especially caught the attention of the visitors to the womens terr-

itorialritorial centennial exposition in salt lake because its braids con-
tain hair from the heads of our murdered prophet and patriarch
as well as from brigham young his counselors and some of the
twelve apostles 113134

hair work was also done as a means to express oneself or pass
time the latter purpose is especially notable where passing time
was foremost in the minds of artisans serving time as convicts
during the polygamy raids of the period some of the men con-
victed as cohabscohabs became avid workers of hair one man cut hair
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from the children of his cell mate joseph heywood when they
came to visit and made a hair corsage for heywood this attempt
at art was described as characteristic of an amateur 35

latter day saint departure in ideology superficially
what latter day saint women were doing was not any different
from what other women of their era were doing despite the sim-
ilarity between the process and perceptions of hair work by latter
day saints and other victorians the values were subtly different
because hair mementos were strongly associated with death latter
day saint views on death influenced how the work was viewed
one of the earliest examples of human hair used in mormon folk
art is mary ann broomheadsBroomheads embroidered piece made in 1844
to honor the martyrdom of joseph and hyrum smith see color
plate 4 above an urn with the martyrs initials on it mary ann
stitched with her hair a verse that lamented the death of the mar-
tyrs and concluded when the earth shall be restored they will
come with christ the lord the use of hair to embroider a piece
with an emphasis on the resurrection was a logical extension of the
traditional association of hair with death

the sisters in the manti south ward relief society made a hair
wreath to decorate the manti temple see color plate 5 in the
center of the work is a thin piece of wood cut and painted by
janne sjodahl to look like oxen standing on a tiled floor with a vase
or font on their backs out of the font grows a bouquet of hair
flowers surrounding the scene is a large wreath of flowers open
at the top like a large horseshoe or dish

the image of the oxen and font would have had specific
meaning for the relief society members it represents a baptismal
font used on behalf of people who have died the hair coming out
of the font strengthens the message of resurrection a message
reinforced by the words written on the font these locks of hair
0 lord thou hast seen us wear so now we commit them to thy
holy temples care although the author was probably looking for
a rhyme for hair the choice of the word care at the end of the
verse strengthens the connection between hair and resurrection
A purpose of latter day saint temples is preparing church mem-
bers for the resurrection in that context the temples care for the
hair could symbolize the preparation individuals receive for their
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own resurrection these women were familiar with the prophet
almas promise in the book of mormon that in the resurrection a

hair of the head shall not be lost alma 4023 although quite
a leap from a single word to a general symbolic meaning this inter-
pretationpretation makes the entire image relevant

if hair wreaths did become symbols of the resurrection this
meaning was only incidental and temporary more significant and
enduring meaning was attached to the pieces as symbols of unity
and community rarely was a wreath made out of the hair of one
individual wreaths were generally made from the hair of a specific
group a family church leaders or a relief society the hair from
these individuals was brought together in one common image to
create unity from individuality these wreaths were hung in com-
munal spaces temples chapels or parlors

hair wreaths also became symbols of humility because they
were works made by hand the editor bikubenoibikubenofBikuben a danish latter
day saint newspaper commented on the attention given to the hair
wreath displayed at the centennial exposition described above
1 I wish our sisters in the church would increase the production of
such beautiful handwork which would be used to adorn them-
selves witnessing that these were the works of their own hands 113136

this same phrase is found in doctrine and covenants 4240 and
again thou shalt not be proud in thy heart let all thy garments be
plain and their beauty the beauty of the work of thine own hands
this statement given in the context of a revelation largely about
economic relationships affirms humility in connection with cre-
ations made by ones hands

the latter day saint world view as expressed in folk art
plastic grapes and hair wreaths both express aspects of the

world view of latter day saint folk artists although these beliefs
are not readily accessible by looking attheat the art they were part of
the belief system of the artists plastic grapes came to symbolize
stability homemaking skills and family life while hair wreaths
were linked to beliefs in the resurrection both reflect community
unity and the humility of adorning homes and public buildings
with handmade items
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work of thine own hands in the injunction let all thy gar-
ments be plain and their beauty the beauty of the hands was
expanded to apply to all forms of decoration especially those
things made for the home president spencer W kimball told
latter day saints ive always felt to commend the sisters who tat
and knit and crochet who always have something new and
sparkling about the place 1137111737 plain continued to be restricted to
its original context of clothing even today a temple as a house of
god is elaborately decorated while those who go to worship
there avoid ostentatious clothing and jewelry

the importance of sisters producing new and sparkling
objects has been stressed in a variety of ways over the years in a
relief society manual on handicrafts women were instructed
many people believe unfortunately that the purpose of art and of

art instruction is to create a body of professional artists and prac-
titionerstitioners this is not so art is an adjunct to everydayevery day life
and ordinary folk like ourselves can apply it even create it 25311131253838

this view of art as a production by ordinary folk during their
everyday lives was compared by glenn johnson beeley former art
director for the relief society to religious commitment picture
gallery art beeley told relief society members is about as unsat-
isfying as a sunday religion 113939 in other words art should fit into
the larger context of daily life and the home

picture gallery art however has always been an important
part of the latter day saint art tradition although for many church
members this art has been heavily complemented with their own
productions folk artists as ordinary folk worship daily by cre-
ating things for their homes

neither plastic grapes nor hair wreaths were seen by their
creators as essential to their core religious beliefs yet these items
not only expressed some of those beliefs but were also nourished
by them these two folkartfolk art traditions still frequently viewed as
silly rather than significant also have their place in any attempt to
understand the latter day saint art tradition As church member-
ship continues to expand rapidly in countries with strong folkartfolk art
traditions an understanding of the historical foundations of mor-
mon folk art will aid in interpreting and determining the future
direction of the artistic traditions developing in those new latter
day saint contexts
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mark L staker is curator museum of church history and art in addition to those
credited in the footnotes the author is indebted to jennifer lund for sharing her
knowledge and to marge conder kimberlykimberiyKimbennyberiybedny staker and richard oman for com-
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low 1963 courtesy mu-
seum of church history
and art the display of
these grapes at a home-
making exhibit during
the october 1963 gen-
eral conference initiated
such enthusiasm that
plastic grapes became
an unusually wide-
spread mormon folk art

plate 2bab collection of plasticofplastic grapes this collection demonstrates how
latter day saint women inin true folkartfolk art tradition created variations on a
basic form courtesy james B welch



plate 3 togtop plastic grapegravegrapo smagswag
lamplama bottom decorative hang-
ing cluster following the princi-
ple in doctrine and covenants
4240 latter day saint women
made decorations with their own
hands to beautify their homes
courtesyjamesCourtesy James B welchweich



plate 4 martyrdom sampler by mary ann broomhead textile and hu-
man hair 27 x 241124 1844 courtesy museum of church history and art
made by a thirteen year old this sampler with its emphasis on the res-
urrectionurrection demonstrates how latter day saint values were superimposed
on the traditional association of hair with death



plate 5 hair wreath by the manti relief society hair 35 x 29 141114 x
6 121112 1888 made for the manti temple hair from the individual sisters
was brought together in one common image to create unity from indi-
vidualityvi



plate 6 epiphany by
marcus A vincent 195641956

oil on panel 511151 x 20
1989 courtesy museum of

church history and art

A woman in a moment
of silent enlightenment

begins to understand an
eternal truth vincent

paints the woman realisti-
cally juxtaposing her

mortality against an
abstract background

symbolizing the
world of the spirit



the paradox of silence
in the arts and religion

through paradoxical silences some artists convey their an-
guish over heavens unresponsiveness in theracethefacethe facehace of evil but
in religion silence often conveys gods presence and sorrow

jon D green

only by the form the pattern
can words or music reach
the stillness as a chinese jar still
moves perpetually in its stillness

T S eliot four quartets

introduction

T S eliotseliote stanza captures an essential ingredient in the
theme of this essay the paradoxical relationship between the mute
and the immutable between silence and stasis the jar is still
silent and unmoving yet still moves us in its stillness qui-

etude the word still suggests that both the mute and the motion-
less have continuous being and silence is laden with messages that
reach our emotions the simple paradox of silence is that what is

not said can be more expressive than what is said
this paradox of silence has universal applications in every

culture and civilization silence weaves its way through gods com-
municationmunication with his creations and throughout our attempt to
communicate with the divine and with each other particularly
through the arts for the purposes of this paper I1 am limiting my
analysis to silence in three art forms music film and painting
and to a discussion of silence in religion
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plate 7 head VI by francis bacon 1909 1992 oil on canvas 36 34154541
x 30 141114 1949 courtesy arts council of great britain the south
bank centre london

the figure isolated inin a box is a compelling combination of the
body of a pope clothed in ceremonial robes with the shrieking face of
a wounded nursemaid the head of the figure explodes into a blurred
vision of silent violence
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silence in the arts

we experience the paradox of silence through both hearing
and seeing aurally silence is more than the absence of sound it is
a part of sound as well as a means of provoking an emotional
response in the listener visually we may perceive an object as
silent and motionless the suggestion of sound in the image cre-
ates tension causing a reaction to a sound we do not hear indeed
the crux of the paradox within the arts lies in the palpable pres-
ence of a sensory experience virtually absent from the medium
silence in music mute visual meaning embedded in the tempo
ral spatial complex of film and motion suggested by static patterns
in painting A graphic way to illustrate silence in the arts is through
the silent scream

in western arts the silent scream emerges as a reaction to
philosophical and religious anguish priest and scholar raimundo
panikkarPanikkar in the silence of god defines the central dilemma of the
modern age as the problem of god god seems ineffective and
deaf or at least speechless inasmuch as god permits allanailali manner of
holocaust injustice and suffering I11 what panikkarPanikkar describes how-
ever are actually the consequences of the age old problem of evil

if god is allgoodall good and all powerful whence evil one response to
this problem once nietzchenietzscheNietzche announced the death of god was
to shift the burden of such cosmic dilemmas from the divine to the
human sphere the cry for help as expressed by traditional religious
invocation becomes in our century a scream of defiance in the face
of existential despair this core feeling of helpless ineffable an-
guish has given rise to depictions in recent art of silent screams

these western reactions stand in marked contrast to biblical
evidence of gods intimate involvement in the affairs of his chosen
people and to eastern expressions of religious devotion the
impassively benign countenance on sculptures of buddha attests
to the superfluity of the very question of god because the answer
can only be as contingent as the question I21 the buddhasbudihasBuddhas answer is

silence because the ultimate question is irrelevant the human
creature simply cannot leap over its own shadow by formulating
contingent questions that will yield ultimate answers
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thus the cosmic silence as expressed by east and the west
differs dramatically the west suffers from fear of silence in part
because the scientific mentality has tried to rationalize these ulti-
mate questions and has ended up destroying the mystery and
meaning of god now writes panikkarPanikkar they the inhabitants of
the west find themselves wrapped in an absolute silence beyond
all possibility of redemption rupture or manifestation now it is

the silence of absence and this is all the more terrible and terrify-
ing a silence 1331132333 albert camus perfectly expresses the mental con-
dition of the primal scream when he writes the absurd arises
from the confrontation between the need for rational clarity and
the irrational silence of the world 4

silence which includes darkness absence and emptiness is

not solely the principle means of encoding the limitations of
human consciousness it is also the only direct method of render-
ing the numinous in art timothy walsh argues that conspicuous
absence in a work of art keeps it vital and prevents the work from
becoming static absence in the work creates a fluid state where
potential is never completely fulfilled 5 J A ward comes to a sim-
ilar conclusion about the function of silence in the works of cer-
tain american writers and painters who suggest an eternal silence
remote from commonplace experience a silence that is clothed
in a paradoxical form of expression the content of the expres-
sion must be the inexpressible 6

while most discussions of the meaning of silence occur
within the context of written or spoken language 7 there is also an
expressive potential of silence within the domains of three non-
literary artsartsyarts8 music film and painting in each of these three
mediums silence functions in a slightly different way

silence in music is an essential part of the medium along with
organized sound a fact self evident although not so obvious until
it is pointed out to anyone who can read music there are notes
and there are rests

cinema was born in silence and remained a mute medium of
pantomime with crude subtitles until the advent of the talkiestalliestalkies in
1927 the sound track ended the great age of the silent stars by
eliminating the need to convey meaning by gesture alone motion
minus sound amplified both the tragic and comic significance of
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the visual images in the era of silent movies by forcing the viewer
to rivet full attention on vision as the sole source of meaning and
emotion in modern films silence plays an even more significant
role because it is unusual we expect to hear a scream when one
is portrayed on the screen when there is none the silence ampli-
fies the implied presence of the scream

silence in the visual arts however is so obvious and self evi
dent that it is unnoticed inaudible by the viewer by that very
fact an awareness of its cryptic presence expands the range of
possible visual interpretations particularly when the artist exploits
its enigmatic impact for special expressive effects this relatively
recent possibility was already anticipated by the french symbolist
poet stephane mallarmemallarm6mallareeMalmailarme when he wrote paint not the thing but
the effect it producesproduces99 and was given indelible visual expression
by edvard munch in his painting the scream 1893

the west retreats from the word not as in the orient to as-
cend to the more profound silences of divine mystery but to
descend into the unspeakable confrontation with mans inhu-
manity to man pascal is nearer the mainstream of classic western
feeling when he says that the silence of cosmic space strikes ter-
ror 10 van goghsgoehs starry night and munchsmuncha the scream come
immediately to mind as silent visual analogs to the relentless rever
berating angst suffusing the modernmodem psyche james ingo freed
jewish architect of the united states holocaust memorial museum
in washington DC acknowledged that he wanted to create a
place that could embrace the enormity of the nightmare 1 I wanted
to make a scream he said about his hall of witness silent
screams provide the unifying motif for this discussion of silence
in the arts

silence in music

what is the function of silence in music all music exists
in and derives meaning from a background of real or imagined
silence just as forms in the visual arts acquire their formal articu-
lation against the background of negative space every musical per-
formanceformance is framed by silences the pregnant silence poised on the
threshold of the opening bars of a piece and the resonant silence
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following the end of the piece full of the reverberatingreverberating echoes
of the sounds and emotions generated during the performance
the aural equivalent of afterimage in dance criticism namely the
vivid memory sensation that remains in the mind after the perfor-
mance is over 12 beethoven for example places a fermatafermala over a
quarter note rest at the end of the fourth movement of his third

eroica symphony to underscore the fact that the final silence
was an integral part of the piece in addition stage theorist max
picard identifies a third dimension of silence within the span of the
fore silence and after silence of a musical piece namely an inter-
vening silence 111313

in a very literal sense therefore silence is an indispensable
part of the fabric of music as the musical symbols for silence the
rests pepper the pages of any musical score by internally punctu-
ating sometimes dramatically the meaning and impact of the music
on the listener an exhaustive and insightful treatment of the func-
tion of silence in music can be found in zofia lissasbissas study aes-
thetic functions of silence and rests in music 14 one of her major
points is the paradoxical relationship of silence in a sound medium
the positive power of the negative example in its constructive
form she says silence which never appears in absolute form is
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excerpt of the finale of beethovensBeethovens symphony no 3 in E flat major
eroica op 55 1803 ludwig van beethoven first second and

thindthird symphonies new york dover 1976
the last rest prolonged by a fermatafermalafermata demonstrates the final silence

the composer intended as an integral part of the piece the conductors
arms remain elevated for a moment before the applause may begin
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capable of provoking response not only in music but in any form of
art involving the elements of temporal development 51511515 the dra-
matic tensions created by beethovensBeethovens pauses for example carried
over into later romantic usage in works from chopin brahms
bruckner and mahler to bartok and prokofiev particularly signifi-
cant she claims are the pauses and silences found in wagnersmagnersWagners tris-
tan and isolde and brucknersBruckners second symphony subtitled the
pausen symphoniesymphonia in other words each musical period exploits

the expressive effects of silence somewhat differently
probably the most memorable and widely known instance of

intervening silence is found in the closing bars of handels hal-
lelujah chorus from the messiah the crescendo repetitions of
the word hallelujah are suddenly left hanging in the air by a half
measure rest followed by the final halhaihallelujahle4uleaule lu jah the impact of
this block of silence results from the fact that handel has suddenly
forced the listener to become aware of the soundless space in the
music which we normally attend to only as mentioned above in
the silent anticipation of the opening bars and in the breathless
pause before the final applause

of course there is no true silence in the pauses at all espe-
cially when the music is experienced in a live performance a fact
thatjohnthattha tJohnjohn cages silent sonata effectively demonstrates the per-
former comes on stage sits before a piano for four minutes and
thirty three seconds and then leaves the stage the audience
quickly discovers that silence is filled with a myriad of sounds that
normally and probably rightfully escape our conscious attention
these previously unperceived sounds are enhanced when the
silence is allowed to continue unabated for four or five minutes
and when the audience is carefully attentive keenly anticipating
hearing something ostensibly worth listening to it would be diffi-
cult to imagine an equally evocative sequel to such a piece of
planned silence and yet for all his chicanery cage has taught us
something important about the meaning of silence in music by re-
versing the relative role sound and silence play in a musical per-
formanceformance cage is inviting all sound to take on a significance
worthy of our undivided attention even the trivial sounds that per-
meate our environment that provide the buzzing backdrop to our
daily lives in his essay on silence he notes there is no such thing
as an empty space or an empty time 16
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such a stunt was anticipated niftyfiftyeftyertyerry years earlier by none other
than claude debussy in a letter to a friend he wrote 1I have made
use quite spontaneously moreover of a means that seems to me
rather rare namely of silence dont laugh as an agent of expres-
sion and perhaps the only way of making effective the emotion of

71171117731717a phrase
unfortunately for cages idiosyncratic musical aesthetics it is

nearly impossible not to laugh let alone scream in silence at the
prospect of listening to an audience listening to itself feet shuf-
fling chairs squeaking stomachs growling etc but there is at least
one composer of our century who captures the raw power of
these extraneous unmusical silences in our lives with the gripping
force of a cosmic scream krzysztof pendereckipendereskiPenderecki 193341933

two potent influences created the compelling immediacy
and universal relevance of pendereckisPendereckis musical style religion and
social injustice of his hometownhome town of debicadabica poland pendereckipendereskiPenderecki
said that the catholic church was absolutely the center of life
people would kiss the shoulder of the priest as he walked by 18

the nazi destruction of the jewish ghetto in debicadabica during the
second world war cruelly awakened his social conscience at a
very impressionable age this traumatic experience was subse-
quently to become crystallized in a corpus of works beginning
with the threnody to the victims of hiroshima 1959 6119 and
including his dies irae auschwitz oratorio 1967

the threnody evokes haunting tonal images of the horror of
utter destruction pendereckisPendereckis unconventional musical syntax cre-
ates this aura of atomic annihilation by a kind of controlled alea
toritorltoricismdoricismtoricism20cism 21201120 made up of long sustained dissonances in the fffiftyty two
strings playing a chord of fifty two different pitches simultane-
ously punctuated by monotonous rhythmic figures and inter-
spersed with large blocks of near breathless silences gradually
one becomes aware of sirens and finally the suggestion of the
lonely drone of bombers receding into the distance the most
unsettling sound of all is the sudden barrage of piercing disso-
nance that begins the work a macabre collage of human screams
drowned in the menacing electronic vibrations of atomic destruc-
tion 21 As one critic describes this first section we seem to hear a
gigantic structure ripped apart by tiny bits as though a slow motion
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begmningbeginning of penderickisPenderickis threnody to the victims of hiroshima 1961
krzysztof pendereckipendereskiPenderecki threnody to the victims of Hiroshiroshimabima melville
NY belwin mills 1961

the notation instructs the fifty two strings to play fifty two different
pitches the broad wavy lines in the violin part indicate a very slow
vibrato with a quarter tone frequency variation the narrow wavy lines
in the viola part indicate molto vibrato

earthquake were in progress 22 this experience is followed by an
abrupt silence which only gradually gives way to the distant wail
of a siren

the seemingly haphazard placement of silences throughout
the piece makes the listener more vulnerable to the next wave of
wrenching dissonances the dense fiftyefty two pitch chord recurs
again in section IV beginning as a roar but gradually subsiding to a
11 pitiful knotted murmur at the end 71311372323 the expressive gravity of
silence in this piece gains in significance when we discover that
pendereckipendereskiPenderecki was composing his dimensions of time and silence
1962 for mixed chorus string instruments and percussion at vir-

tually the same time as the threnody
dimensions of time and silence exploits the extremes of

vocal and instrumental ranges from the highest to the lowest pos-
sible notes producing sounds of indefinite pitch as wellwenweliweil as quarter
tone dissonances and dynamic extremes from sudden fortissimo
sforzandos to virtually inaudible triple pianissimospianis simos in such works
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silence is like a gigantic black hole expressing the extremes of non
sound out of which all sound from natural to musical emerges
and into which all sound eventually disappears another example
is the work stabat mater about it reviewer tom carlson notes
employing a condensed version of the latin text succeeding syl-

lables of words are passed from one chorus to another one or
more vocal lines are used as pedals simultaneously and even
silence assumes an importance nearly equal to the production of
sound itselfitself2424

but perhaps no contemporary composer even john cage
has so brilliantly drawn upon the continuum of vocal and instru-
mental sound possibilities as has pendereckipendereskiPenderecki who moves from
silence to noise to tonal sound and from pure monophony to jar-
ring dissonant tone clusters and gliding glissandiglissandoglissandi the sudden gaps
of silence that punctuate pendereckisPendereckis music act as aural anchor
points from which his strange timbresfimbres are heard and against which
the dramatic contrasts are measured

pendereckisPendereckis eulogaecloga VIII written especially for the kings
singers is a musical setting of the second part of virgils eighth
eclogue in which a woman is described as resorting to witchcraft
in order to bring her man back from town here pendereckipendereskiPenderecki plays
with the tonal possibilities of the text so that often whole lines
words even syllables seem to have disappeared into thin air this
together with all the current avant garde armouryarmourd of word setting
deep breathing humming sliding singing through the teeth

whispering falsetto ing speaking laughing hissing shouting
gibbering oh and yes singing makes it a truly hair raising ex
periperlperience25perienceence 312511253325 the grunts and hisses dribble off into silence in the
middle of the piece

the paradoxical suggestion of silence emerging from natural
sounds is probably nowhere more effectively displayed than in pen

dereckisreckisbereckisde st luke passion where the expressive capacity of the
human voice is stretched to the breaking point in voiceless hissingskissingshissings

and whisperings one movement ends with the whole chorus sim-
ply breathing in unison more and more slowly until only silence
remains wailVAliwaiiwhisperingspering or breathing in this instance approximates
a kind of relative silence standing for the unsounded aspirated
human voice the presence of whispering suggests the absence
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of audible speech when movement stops there is silence when
breathing stops there is death the inverse of gods life giving act
of filling adams nostrils with the breath of life gen 27 pen

dereckis music evokes primordial images of life and death as it
echoes from a silent vacuum signifying utter annihilation

this piece of music is eerily reminiscent of thomas manns
description in doctor faustus of the closing passage of adrian
leverkiihnsleverkuhnsLeverkuhns ode to sorrow a nightmarish inversion of beetho
vens ode to joy from the ninth symphony manns description
of the ending of leverkuhnsleverkiffinsLeverkuhns piece is also virtually the ending of
the novel

for listen to the end listen with me one group of instruments after
another returns and what remains as the work fades on the air is
the high G of a cello the last word the last fainting sound slowly
dying in a pianissimo fermatafermala then nothing more silence and
night but that tone which vibrates in the silence which is no longer
there to which only the spirit hearkens and which was the voice of
mourning is so no more it changes its meaning it abides as a light
in the night 2616

mann plays with the paradox of double negatives the vibrating
silence no longer there is there as a lightfighthight in the night darkness
gives birth to light silence to a new sound

given the whole new range of nonmusical sound compo-
nents it is understandable that pendereckisPendereckis new musical language
created the need for a new musical notation perusing the pages of
one of his scores reveals the visual approximations of the vacuous
silences in his music pages of bar lines without notes large blank
spaces between bar lines thin wedge shaped crescendoscrescendos growing
to wide black strips that entirely obliterate the bar linesfinesiinesbines by ex-
ploitingploiting the expressive dimensions of silence pendereckipendereskiPenderecki redefines
the role of musics negative dimension silence his scribbled
manuscripts represent a silent macabre fever chart of modernmodem
existential angst

silence in film

those of us entranced by the inimitable performances of the
great silent comedians like chaplin and keaton can justly lament
the passing of the art of silent cinema some film scholars most
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notably rudolf arnheim believe that the new art form was dealt a

fatal blow by the introduction of sound to film in 1927 from its
very silence arnheim writes in film as art film received the
impetus as well as the power to achieve excellent artistic effects 112727

his provocative thesis argues that the peculiar virtue of film

as art lies in the creative exploitation of its medium limitations the
absence of sound color and three dimensional perspective the great
silent film makers were on their way to creating a distinctive new
art form when mechanical advances in sound halted them in their
tracks arnheimsArnheims radical thesis his contention that the absence
of sound forced the artist to more expressively convey his mean-
ing by indirection and paraphrase makes a lot of sense because it
conforms to an aesthetic principle underlying most great classic
art less is more

this principle has something to do with the relative impor-
tance of artist and audience in the tradeofftrade off between what the
artist leaves unsaid and what the audience can catch that finally

generates aesthetic closure a tricky relationship that when
fully operative creates the key catalyst in the collaboration neces-
sary to make an art work succeed

walter kerr in discussing the expressive opportunities offered
to both film makers and audiences by the silent camera observes
that not only do deletions pushed to an evocative minimum
take the artist closer to the core of what he is doing but they open
the door to the viewers imagination

audiences are rarely aware of how active they become in the pres-
ence of work that is created by nuance by incomplete statement
with their own imaginations forcibly alerted they move forward to
meet the imagination of the man who has composed what they are
watching there is a journey and a greeting an exchange of experi-
ence a handshake on truth the two make the image together 28

A similar collaboration emerged from the ancient greek dra-
matic convention of the messenger who rushed onto the stage
and reported some gruesome event that had just happened off
stage like the blinding of king oedipus the human imagination
paints a more indelible picture of events than could ever be achieved
by the pyrotechnics of contemporary film wizardry
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christopher marlowe understood this principle of audience
imagination and artistic economy when he chose to describe
helens beauty simply by its effects rather than in a conventional
verbal description hers was the face that launched a thousand
ships 2919 there is a memorable scene from josef von sternbergs
silent film the docks of new york 1928 in which a gunshot is
illustrated by its effect a rising flock of birds arnheim con-

cludes that a positive artistic effect results from this visual
paraphrase and this understated indirectness is shockingly
impressive because the suddenness the abruptness of the rising
birds gives visually the exact quality that the shot possesses
acoustically 713011300 sternbergs scene beautifully illustrates Mallmailmaiimallarmesmallarm6sarmes
previously quoted dictum paint not the thing but the effect it
produces and raises an important point regarding the relation-
ship between two mediums and their attendant senses when one
medium approximates the effects rightfully belonging to another
the absence of the second medium sound greatly magnifies the
impact of the former sight the unique expressive power of
silent films seems to bear this out 31

sergei eisenstein filmed the most graphic and memorable
silent screams in the history of cinema the screams of the two
female victims in his classic Battlesbattleshipbepbip potemkin 1925 the
scream of the defiant mother who watches helplessly as her son
is shot down by the advancing soldiers in the odessa steps
sequence and the nursemaid with pince nez who screams in pain
as she is shot in the right eye the mothers anguish is caught by a
travel shot as the camera approaches her clutching her head in
desperation and it almost enters the black hole of her open
mouth the entire effect is based on the fact that we do not
hear her scream 13321132233232 the pain and horror is greatly magnified by the
impossibility of hearing the sound effects

but what of the impact of silence in films where sound is pos-
sible the presence of sound in cinema has in some dramatic
instances led to overkill where the sound and the image com-
pete in overwhelming the viewer stanley kubricksbrickskubrickiKu A clockwork
orange 1971 is a case in point sounds whether musical or nat-
ural are ubiquitously present throughout this anatomy of vio-
lence noise reverberatesreverberatedreverberates at very high decibel levels dialogue is
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shouted rather than spoken kubrick virtually attacks the audience
aurally with a noise as violent in its intensity as the dramatic
events of the movie 31331133333333

in contrast however as we have already discovered with
music protracted silence in a sound context can carry by contrast
even greater expressive potential than the silence of the silent cin-
ema for example in the spiral staircase 1946 dorothy mcguire
plays a young girl who has lost her voice she attempts to recover
it in front of a mirror but all she can generate is a fog of breath
that completely covers the reflection of her mouth a frighten-
ing image underscoringunderscoring her helplessness her inability to speak
on the telephone or scream for help when pursued by the killer

in the pawnbroker 1965 rod steiger walks out of his shop
and leans over the body of his slain assistant in a 1991 interview
steiger admitted

1 I open my mouth and put my head back to scream now this all

happens in a millionth of a second my intellect said to my instinct
dont make a sound I1 have won money I1 have people who say
you screamed in that scene and id say 1 I bet you 10 1I didnt
scream in that scene its a very powerful moment 1134111434

what makes it powerful is the violation of the expected which
amplifies the effect by negation the audience instinctively fills in
the rest with even greater effect

the films of alfred hitchcock perhaps best illustrate the
uncanny force of silence in a film context where we expect to hear
piercing sound hitchcocksHitchcocks often stated goal according to eliza-
beth weis in her book on hitchcocksHitchcocks aural style appropriately
entitled the silent scream was to hold the audiences fullest
attention 71351131733135 one overlooked technique he employs repeatedly to
achieve this goal is manipulating tensions between the visuals and
the sound track over the years he uses several ongoing aural
motifs silence screams and language as manifestations of human
feelings 0331113136 weis contends that screaming is the one thematic con-
stant in the evolution of hitchcocksHitchcocks aural film style the very first
image in the film hitchcock himself considered his first personal
picture the lodger 1926 is a closeupclose up of a girl screaming this
11 maiden shot of his career is a perfect paradigm according to
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weis ofofarnheimsarnheimsArnheimshelms point that visualized sound in a silent film can
be more effective than real sound in a talking film 21371137215737

A more visceral and musical instance of hitchcocksHitchcocks scream-
ing motif occurs in psycho 1960 in which janet leighs bathtub
scream is taken over by bernard hermanns film score wherein
the shrieking glissando arpeggios in the highest register of the vio-
lins express pure terror her terrified scream gives way to the
inhuman wail of horsehair vibrating catgut

but perhaps the most gripping of all hitchcocksHitchcocks filmic effects
is the one achieved by combining silence and screams which
brought together convey a state of emotional paralysis precipi-
tated by unspeakable horror

the adjective unspeakable is made literal in the birds when the
heros mother played by jessica tandy discovers a dead neighbor
whose eyes have been gouged out by the invading birds As she runs
out of the house and opens her mouth to speak no sound comes out
then she drives home and confronts her son with her mouth agape
but she is still unable to speak of what she has seen 38

silent screams stand for the outer limits of inexpressible hor-
ror in the context of sound cinema the shock of silence is even
greater because we expect not only sound but rhapsodic back-
ground music as well the absence of both in the enlarged visual
presence of a screaming mouth paradoxically raises the level of
intensity to an unbearable emotional pitch

with the silent image of a screaming girl in his 1926 silent
film the lodger hitchcock introduced at the start of his career
the double nature of his films his interests will be both sensa-
tional and metaphysical39metaphysical39 and linked his style to the great
expressionist tradition in art for which munchsmuncha the scream
1893 has become a virtual icon as the most recognized primal

scream in the history of painting hermann bahr the famous turn
of the century viennese critic and playwright singled out the
shriek as the chief characteristic of expressionism 40

silence in painting

As mentioned earlier the suggestion of sound in a silent medi-
um like painting creates an uncanny tension between the viewers
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expectations and the mediums limitations one of the most con-
troversialtroversial silent screams of antiquity is found on the face of lao-
cooncoon the hellenistic statue of the trojan priest being crushed to
death by a sea serpent for distrusting the greeks gift the trojan
horse in laocoon 1766 his famous essay on the limitations of
painting and poetry gotthold ephraim lessing argues that the
priests scream is visually subdued not because of any greek
notion that screaming was inconsistent with a noble soul but
because the greeks believed it was inappropriate to depict overt
expressions of pain or ugliness in the graphic permanence of a sta-
tic visual medium like painting or sculpture 41

unfortunately for lessingsblessingsLessings thesis modern artists clearly do
not share his concerns about medium limitations on the contrary
they seem to revel in pushing their psychic expressions beyond
the natural limits of a mediums boundaries into the nether realm
of the surreal in an effort to overcome the natural limitations of
one medium the artist pushes into that twilight zone where the
natural borders of two mediums merge and sometimes overlap or
even reverse roles the unexpected effect can magnify the impact
of the work

the magnified impact of the visual by the absence of the
aural takes on a curious tone in goyasboyas later works due to an ear
affliction that caused a continual buzzing sensation which eventu-
ally cost him his hearing and finally his sanity sir kenneth clark
attributes the explosive visual power of execution of the third of
may 1808 1814 15 to goyasboyas lost hearing

gesture and facial expression when they are seen without the
accompanying sound become unnaturally vivid that is an experi-
ence we can have any day by turning down the sound of television
goya had it for the rest of his life the crowds in the puerto del sol
were silent to him he could not have heard the firing squads on the
third of may every experience reached him through the eye alone 4212

incipient insanity accounts as much as any other explanation
for the haunting visual dissonance created by munchsmuncha the scream
and qualifies his late works as pure visual analogs of existential
angst reinhold heller devotes a whole book to this one painting
in it he observes that through his paintings munch at one and the
same time attempted to retreat protectively into the reality of his
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own existence and totally to reveal the precarious existential state
of his personality 4313 sources of munchsmuncha unstable psyche were
rooted in his childhood

disease and insanity were the black angels on guard at my cradle
he wrote at the age of five he watched his mother ill with

tuberculosis die of a hemorrhage thereafter he was raised by a
strict and threatening father when he punished us munch
recalled he could become almost insane in his violence 44

while in nice on january 22 1892 munch recorded a pivotal
personal event that had taken place earlier in norway

I1 was walking along the road with two friends the sun set I1 felt a
tinge of melancholy suddenly the sky became a bloody red

I1 stopped leaned against the railing dead tired and I1 looked
at the flaming clouds that hung like blood and a sword over the blue
black fjord and the city

my friends walked on I1 stood there trembling with fright
and I1 felt a loud unending scream piercing nature 45

his first visual expressions of this unsettling experience were
some pencil and charcoal sketches and a painting variously titled
mood at sunset deranged mood at sunset and despair 1892
the problem of painting his psychic reaction to natures omi-
nously silent scream was not totally resolved for munch in this first
painting of despair his decision to have the figure turn away from
the landscape and face the viewer in the scream 1893 resulted
in a drastic change in the nature of the scene depicted because
now his memory of the disembodied scream in nature is given a
frighteningly frontal expression

munch exaggerates the aural dimension of his inner fear by
depicting a ghostly skull like face with mouth agape reminiscent
of the screaming figures in eisenstein and hitchcock with ears
covered by thin snakelikesnake like hands shielding him from the piercing
sound which penetrates his soul like a sword yet eerily empha-
sizing the silent sound of the scream adding to the macabre
quality of the scream is the strangely distorted anamorphoticmorphoticana ear
shape that extends above and to the right of the screaming head
creating a centripetal suction effect as if the figure is being drawn
into a whirlpool of blackness



the scream by edvard munch 1863 1944 tempera and
pastel on plate 36136 x 291129 1893 national gallery olso cour-
tesy scalaartScalaArt resource NY

the scream is munchsmuncha deeply personal expression of
the soul searing anxiety that suddenly overcame him while
he was watching a blood red sunset 1 I felt a loud unending
scream piercing nature
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munch employs some ingenious visual devices to bring off his
silent scream the most obvious one is the linear patterns creat-

ing parallel concentric circles around the screaming figure of munch
at the lower right suggesting the sonic reverberations of the scream
itself but contrary to what concentric circles normally do radiate
out from the point of impact like a pebble in a pool these turn in
on the screaming head in a threatening serpentine manner check-
ing the expressive release of fear that the scream symbolizes

such linear patterns are characteristic of many of munchsmuncha
other works sinewy lines often represent womens hair seductively
entwining mens necks and smothering their forms evoking the
fear of being engulfed in a hostile female dominated world in view
of these precedents the total absence of hair in the figure in the
scream connotes a kind of personal emasculation a harbinger of
death love and death were closely linked in munchsmuncha mind and
subject matter

sunsets normally inspire serene meditation on the beauty of
nature and the beneficence of god but for munch the vivid red-
ness of this sunset conjured up visions of blood and violence his
friend christian skredsvig with whom he was spending his time
in nice when he described natures scream recorded his memo-
ries of that time in his own journal

for some time munch had been wanting to paint the memory
of a sunset red as blood no it actually was coagulated blood
he talked himself sick about that sunset and about how it had filledfined
him with great anxiety he was in despair because the miserable
means available to painting never went far enough he is trying
to do what is impossible and his religion is despair I1 thought to
myself but still advised him to try to paint it and that was how he
came to paint his remarkable scream 6

in a later version of his 1892 account of natures scream munch
adds the following statement 1I painted that picture painted the
clouds as if they actually were blood the colors screamed 1147111747

according to heller on one of the red stripes of his scream
munch penciled the words only someone insane could paint
this heller notes the distinction between two types of screams
the trojan priest in the laocoon screams because the pain is in-
flicted by an outside source munch screams because the pain is
internal and spiritual 48
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picassosPicassos guernica 1937 and francis baconsbacans series of
screaming variations of velasquezsvelasqueza portrait of pope innocent X
1949 1953 perpetuate the twentieth century fixation on scream-

ing heads as emblems of our collective psychic disorientation in
the face of modern genocide and existential angst 4919 guernica was
not only the last great history painting it was the last modernmodem
painting of major importance intended to influence how people
thought and felt about the abuse of power the last in a long linefinehine

of images of battle and suffering that runs from uccellosUccellos rout of
san romano through rubens to goyasboyas third of may 50

ironically guernicasGuernicas rectangular horizontality is organized
as a medieval triptych with a screaming horse occupying the cen-
tral panel as victimized christ figure and the narrow side panels
framing two female figures representing two extremes of human
suffering physical agony death by fire on the right and bereave-
ment suffering for a loved one on the left the former suffering in
mute closed mouth agony the other hurling a cassandra like
scream into the face of an impassive bull the personification of
despotic brutality 51 here again the screaming mouths are mute
reminders of the unspeakable horrors perpetrated on innocent
civilians by the technology of modern warfare

the spiked tongue of the pieta figure on the left and the
sharp point of the missile protruding from the horses mouth in
the center accentuate the penetrating sharpness of the silent sound
linking it to the high pitched whine of stuka dive bombers remi-
niscent of munchsmuncha metaphorical association of the piercing scream
with a piercing sword the mouth of the burning figure on the
right is ambiguously mute because picassosPicassos cubisticcubistic rendering in
profile creates a vacuous space between nose and chin that first
appears as a gaping mouth however closer scrutiny reveals a tight
lipped mouth clenched shut

two other figures have open mouths the lamp bearing clas-
sical female rushes in transfixed in openmouthedopen mouthed shock at the
scene of carnage while the fallen fractured portrait bust of a war-
rior with broken sword liesfiesllesileshies petrified in death all of the figures in
guernica direct their screams upward toward the impassive bulls
face or toward heaven suggesting the ultimate futility of resistance
and outrage the horror of these imagined sounds prompted
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by the powerful visual cues of picassosPicassos screaming figures magni-
fies the sobering impact of guernicasGuernicas central message mans
inhumanity to man

francis bacon the contemporary english painter of gro-
tesquelytesquely clayedflayed human images seems at least on the surface to
perpetuate and intensify the visual portrait of twentieth century
physical violence prompted by psychological alienation but bacon
resists this kind of simplistic pigeonholing notwithstanding the
fact that he was conditioned by the horrors of world war 11II and
the vivid memories of his troubled childhood in revolution torn
ireland bacon makes a distinction between this mirrored violence
as in guernica which he strongly opposed and called illus-

trationaltrational and the mode by which he feels that violence enters
his paintings

but this violence of my life the violence which ive lived amongst
I1 think its different to the violence in painting when talking about
the violence of paint its nothing to do with the violence of war its
to do with an attempt to remake the violence of reality itself and the
violence of reality is not only the simple violence meant when you
say that a rose or something is violent but its the violence also of
the suggestions within the image itself which can only be conveyed
through paint 5212

the result of baconsbacans attempts to generate violent sugges-
tions within the image itself is a series of nightmarish images
more visceral even than picassosPicassos

As for picasso his screaming mouths and dart shaped tongues looked
by comparison as general as giottosgrottosGiottos mourning angels baconsbacans
mouths were bewilderingly unrhetorical and despite their pseudo old
masterishness they could not be returned to art nothing could be
attributed to them which would transcend their particular presence 53

the mouth has been a prominent feature in baconsbacans figures from
the beginning As critic dawn ades observes speech may be the
sign ofhuman intelligence eyes the window to the soul but the cry
visibly speechless is an instinctive spasm of the body 5451

there are other specifically artistic sources for baconsbacans pre-
occupation with the gaping mouth motif the screaming figures in
picassosPicassos guernica bacon admitted that his exposure to picassosPicassos
works in the rosenberg gallery provided the initial impetus for
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his becoming a painter55painter15painter5515 the wounded screaming nursemaid
depicted in the odessa steps sequence of eisensteinseizensteinsEisensteins battleship
potemkin the desperate mother in poussins massacre of the
innocents which he considered probably the best human cry in
painting56painting51painting 5651 and perhaps even caravaggiosCaravaggios medusa bacon recog-
nized the early impact eisensteinseizensteinsEisensteins film had on him it was a film
I1 saw almost before I1 started to paint and it deeply impressed
me I1 did hope one day to make the best painting of the human
cry I1 was not able to do it and its much better in the eisenstein 37571157275757

the other visual sources for baconsbacans screaming mouths can be
traced to newspaper and magazine photographs of topical events
that cluttered his kensington studio a graphic image bank of the
shameful events and unsavory figures associated with the atrocities
of war prominent among these is a photograph ofofjosephjoseph goebbels
delivering a speech with finger wagging and mouth agape 5818 the
varied sources of his screaming figures diseased mouths snarling
animals terrorized humans mad tyrants bespeak a paradoxical
mix of contradictory impulses that gruesomely illustrate the de-
humanizing tendencies he saw in modern society

the one artistic image bacon returns to again and again how-
ever is velasquezsvelasqueza portrait of pope innocent X 1650 he admits
to being obsessed with photographs of this painting because he
says 1I think it is one of the greatest portraits that have ever been
made 115959 through an uncanny visual linkage bacon has combined
these two seemingly unconnected but obsessive images eisten
steins screaming nursemaid and velasquezsvelasqueza pope into his well
known motif of the screaming pope a series of macabre
variations on velasquezsvelasqueza portrait in spite of the fact that he seems
to dismiss them as very silly 6061 they possess a frightening visceral
power that exceeds any of the previous silent screams we have
encountered in the arts

one reason for their intense expressive power becomes clear
when comparing baconsbacans head ily111lly77719491949 with head VI 1949 see
color plate 7 his first variation on velasquezsvelasqueza portrait and then
placing these against the picture of eisensteinseizensteinsEisensteins nursemaid and
velasquezsvelasqueza papal portrait the dark beady eyes of head 111IIIililii look at
us through a pince nez recalling eisensteinseizensteinsEisensteins nursemaid yet the
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mouth is gripped tightly shut as in velasquezsvelasqueza pope head VI is
eyeless revealing only a gaping mouth above clerical vestments
combining the screaming nursemaidsnursemaids mouth with the popes attire
the two heads capture two stages of a crisis the intense buildupbuild up
of pressure and the subsequent explosion the velasquez portrait
and the eisenstein photograph reveal an analogous process of psy-
chologicalchological tension and release

to recall an earlier point bacon was firmly opposed to illus-
trative violence in art for him the violence comes out of sug-
gestionsgestions within the image itself in the first place a figure is
usually located within a vacuous planar surface in other words
there is no illusion of real space for the figure to exist in the body
is isolated in its own localized space 61

moreover the figure is caught in a distorted netherworld
between abstraction and full figuration in this according to ades
bacon destroys appearance in order to convey a presence beyond
likeness 62 how does he do so first he uses nonrationalnon rational marks
that have no representational relationship with the areas of the
face they are intended to depict he describes these involuntary
marks as a graph within which there are enormous possibilities for
11 planting facts like the mouth or eyes second he suggests veils
or screens through which we look at the portrait as through a
glass darkly for bacon this method has a philosophical dimen-
sion we nearly always live through screens a screened exis-
tence and I1 sometimes think when people say my works look
violent that I1 have from time to time been able to clear away one
or two of the veils or screens 6361

andrew forge calls attention to the function these regular
striations serve in baconsbacans portraits they introduce a formal reg-
ister against which the threat of formlessness is steadied they
bring the skin sometimes to the very surface of the canvas at oth-
ers they set up a cage or screen behind which lips or the sliding
plane of a cheek can be made out 64

A similar part is played by the mysterious circles and ellipses
that often hover in front of baconsbacans heads their prototype is the
shattered pince nez of eisensteinseizensteinsEisensteins nursemaid they have gath-
ered other affinities with mouths nostrils cameras watchglasseswatchglasses
muzzles and the sectioned tubes of the viscera 65
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curiously what seems most obvious in interpreting baconsbacans
rectilinear and curvilinear overlays that the parallel linesfinesiineshines visually
trace the sound vibrations of the popes scream is left unsaid
throughout critical observations about baconsbacans screaming pope
series further baconsbacans conversations with david sylvester reveal
the notion that

the friction between opposites is essential to him bacon and that
unless an issue can be felt to be grinding between these eitherorseither ors it
has no vitality for him everything must be loved or loathed in
fact friction is too weak it is the incompatibility of opposites
that counts 66

one of these incompatibilities grows out of the strange juxta-
position of a screaming nursemaid and a pokerfacedpoker faced pope 67 ades
explains the macabre matching by suggesting that perhaps baconsbacansBacons
idea was to test one of the greatest portraits ever painted of a man
set highest above his fellow men the archetypal father vergingmerging on
the divine in the grip of a feeling so intense that the only expres-
sion of it brought him close to the beasts 6818 however one of the
strongest unresolved tensions at work in baconsbacans mouth portraits
seems to be the collision of mediums which bacon exploits so sub-
tly and paradoxically these suggested sounds of silent screams
which uncannily magnified by visual vibrations dramatically increase
the potency of baconsbacans visual aural medium mixtures

silence in religion

traditionally at least in the western world silence has been
saddled with mainly negative connotations the absence of sound
in the presence of death and futility however these connotations
neglect the meaningful affirmative dimensions of silence the role
of silence has long been accorded central importance within such
disciplines as philosophy and religion 69 in eastern thought silence
serves the efficient ends of discourse action and desire in tao-
ism for example authentic speech is one with authentic silence
and in their oneness they are the most efficacious of human
achievements 1370117070 in buddhism silence is the ground of the bud
dhasahas entire message from the silence of meditation to the silence
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of nirvana 117171 but in the west silence betrays an ambiguous rela-
tionshiptionship with discourse silence and speech are viewed as both
determinate and nondeterminate both sometimes reveal and
sometimes conceal one solution to the dichotomy rests in faith
in the divine discourse of silent prayer 72

in scripture silence connotes at least two fundamental rela-
tionshipstionships between the human and the divine on one hand it indi-
cates worshipful humility and wonder let all the earth keep
silence before him hab 220 and be still and know that I1 am
god Ps 4610 but silence also defines the just condition of the
sinner for the lord our god hath put us to silence and given us
water of gall to drink because we have sinned against the lord
jer 814 as well as heavens sorrow in the face of sin for allanaliail

flesh is corrupted before me which causethmauseth silence to reign
and all eternity is pained dacd&c 38115811 12

revelation stops and silence reigns when people or nations
are in a state of iniquity because of the sins of the priests and
people in the time of samuel the heavens fell silent and the word
of the lord was precious in those days there was no open vision

1 sam 3311 on the other hand the scriptures repeatedly inform
us that when righteousness reigns the heavens open

yea he that repentethrepenteth and exerciseexercisethth faith and bringethbringeth forth good
works and prayeth continually without ceasing unto such it is
given to know the mysteries of god yea unto such it shall be given
to reveal things which never have been revealed alma 2622 see
also dacd&c 4261 765 10

silence that reigned for a thousand years was broken when joseph
smith exercised his faith in the sacred grove as expressed in george
edward andersons the sacred grove near palmyra new york

the phenomenon of silence plays other roles in the bible
according to jewish scholar A D neher be it divine silence
human silence or cosmic silence cosmic silence is expressed in
psalm 192 there is no speech there are no words neither is

their voice heard human silence is expressed in psalm 622
only for god doth my soul wait in stillness 77131113777373

divine silence reigns albeit temporarily in a probationary
period in the preparations for the sacrifice of isaac by abraham
gen 22 and in the book ofjob where thirty five of its forty two



the sacred grove near palmyra new york by george edward
anderson 1860 1928 photograph gelatin silver print 241124 x 20
1907 courtesy museum of church history and art

the silence of heaven was broken when god the father and
jesus christ appeared to the young joseph smith in response to his
prayer offered in a quiet grove of trees near the smith family farm
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chapters are permeated with divine silence neher asserts that
divine silence is unique to jewish scripture not giving an answer
is characteristic of the originality and uniqueness of israelite proph-
ecy for in the prophecy of the ancient middle east including
greece there is no oracle which does not answer 7471

one response to nehersbehers assertion is that there is a difference
between the silence during which the prophet awaits an answer
as in jeremiahsjeremiahhJeremiahs ten day wait and the silence that originates in

gods decision not to answer at all as in the days of saul then
too there is the silence that is itself gods reply just as he can
answer in fire he can answer in silence 117575

christ in eloquent silence refused to step into the trap set
for him by the scribes and phariseesPharisees when they brought to him the
woman taken in adultery instead of responding to their questions on
the law he stooped down and with his finger wrote on the ground
as though he heard them not john 86 continuing to ignore
their questions he made one simple statement that compelled the
womanscomans accusers to walk away in shamed silence john 86 9

christ also answered at least one of his own accusers in
silence according to lukes record christ who had spoken a

brief reply to both caiaphas and pilate remained silent before
herod and when herod saw jesus then he questioned with
him in many words but he answered him nothing luke 238 9

As far as we know herod is further distinguished as the only being
who saw christ face to face and spoke to him yet never heard his
voice for penitent sinners weeping women prattling children for
the scribes the phariseesPharisees the sadducees the rabbis for the perjured
high priest and his obsequious and insolent underling and for pilate
the pagan christ had words of comfort or instruction of warning
or rebuke of protest or denunciation yet for herod the fox he had
but disdainful and kingly silence 76

matthews account tells us that jesus also refused to answer
to the charges made against him by the false witnesses brought in
by caiaphas peter explains that in christs silence the savior set
an example for all who suffer for righteousness sake

but if when ye do well and suffer for it ye take it patiently this is
acceptable with god for even hereunto were ye called because
christ also suffered for us leaving us an example that ye should



monday 24 june 1844 415 AM beyond the events by pino drago
1947 oil on canvas 56 x 47 1987 courtesy museum of church his-

tory and art
captured inin a silent contemplative moment shortly before his mar-

tyrdom joseph smith gazes intently into eternity following the saviors
example of suffering in silence peace is juxtaposed with tension light
with shadow gods word with human knowledge
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follow in his steps who did no sin neither was guile found in his
mouth who when he was reviled reviled not again when he suf-
fered he threatened not but committed himself to him that judgethjudieth
righteously 1 pet 220220232202522025220232523

the book of mormon also reveals gods silent answer in
response to the pained and silent reaction of the righteous to evil
when amulekamules pleads for alma to call upon god to save the inno-
cent from the flames but alma was constrained from stretching
forth his hand that the judgments which god shall exercise
upon them in his wrath may be just their only consolation and
amuleksamuletsAmuleks own family may well have been among the victims was
the promise that the silence would be broken when the blood
of the innocent would cry mightily against them at the last day
alma 1411 gods silence continued as alma and amulekamules an-

swered nothing to the judges and lawyers who smote them for
many days they suffered as captives repeatedly answering nothing
in the face of mocking accusations their silence was evidence of
their faith their patience and their trust in the lord to render
judgment gods silence ended with the thundering contrast of the
great noise of the fall of the prison alma 1414 29

in a manner analogous to the pregnant silences in music
silence also punctuates the pivotal points in the spiritual history
of the earth just prior to the advent of christ in the new world
there was silence in all the land for the space of many hours
53 ne 102 when the seventh seal is opened at his second com-

ing there will be silence in heaven for the space of half an hour
rev 8811 thus silence seems to serve gods need to bring his

people to reflection to allow them to contemplate the state of
their existence to ponder on the past and to be ready for instruc-
tion admonition or for an epiphany some dramatic event or in-
sight that bears directly on salvation after experiencing the power
of god jonah was given time for silent meditation in the belly of
the fish

members of the LDS church are offered silent time for con-
templationtemplation as well as expression of reverence while they approach
or address god through the ordinances of the gospel the sec-
onds of silence under water during baptism the reverent silence
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observed with bowed head during confirmation blessings and
prayers the thoughtful silence observed during the sacrament
and the peaceful silence experienced in the temple

the world itself bears silent testimony all things denote
there is a god yea even the earth and all things that are upon the
face of it yea and its motion yea and also all the planets which
move in their regular form do witness that there is a supreme cre-
ator alma 50443044 the lord had already taught moses that all
things are created and made to bear record of me moses 663
this theme was reiterated in modern revelation to joseph smith
any man who hath seen any or the least of these earth sun

moon and stars hath seen god moving in his majesty and power
dacd&c 8847

in temptation of christ in the desert see back cover the
creator himself is pictured in the midst of his handiwork here
nature silently testifies of the expanse of his power while para-
doxically dwarflingdwarfingdwarfing his mortal body

conclusion

in view of the fact that the arts of modernism have forsaken
the divine as a valid source of certainty the perceived silence of
heaven has driven some modern artists consciously or instinctively
to express this untenable breach between humanity and god in a
silent scream an image fraught with paradox and frustration

to gloss T S eliotseliote stanza from the introduction

only by the form the pattern of the silent scream
can words or music or film or painting reach
the paradoxical stillness of existential angst as a chinese jar still
moves perpetually in its stillness

the image of a scream sans sound in the major media of our
century rivets our attention on a world both overwrought with the
power to annihilate the human race and overcome by the pres-
ence of evil in the absence of god it is almost as if our artists are
unwittingly repeating augustinesaugustinasAugustines earnest but ftfutileftitileitile supplication

god themthem7771771177737777 thomas mann offershere are my ears speak to a

veiled and paradoxical hope in the previously quoted line from
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doctor faustus it the tone vibrating in the silence abides as a
light in the night and ricardo molinas answers are even more
hopeful reminding us of the biblical witnesses that assure us of
his presence even in his silence

what if
in the very questions the answer hid
what if
in the divine silence were heavenly acquiescence
what if
the inquiry itself were our salvation78salvation78

A particularly poignant witness to gods presence in silence
is the simple poem written on the wall of a basement in cologne
germany discovered by allied troops at the end of the war and
later used by michael horvit as a text for a deeply touching song 79

it had been written by someone hiding from the gestapo

I1 believe in the sun even when it is not shining
I1 believe in love even when feeling it not
I1 believe in god even when god is silent

perhaps this is what jesus meant when he said he that hath
ears to hear let him hear matt 11111515 jesus statement indicates
that silence is not absolute that the responsibility to hear and
interpret lies within the listener

the pivotal artists of our time in music film and painting
who have lived throughout the political and psychological erup-
tions of the past hundred years or so have pushed the expressive
capabilities of their mediums to the threshold of the abyss reduc-
ing their voices to the mute horror of a silent scream in the face of
a nonexistent god the interpretations of silences in the scriptures
stand in stark contrast to those images in the arts powerful silences
in the scriptures and in religious contexts by contrast are used to
convey another message god is

jon D green is associate professor of humanities at brigham young university
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NOTES

raimundoimundoa panikkarPanikkar the silence of god the answer of the buddha
trans robert R barrban mary knoll NY orbis books 1989 xx

2panikkarPanikkar silence of god 150
3panikkarpanikkarwanikPanikkar silence of god 166
panikkarPanikkar silence of god 231 n 128 quoting albert camus 11II mito di

misitosisito p 21 quoted in friedman problematic rebel chicago university of
chicago press 1970 469

5timothy walsh the cognitive and mimetic function of absence in art
music and literature mosaic 25 spring 1992 73 76 77

aj1jJ A ward american silences the realism ofofjamesjames agee walker evans
and edward hopper baton rouge louisiana state university press 1985 xv 15

7max picard perceives silence as the backdrop of all human discourse the
ground from whence verbal discourse arises and into which it disappears great
poetry he says is a mosaic inlaid into silence max picard the2 be world of
silence trans stanley bodman chicago gateway books 1952 quoted in
bernard P dauenhauer silence the7 be pbenomenonphenomenon and its ontological signifi-
cance bloomington indiana university press 1980 134 both picard and
dauenhauer define discourse broadly enough to embrace the fine arts in keep-
ing with my large definition of discourse as including music gesture and the
visual arts I1 would make comparable claims about silence and the poetic mani-
festationsfe in each of these modes dauenhauer silence 209 n 68

by nonliterary I1 mean that words dont figure as the primary means of
communication in the medium even though in all three media words can and do
play a role in vocal music in screenplaysscreenplays and in textual inclusions in paintings
since the advent of sound films have used spoken dialogue but the verbal is sub-
ordinate to the visual as primary mode as anyone can see who has ever tried to
read a screenplay this subordination is partly the result of what susanne langer
has called the principle of assimilation where two art forms are combined one
always takes over music swallows words dance assimilates music the visuals
supersede the words susanne langer deceptive analogies specious and real
relationships among the arts in modem culture and the arts ed james B hall
and barry ulanov new york mcgraw hill 1972 29 thus in the three arts rep-
resented here we are concerned with the silences that intrude into or amplify
the primary nonverbal realm of the medium the sounds of music and the visual
framework of films and paintings

9st6phanetephane mallarmemallarm6mallareeMalmailarme mallaneemallannemallarmiMallannelarmi trans anthony hartley baltimore pen-
guin 1965 9 quoted in steven L bindeman heidegger and wittgenstein the
poetics of silence washington DC university press of america 1981 8

george steiner language and silence essays on language literature and
the inhuman new york atheneumathenaeumAtheneum 1976 13

cathleen mcguigan he built a space of terrible beauty newsweek
april 26261993511993 51

arlene croce afterimagesAfterimages new york knopf 1977
13dauenhauer silence 134

zofia lissaussa aesthetic functions of silence and rests in music journal
of aesthetics and art criticism 22 summer 1964 44354443 54
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15lissaussa aesthetic functions 444
john cage silence lectures and writings middletown conn wesleyan

university press 1961 8 on the other hand C S lewis fears this move toward
all sounds noise intruding into the domain of music when he has screwtapeScrewtape
exclaim music and silence how I1 detest them both how thankful we should
be that ever since our father entered hell though longer ago than humans reck-
oning in light years could express no square inch of infernal space and no
moment of infernal time has been surrendered to either of those abominable
forces but all has been occupied by noise noise the grand dynamism the audi-
ble expression of all that is exultant ruthless and virile noise which alone
defends us from silly qualms despairing scruples and impossible desires we will
make the whole universe a noise in the end C S lewis the screwtapeScrew tape letters
london collins 1942 113 14

experiments in physics demonstrate that on earth humans cannot experi-
ence silence except in the case of those who are profoundly hearing impaired
in an anechoic chamber a sound laboratory designed to minimize echo and exter-
nal sound one can still hear low frequency sounds and internal body sounds

17williamWilham W austin ed prelude to thethe afternoon of a faun new
york W W norton 1970 135 the letter was written to ernest chausson and
dated october 2 1893

ray robinson in krzysztofkrzysztqfpendereckipendereskipendereckiPendeveckiderecki A guide to his works princeton
NJ prestige publications 1983 1 quoting krzysztof pendereckipendereskiPenderecki interview
newsweek march 17 1969

19atesates orga krzysztof pendereskipendereckiPenderecki canticumCanticum canticorumCanticorum salomonis EMI

electrolaElectrola koin west germany 1976 notes on slipcoverslip cover
orga pendereck4pendereckipendereskiPenderecki notes on slipcoverslipcover
unlike the visual arts it is virtually impossible for music to convey a silent

scream just as it is not possible for paintings to depict the verbal expression the
man is not here

22William thomson music for listeners englewood cliffs NJ prentice
hall 1978 177

23thomson musicformusic fortor listeners 179
tom carlson krzysztof pendereskipendereckipendereckilPenderecki MACE records MXX 9090 notes

on slipcoverslipcover
25kenneth elliott the kings singers contemporary collection EMIEIVUervneryn records

ltd oc061 notes on slipcoverslipcover
thomas mann doctor faustus the life of a german composer adrian

leverkuhnlevenkuhnlevenkubnledenLevenhuhnkuhnhubn as told by a friend trans H T lowe porter new york knopf
19484911948 491

17rudolf arnheim film as art berkeley university of california press

19581061958 106log
21Walterfaltergalterwatterwaiter kerr the silent clowns new york knopf 1975 4
19 19christopherchristopher marlowe the tragedy of doctor faustus ed louis B

wright new york washington square press 1959 71
amheim3amheimalheimAmheimhelm film as art 107 108 amheimsarnheimsArnAmheimshelms emphasis

311tit is possible that we who have been weaned on sound films fullfoilfuli of dia-
logue natural sounds and background music cannot experience silent films
with the same responses as our pre 1927 ancestors those silences are likely
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more intrusive to us than to them even given the fact that most silent films of
that era were not really silent a pianist or organist accompanied each showing
with appropriately dramatic background music in fact the impact of sustained
silence in contemporary films especially evocative foreign films like those
directed by ingmar bergman is greatly magnified by our programmed expecta-
tions of continuous realistic sound accompanying the moving image bergmans
silences rivet our attention on the visuals and often endow his films with a cer-
tain macabre surrealistic quality

slavokslavoj31slavoj zizek grimaces of the real or when the phallus appears octo-
ber no 58 fall 1991 50

33louisloulslouis giannetti understanding movies englewood cliffs NJ prentice
hall 1982 177

hillel italie steiger on health and family and screen moments the
provo utah daily herald june 1 1991 sec A p 7

35elizabetheilzabeth weis the silent scream aifredalfred hitchcocksHitch cocks sound track lon-
don associated university presses 1982 14

welsweis silent scream 25

elseis silent scream 166

elseis silent scream 155

elseis silent scream 161igligi
walter sokel ebethe writer in extremesextremisExtremis expressionism in twentieth cen

tury german literature stanford stanford university press 1959 4
gotthold ephraim lessing laocoon trans edward alienallenailen mccormick bal-

timore johns hopkins university press 1962 17
42sir kenneth clark looking at pictures new york holt rinehart and

winston 1960 123
43reinhold43reinhold heller edvard munch the scream new york viking press

1972561972 56
john14john rowan wilson the mind new york time life books 1971 150

quoting edvard munch
4545edvardedvard munch diary january 222218921892 quoted in heller edvard munch 65

christian skredsvig dager og ncetter blandt kunstnerekunstnere 3dad ed oslo
1943 152 quoted in heller edvard munch 66

47edvard munch diary quoted in heller edvard munch 109 italics added
heilerhelierchellerheller4heller edvard munch 87
19social19 social realism was a major international art movement in the 1930s

represented in the western hemisphere by ben shahn diego rivera jose
orozco and david alfaro siqueiros whose echo of a scream 1937 surrealisti-
cally amplifies an infants crying face amidst the wreckage of war this stark
monochromatic portrait of innocent suffering creates a chilling reminder that
sixty years has done little to alter the human condition

5robertrobertrobentarobert hughes tuetheeue shock of0fthe new new york knopf 1991 110 11

51jonjondD green picassosPicassos visual metaphors the7 journalbejournaltournai ofaestheticof aesthetic edu-
cation 19 winter 1985 61 76

52175117francis5117rancisrancis bacon interview by david sylvester in david sylvester interviews
with francis bacon 1962 1979 Ilondonondonjondon thames and hudson 1980 81 82

5andrewandrewcandrew forge bacon the paint of screams art news 62 october
1963 39
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dawn ades web of images in francis bacon francis bacon ed dawn
ades and andrew forge new york harry N abrams 1985 13 italics added

55francis bacon interview by hugh davies in hugh davies and sally yard
francis bacon new york abbevilleAbbeville press 1986 12

bacon interviews with francis bacon 34
bacon interviews with francis bacon 34

51samsam hunter metaphor and meaning in francis bacon in francis bacon
london thames and hudson 1989 28

59bacon59bacon interviews with francis bacon 24
60bacon60bacon interviews mithwith francis bacon 37
61adesades web of images 9 baconsbacans gaping mouths invite comparison with

cosmic black holes which consume all positive elements in a vortex of nothing-
ness not only are baconsbacans hollowed out shapeless figures lacking in substance
the paint itself has holes in it if it is not wiped out effaced or simply absent

ernst van alphen francis bacon and the loss of serselfseif cambridge harvard uni-
versity press 1993 14

ades web of images 10
63francis bacon quoted in ades web of images 10 see also sylvester

interviews mithwith francis bacon 82
andrew forge about bacon in francis bacon francis bacon ed

dawn ades and andrew forge new york harry N abrams 1985 29
65forge about bacon 29
66forge66forge about bacon 24 25 in his interview with sylvester bacon

acknowledges that his paintings were primarily concerned with my kind of exhil-
arated despair bacon interview with francis bacon 83 an oxymoronicoxymoronic expres-
sion appropriate to the paradoxical ambiguity of his aesthetic purposes

67bacansbaconsBacons ambivalent attitude toward mouths surfaces in his exchange with
sylvester when he admits that part of his obsession stems from a fascination
with the glitter and colourbolour that comes from the mouth and ive always
hoped to be able to paint the mouth like monet painted a sunset bacon
interview with francis bacon 50 the visceral effect of baconsbacans mouths how-
ever is much closer to munchsmuncha sunsets than monetsconets and recalls the classical
association with a line from aeschylus oresteia that haunted bacon As the
furies pursue orestes their leader says the reek of human blood smiles out at
me ades explains that this image like baconsbacans mouths shocks because of the
clashing of disgust reek and joy smiles but more because of the extraordi-
nary synaesthesiasynaesthesia of the metaphor the wound gapes in the flesh like a smile in
the face ades web of images 17

ades web of images 15
19murnelmunnelmuriel saville troike the place of silence in an integrated theory of

communication in perspectives on silence ed deborah tannen and muriel
saville troike norwood NJ ablexablee 1985 3

dauenhauer silence 138
7panikkarpanikkarPanikkar silence of god 167

71maxmax picard as referenced in dauenhauer silence 188 dauenhauersDauenhauers cen-
tral thesis regarding the ontological significance of silence reads as follows both
man and world are syntheses of two irreducible but non self standing compo-
nents which are not contrariescontraries of one another rather these components are
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simply other than one another the components of this synthesis this dyad
are appropriately named the determinate and nondeterminate this dyad this
synthesis cannot at least with the resources available to philosophy be resolved
into a perfect finished whole or one dauenhauer silence 14243142 43

73aA D neher speech and silence in prophecy jerusalem merkazderkaz
1969 121 2 nehersbehersNehers translation

74neher speech and silence 5
75 comment by dr anat in neher speech and silence 14

james76james E talmage jesus the christ salt lake city the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1981 636

hugh77hugh nibley the world and the prophets salt lake city deseret book
andfarmsand earmsFARMS 1987 90 quoting augustine confessions I1I1

ricardo7iricardo molina respuestasRespuestas quoted in panikkarPanikkar the silence of god 177
79eveneueneven ubenwhen god Is silent new york transcontinental music 1993



the abalone shell

no chambered nautilus this rough algal beard
on bark of an inverted bowl outside
unpretentious simple plain with tiered
holes joining its life with sea and tide

they pried it loose from its foundational rock
and tore the living from the shell it grew
consumed its flesh with light convivial talk
as all of us who know not what we do

now resurrected on a mantelpiece
the shell lies open in a single whorl
bearing its holes of living without cease
above the iridescent mother of pearl

A sherman christensen
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personal essay

waiting

marian sorenson

we were lying in the shade of the john deere baler my
youngest and 1I the crumbs of our lunch scattered on our replete
bellies the quills of newly mown hay scratching through our
shirts the native hay lay in fragrant windrowswindrosswindrows in front of the baler
and in huge eggs behind rolling over to his stomach his chin rest-
ing on his palms he asked so how did grandpa know fifteen
year old jared was only five when it happened and although he
remembered the incident he had forgotten the particulars I1 have
not forgotten

that summer afternoon the boys were milking the cows and
riding the calves in the barn lot suddenly they were back throw-
ing down their bikes in the yard and racing for the kitchen

tonys horse is dead some guys shot him and hes laying
there blood all over his neck and hes really dead joeysjocys face was
red with exertion the words exploding from his mouth in bullet
bursts tony rubbed his eyes gulping back sobs laurel and I1

dropped our supper preparations and swarmed them what hap-
pened say it slower joey what is wrong holly had heard
enough and was already on the suzuki four wheeler slamming the
gears and streaking for the white house where jim the current
hired man lived

this truck drove by real slow joey was emphasizing each
word now willing us to get the picture two guys were in it and
they backed up and sat there just staring at me and tony we were
graining ginger and then one guy got out a gun yeah a rifle and
just started shooting we got out of there and they spun out and we
saw ginger sort of stagger and then he fell down joey spoke with
his whole body ducking aiming staggering then we got for
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home fast tony cried quietly his eyes fixed on joey his real
brother who had promised to take care of him promised to never
leave him

its true was all holly said when the suzuki spun gravel in
the driveway where we were waiting for her report you better
call the sheriff its real sick she would be a high school senior in
the fall and was miss take charge

von and the older boys were not yet home so holly flagged
down a neighbor who was passing tom knelt over the fallen
horse then he closed the wooden gate and slowly wiped the
inside of his hat with a bandanna shaking his head in disbelief he
asked who in the heck would do such a thing you ever see the
truck before joey chevrolet you say blue no stock rack dont
know nobody close drives such a rig

the story was repeated again and again most of the night for
von when he returned from the sheep on the far range for dave
dan and erin in from the hay fields for marianne after irrigating
and later on the phone for kirsten at her university summer ses-
sion and for the sheriff and the deputy and the local cops jared
sat wide eyed listening the story was the same each time except
for the new details added to answer the new questions idaho
plates 28 D something 4 one guy had a white shirt and the other
had some kind of red coat and a cowboy hat yeah four wheel
drive didnt talk just looked and shot

two way radios crackled piercing the quiet of the valley air
when the officials left we huddled together comforting tony sens-
ing joeysjocys fear the girls took their brothers to bed sitting with them
until sleep came von took the keys from the trucks and cars and
locked up the shop and house we had never locked anything before

saturday morning brought phone calls from our neighbors
alerted to danger in our peaceful community official uniforms
again the story again and again tony hung close to me touching
me his bony body even more drawn in somehow thinner his
eyes were dark circled reminding me of my first glimpse of him
looking like a war waif as he and joey stepped off the plane and
into a new life and a new family A horse of his own was his wish
on the trip home nearly two years earlier
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you guys got horses tony asked after miles of unnatural
quiet you ever let kids ride wish I1 had a real horse joey
remained silent not wanting food or conversation finally he
asked his question you guys beat up kids when theyre bad

it took time to find the right horse for a city boy ginger gen-
tle but sprightly was the answer im breaking him tony would
brag coming back from a gentle ride on my very own horse
now ginger was gone

our house filled with ten children was seldom calm but
there was an uneasy tension that saturday joey jumped every time
the phone rang he listened to the one sided responses we gave
and then hammered his questions who was it did they get em
do they know who did it he had attended his mothers funeral a
year before coming to us he knew his mother died a brutal death
perhaps that explained his anxiety his hovering about holly his
retelling the story to dan three years older and his hero

we spent an uneasy sunday after church we walked to our
sacred grove in the quakies above the house and to the birds
accompaniment we sang our silly family songs and talked of home
and family and love on the way back we stopped at the hollow tree
to check the robins nest it was empty the hatchlingshatchlings had become
nestlingsnestlings and then fledglings and now the mature couple had left to
enjoy their brief retirement before returning to the cycle

on monday my mom brought dad from their home in battle
mountain to the elko clinic for tests I1 drove the sixty five miles
from the ranch to meet them dad was showing the first stages of
alzheimersheimersAlz disease which would later take his life he sat quietly
listening across the red lion table as I1 told of the bizarre events at
our place

they havent figured out who did it I1 concluded to moms
clucking of how awful dad said something I1 didnt catch what
was that dad

joey did it he reached his trembling hand across the table
to grasp mine the hand still rough and callusedcallousedcallused from a lifetime of
eeftinghefting a pick and shovel and sorting rocks

no dad he couldnt have the police were there and they
are looking for two men in a blue truck they are searching in
nevada and idaho theyll find them my words were assured but
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my lips were quivering I1 was sick the taco salad had a strange
taste I1 took a forkful of lettuce and cheese and put it down again

excuse me ill be right back I1 dropped my napkin and
stumbled over it hitting my shin on the table leg I1 rushed through
the casino between rows of slots around the gaming tables to the
phones muttering denials it couldnt be no no no

holly hi this is crazy I1 know but umm could joey have
done it you know what I1 mean could he have done it

calmcahncaim reasonable responses un holly like responses thats
crazy mom there are too many details get real he couldnt have
made all that up no way

yeah im being dumb thanks be home soon take care of
them holly

I1 saw nothing on the trip home heard nothing but the voice
in my head there had been warning when just five days after call-
ing church social services saying we would take two children any
race any age any disability the boys were in our home dont
make it permanent too soon good friends advised try them as

foster children for a while
sometimes we wondered if we had taken on the impossible

would all our love concern and caring be enough to make up for
the early years of neglect and abuse one dark night after a bad
dream joey remembered 1 I just tried to wake dad up cause a guy
said I1 better or else and dad slammed me in the face with his fist
I1 woke up in the corner with blood all over me

all these thoughts swarmed in my head as I1 tried to concen-
trate on driving myself back to the ranch to deal with the situation
we love him and he needs us so much I1 reasoned but our other
children need a safe home too are they safe what will the years
ahead bring I1 breathed deep sobbing breaths trying to quiet the
fears pounding in my chest somehow I1 got home

I1 sat on joeysjocys bed a long time that night am I1 your best kid
mom he asked as he always did do you love me more than
danny I1 stroked his springy black hair and searched his hazel
eyes moms hearts love everybody best remember I1 said

were stuck with each other right he repeated the words I1

often said to him
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yeah ive got you and youve got me and nothing will
change that I1 said it to remind myself of the commitment that I1

had not expected to be so hard their IQ scores were so low too
low for the sharp kids they seemed to be but years of head start
kindergarten and repeated grades had failed to help them read
so I1 sat at the table between them for days weeks years and the
miracle of learning began to happen but they hated the everyday-
ness of it and sometimes so did 1I

1 I cant do it its too hard joey would scream kicking the
table breaking another pencil tearing the paper youre not my
real mom and you cant make me do this I1 hate your guts

okay hate my guts hate my left foot if you want but the
only way you will ever be free from me is to read now start again
right here

im gonna run away and never come back never
catching him holding his flailing body close to me I1 would

say again and again wherever you go ill come looking for you
and bring you home were a family and ill never let you go were
stuck with each other

now my own words echoed back at me I1 watched him he
smiled a lot he always smiled such a beautiful kid he couldnt do
something so horrible so sick could he long after he was asleep
I1 lay beside him in the dark feeling his breath on my cheek then I1

crawled back to vons comfortable warmth and his whispered
assurances that all would be well

in the predawn hours I1 asked von for a blessing of comfort
his hands in the age old ritual of healing were warm on my head
protecting my sanity allowing his strength his faith to flow into
me his hands that have loved me supported me shared my pain
in labor and illness I1 knew would heal me now

1 I bless you with strength with courage and wisdom with
vision to see the tender heart in the savage body his voice broke
there is much pain and sorrow ahead for us I1 shivered at the

sudden vision of all the nights ahead waiting for our boy search-
ing for him crying for him and then I1 felt only peace and confi-
dence von continued trust our decision to bring them here it
was made prayerfully it is pleasing to god we are shepherds mar-
ian we will feed his lambs he slipped to his knees beside me
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and the morning sun streamed through the east window encir-
cling us in a benediction of light

that night I1 read to jared and tony and jared fell asleep as
tom sawyer and becky entered the cave I1 tucked tony in bed and
turned as I1 was leaving the room tony I1 said quietly I11 I know the
truth do you want to tell me about it

his black eyes opened wide only his brown face showed
above the log cabin quilt I1 sat beside him and put my face next to
his as the sobs started deep inside him and his body shook then his
skinny arms grabbed me pulling me down with all his strength and
the words came out in spasms joey shot ginger ginger is dead
and dad told me to take care of him his body heaved in grief now
dad wont let me have another horse so softly I1 could hardly hear
the smothered words and me and joey will have to go

at night it is cold in our valley in the ruby mountains even
in summer the down canyon winds sweep over the rubies and
flood the valley like ice water the wind cooled my fever as I1 left
the house to look to the hills searching for strength walking the
meadow trails is part of every day for me and most days I1 pray
aloud as the land renews my soul thanks for this verdant valley
of the desert where my children can grow deep roots this night
my prayer was a litany of need as I1 bowed to the earth help me
help us help him please

von and the older children came home and we knelt in fam-
ily prayer I1 looked across the circle joey quickly closed his eyes
but not before he read my face

later huddled together under a blanket on the back deck my
love and I1 looked again to the craggy peaks above the giant poplars
that surround the house our pain rose from us to be swept by the
wind to join the pain of all parents who love and grieve

joey did not come at the 600 call to breakfast the next morn-
ing I1 found him sitting on his bed head in hands his clothes and
treasures spread about

when do I1 leave the question muffled
I1 formed my hands into cupping shape and held his hands

within them your wings are soft and tender now and this home
is a safe nest for you but you will grow strong when your wings
are sure and steady we will open the doors and let you fly away
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his eyes dark and fear filled searched my face will I1 ever
come back

remember the robins nest in the hollow tree if this is truly
your home joey you will come back

he flew south one day on wings too weak and too unsure he
is still flying each spring I1 climb the promontory and looking at the
southern horizon keep my vigil waiting waiting for his return

marian sorenson is a cowinnerwinnercorinnerco of the 1995 BYU studies personal essay contest



winter fire

in the cold cedar burns slowly
but sweetly sagebrush is quicker
shooting white smoke when flame hits a seam
snow seeps between my small cairn of stones
till a ring of dark earth
moats fire from ice

I1 am outside that ring
though within the heat for now
and can almost imagine my fuel in the mix
that my bones are burning too
driving back the dark turning demons to swine
it is that warm with the wood stacked high

but how brittle I1 have become
I1 have not seasoned well would only flash
thinly like dry grass
without the fire and the fire without me
I1 will not burn only not freeze

when it comes down to ashes
I1 will bury them scatter the rocks
leaving little trace and return home
for now the smoke is in my hair
I1 imagine it swirling about my head
like fire through trees

C wade bentley
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personal essay

taking uncle toby home

rochelle A fankhauser

even before I1 was born my tupe was an old man when his
wife gave birth to their first child my father he was already forty
years old but at the age of sixty seven a year before my birth my
grandfather was not your average elderly man he was off steal-
ing bodies

tupe is pronounced too pee derived from the maori word
for grandparent or ancestor tupuna roopoopootoopootoo poonacpoonahnab this is the name
by which my generation knows our grandfather and great grand
father one of the mokomokopuna1mokopunalpunal could not pronounce it so we use the
shortened form tupe to me and all the rest of gordon ponga kingi
daviess descendants tupe means more than other titles like gran
dad grandpa or pop our tupe is the patriarch of our extended
family our kaumatuakaumatua his name calls to our minds the soft wrinkled
face and wise eyes of a man who will be forever loved

in 1973 my tupes uncle toby passed away uncle toby had
spent his life working and living off the family tribal land on great
barrier island a mountainous green protrusion in the sea off the
east coast of auckland during the last few years of his life he
had lost his sight and in general his health had deteriorated he had
avoided leaving his home on great barrier island until he could
fight it no longer

you see those of us who have visited the barrier know how
much it hurts to leave anyone who spends even a few days there
risks heartbreak on departure the quaintness of the island charms
visitors each house has to generate its own electricity by diesel
engine the phone system is a party linefinebine which means no two
people on the same side of the island can make a call at the same
time and anyone can listen in the few roads are not sealed and if
it rains two consecutive days they become torrents of liquid clay
that no vehicle can navigate leaving each family isolated on its
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own farm but the land is fertile the native forest is lush and the
coastline and cool sea are picturesque As a child I1 spent every
christmas holiday there climbing around the rocks hunting for
crabs walking through the bush bathing in the water hole it was
my very own place to escape to

this oasis from modernization has one more special attrac-
tion great barrier island or more specifically katherine bay is

the land of my heritage my grandfather and his father and his
right back to the chiefs of the aotea ngatiwai tribe have lived off
this land it has been good to them and in return they stay even
after they die they stay

at the time of his death uncle tobys daughter hine dictated
his burial be in auckland some of the family disagreed but no one
took any action no one that is except my tupe

maybe hine was right in thinking that a funeral and burial in
auckland would be better the cost involved would be far less
if the body were buried locally she would not have to hire a plane
to transport it over the ocean to a sparsely inhabited island more
people could attend a service in the city she also lived closer to
his intended grave in auckland and she wanted to visit him often
but she did not take into consideration her fathers connection
with the land on the barrier the maori believe in spirits living on
after death and so did she but this she did not realize in life

uncle tobys heart had always been on the island the histories of
the two man and earth are intertwined she should have known
that if in life he had not wanted to leave his home then surely in
death he would not have rested elsewhere

my tupe understood this he took up his concerns with the
family but hine was strong willed especially in mourning and
who denies a bereaved woman her wishes without further dis-
cussioncussion tupe set about discreetly doing what as far as he was con-
cerned was his only option he made plans to steal the body from
the family and to take uncle toby home

this idea was in line with family tradition old tupe my
tupes father stole his wifescifes body from her family when she died
he rode for two days on a horse to her familysfamilys home and asked for
permission to bury his wife elsewhere her family seeing this lone
man and horse thought that even with permission he had no
means by which to transport a body so they consented that
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assumption was the cornerstone of his plan with the horse and
some bushmansbushmannbushmans craftsmanship old tupe managed to drag my
great grandmothers casket to the nearby beach and into a small
dinghy A larger fishing boat was waiting out of sight around the
point and in almost no time at all he had the body in the ground
on his own land my father hasnt ever stolen any bodies but ill
give him time he is only forty seven

A maori funeral is called a tangi the body is kept for three
days either on a marae2maraelmaraer or in the home of the deceased persons
whanauwranau 3 mourners come and go giving speeches singing songs
drinking a lot of beer in the evenings and partying the nights
away the casket remains open and the kuia4kuialkuian sleep around it so
the dead one does not have to sleep alone

uncle tobys tangi was held at his nieces house in penrose

auckland where he had been convalescing from the minute he
passed away the rooms began to overflow with relatives and
friends when a tangi is on no one is turned away beds are filled
first often with multiple sleepers other visitors curl up on the
couches and the majority find a space on the floor and no one
ever leaves a tangi without putting on five pounds

the night before the funeral service tupe and his younger
brother bill put their plans to action another brother taz and
tupes brother in law archie were also in on the scheme just after
300 AM my tupe rose in silence from his bed he moved about
the rooms of the house waking the other men one by one they
had slept with enough clothes on to not have to worry about
dressing in the darkness in a corner they stood in a circle and
briefly prayed they crept into the living room towards uncle
tobys lifeless form the room was warm with the regular sound
of sleeping women and condensation rolled off the windows onto
the sills large breasts rose and fell the women breathing a sym-
phonic lullaby to their sleeping brother the silent intruders
stepped over and around the sleeping kuia as they made their way
to the coffin in the center of the room

ive no doubt that even in their stealth these men followed
tradition and kissed their uncle goodbyegood bye As they began to close
the casket a wakened sleeper appeared in the doorway uncle bill
with spur of the moment ingenuity asked him for a screwdriver
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the sleepy eyed relative retrieved one helped screw down the lid
and promptly went back to bed

one of the women asleep in the room was tupes cousin auntyaulty
ellen my sisters tell me she was a formidable force the iron lady of
her generation even the men would not cross her while tupe bill

taz and the rest prepared to take the body auntyaulty ellen awoke
what are you fullas doing her voice was raspy with sleep

gordon whats going on e hoa5hoa115hoac
tupe didnt need to say a word he signaled to her that every-

thing was okay they were good cuzziescuzzinscuzzies tupe and aultyaunty ellen
and she knew he was a good man so she rolled over and did not
interfere maybe she agreed that uncle toby needed to be taken
home or maybe she obeyed only because she knew that tupe was
a stubborn man and that once he got an idea in his mind he
wouldnt be stopped

A coffin with a corpse in it is not an easy load to carry these
uncommissioned pallbearerspallbearers had to take great care and effort to get
it through doorways along the hall and down the front steps with-
out being noticed either all the sleeping whanauwranau were too drunk
to be awakened or my tupe and his conspirators were very skillful

in the art of silence or maybe the angels were on their side in my
mind I1 see the spirits of my tupuna sneaking into the rooms and
putting their hands over the ears of everyone in the house so that
the men could complete their task I1 think they wanted uncle toby
to join them at their resting place on the quiet island

outside the air was chilled the dew had fallen and their
footfalls made soft squelchy noises on the damp grass A station
wagon was already waiting on the road so they loaded the casket
and piled in after it by 415 AM they had arrived at mechanics
bay where a plane was waiting it was a grummond goose hired
at great expense on my tupes account but he knew it would save
difficult transportation by road when they reached the island

henaredenare the pilot owed someone a favor and considered this
a worthy cause in the still of the damp morning waiting for day-
light before they could take off they sang hymns I1 can hear my
tupes quivering voice as he sang the words of his favorite maori
hymn a loose translation of the hymn known in english as how
great thou art
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whakaariawlbakaariaWhakaaria mai to rapekaripeka ki au diahotiaho mai ra roto i te
po let me know your cross shine to me like day in the night

tupe and his brothers sang hymns to their uncle songs of the
sweetness of life and the peace of death they sang while they
waited to take uncle toby home

by 520 AM the hidden sun had illuminated the sky enough
for the plane to take off the exact thoughts that went through my
tupes mind during the forty five minute flight I1 cant say but I1 do
know he would have been concerned about what was going to
happen after the burial my tupe fullyfolly expected to be arrested for
his actions on the flight he was probably wondering what his
sentence would be A fine time in jail what would happen to
his wife but no matter what happened he would not let anyone
dig up uncle tobys body this necessary disturbance to his rest
was already too much

just after 600 AM the plane set down on the choppy water
of moanauriuri a small inlet in katherine bay by now the light had
pushed almost all the darkness away and as the plane neared
the shore its passengers could see the silhouettes of people on the
beach about twenty of them these were my more distant rela-
tives representatives of the local tribal committee tupe had made
prior arrangements with them and they stood on the shore waiting
to help as pallbearerspallbearers and to officially welcome the dead and the
visitors six men waded out into the salty waves to meet tupe
brief but emotional greetings were exchanged with quiet words
and pressing of nosesnoses6 before the casket was pulled from the plane

the wail of the kaikaranga7 rushed out over the water to meet
the men haere mai haere mai haere mai welcome I1 wel-
come you come with no woman to answer her call and the men
too busy with the body to reply her voice echoed strong but
alone between the sheltering hills of the bay

across paddocks8paddocks8 and along a sheep track through the bul
rushes they carried uncle toby past the garden he had tended and
the rubble that was all that remained of the house he had been bomborn
in up they marched up to the schoolhouse where he had attended
school and then the party ascended a steep cattle trail through
gorse9gorsek and manukamanukalo 10 to the clearing that borders the small grave-
yard the graveyard where uncle toby had buried his own parents
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at this point tupe bid them all e nobonoho ra 11 and left his
brothers to run the funeral service and to put uncle toby into a
grave that had been dug during the night my tupe left to play the
most admirable part in the whole sequence of events

he went back to auckland to face the wrath of the whanauwranau
he didnt lay low for a few days he didnt hide out he didnt even
wait until the burial was completed because he wanted to go and
face up to what he had done he had not taken the body to upset
anyone he had done it because he could not allow things to hap-
pen any other way he rushed back to his sisters house so there
would be no misunderstanding or misconstrued blame and so the
inevitable hurt feelings would be as few as possible

As he crossed the lawn huddled groups of smoking relatives
eyed him accusingly As he opened the front door one of them
confronted him

what the bloody hell have you done with him fury and
anguish burned in the mans eyes and his body trembled with
barely restrained violence

this outburst aroused hine from her wailing and she lurched
up from the position in which she had been mourning prostrate
on the floor of the living room where her fathers coffin should
have been screaming she rushed at tupe but the kuia held her
back after a volley of colorful metaphors she was reduced to
sobs tokupapatoku pupupapapava tokupapatoku pupapapapava my dad my dad

why did you take him she cried you knew we wanted to
keep him here with us

yes my tupe replied but you know that land was uncles
lifefifeilfe how could you think of keeping him away from the place his
heart has never left he turned in disgust from her ignorance and
entered the kitchen there he found a policeman sitting at the
table with a resolute sigh my tupe walked towards him as the offi-
cer rose

I11 I need to ask you a few questions mate
no charges were ever made the prior arrangements tupe had

made with the tribal committee on the barrier brought a certain
level of legality to the whole matter eventually hine accepted the
situation as finished though I1 dont know if she ever forgave him

the bishop who was to have presided over the funeral in auck-
land didnt even hesitate when tupe told him what had happened
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he just asked what to do with all the flowers and my tupe with the
same matter of fact attitude that had started the whole business said
take them to the hospital plenty of sick people there

today uncle tobys body rests in the family plot on a ridge
overlooking moanauriuri when I1 last visited the cemetery a fan
tailtaiitalitail12 flirtedflitted around my husband and me guarding our ancestors
and warning us that these sleeping ones are not to be disturbed
searching over names on headstones I1 noticed one in particular
to which I1 drew my husbands attention

uncle toby
maho kino davies

born december 20 1885
died march 8 1973

the shadows lengthened and a warm breeze sighed con-
tentedlytentedly in the manuka our little guardian perched himself on the
headstone and I1 knew with the part of me that knows sacred
things uncle toby was home

rochelle A fankhauser is a cowinner of the 1995 BYU studies personal essay
contest

NOTES

grandchildrenigrandchildren
2atbatt a maori meetinghouse
family
oidold4oldbold women
friend
aa6a formal maori greeting
nhethe karanga is a part of any maori ceremony literally it means call and

is almost always performed by a woman known as karangakaikarangakai the person who
calls usually there is at least one kaikarangakarangakai representing each party and if not
a man may take her place

eldsfields

aa9a noxious weed like briars
loaioaa bushlike native tree

goodhgoodhagoodgoodbyebye
12aA fantail piwakawaka is a small native new zealand bird according to

maori tradition they are the keepers of burial grounds watching over all who
enter therein



by rachel

im feeling leah today
she must have grown weary of being

the tender eyed one
with a beautiful sister

not a bit do wit and heart reverse rude
beatings of reflections

today I1 am not the younger fare
who was favored at the wellweffweilweliwenn

im feeling leah today
waves of pride and jealousy

break upon each other
and surge for an outlet

pride in what she had rachel
jealousy because of what I1 am rachel

on good days I1 feel rachel
I1 wonder if there were days

when her rachel felt me

rachel S george
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document corner

seduced away early mormon
documents in australia

the only handwritten documents concerning early australian
latter day saints demonstrate the converts urgent desire to
gather to zion and the exploitation ofpublicof public misconceptions

marjorie newton

one of the most dramatic events of the mormon gathering
was the wreck of thetheouliathejuliajuiiajuliatulia ann en route from sydney to california
among the passengers and crew of thetheouliathejuliajuiiajulia ann were twenty six
mormon converts and two returning american missionaries 1 asso-
ciated with the sailing of thetheouliathejuliajulia ann from australia is another
story buried in two documents held by sydneyssydnessSydneys mitchell library
these documents are unique in the history of the restored church
in australia and link a prominent australian family with mormon-
ism more importantly they vividly illustrate the widespread public
misconceptions about the doctrines of plural marriage and the
gathering to zion fostered by scurrilous press reports these mis-
understandings frequently coalesced in a common assumption that
the early mormon missionaries were trying by fair means or foul
to recruit gullible females for their exotic haremshares in utah 2

the first document is a letter written in 1853 by martha
maria bucknell humphreys one of the women who subsequently
drowned in the wreck of thetheouliathejuliajuiiajuliatulia ann A small portion of this let-
ter has been published but the text is of sufficient interest to
justify reproduction in fullfufffulifunn 3 the other document is a one page
memorandum from the premier of new south wales to the gov-
ernor detailing a charge of abduction made by mormon rebel
william wentworth bucknell against three mormon elders 4 this
document has never been published

apart from a few examples of early australian imprints these
are the only documents from the pioneer period of mormon
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the hunter and paterson valleys
courtesy cecily newton
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history so far found in any australian repository what makes the
story particularly interesting is that william wentworth bucknell
and martha maria bucknell humphreys were brother and sister and
their mother martha wentworth bucknell was first cousin of
william charles wentworth a leading explorer and politician of the
colonial era in australia the wentworthsWentworths are still one of the most
prominent families in sydneyssydnessSydneys social register 5

background to letter from martha maria humphreys

in 1826 martha wentworth bucknell arrived in sydney with
her jeweler husband william bucknell and their six children 6

bucknell was allotted two land grants in the hunter valley one
hundred miles northwest of sydney 7 elms hall the bucknell prop-
erty between the paterson and allyn rivers is where william
wentworth bucknell and his sister martha maria grew up young
martha maria married william humphreys on february 14 18571837
her brother william married susannah barker in 1841 81

elms hall this bucknell home was located on gresford road north
of the towns of vacy and paterson the two siblings responsible for
the documents reproduced in this issue martha maria bucknell
humphreys and william wentworth bucknell were raised here pencil
sketch by rodney galagher
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by october 1851 when the first american missionaries of
the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints reached new south
wales martha maria humphreys was the mother of a large family

the humphreys family as well as william wentworth bucknell his
wife susannah and their sons thomas and arthur were living in
the hunter valley the senior bucknellsBucknells had apparently moved
south to the sydney suburb of newtown

early in june 1852 john mccarthy a young convert ordained
only one month earlier was sent on a short mission to the hunter
valley 9 mccarthy spent much of the next year laboring in the area
among those converted were martha maria bucknell humphreys
whom he baptized on december 17 1852 her son john baptized
march 17 1853 and her sister in law susannah barker bucknell
baptized a few months later on april 5 18551853 010o

in april 1853 mission president augustus farnham des-
patched mormon battalion veteran william hyde to the hunter val-
ley where mccarthy had opened the field three months later
martha maria humphreyssHumphreyhumphreyesss brother william wentworth bucknell
was added to the growing membership list marthas elder daugh-
ter eliza was baptized by the mission president augustus farnham
during a visit to the hunter valley in december 1853 baptized the
next year were williams two sons thomas and arthur july and
marthas second son robert september 11

three branches of the church were organized in the hunter
valley area during 1853 the williams river the clarence town
and the newcastle branches by christmas farnham and hyde
were planning to send a company of saints from the district to
utah in march or april 1854

less than a week after her ten year old daughter elizasalizas bap-
tism martha maria bucknell humphreys wrote a poignant letter to
her mother in sydney written in ink on now yellowing fragile
paper of which the last page is crossed see next page it is still

quite legible martha had been a member of the restored church
for just a year and was fired with yearning to go to utah her hus-
band was away working and apparently did not yet know of
marthas desire to emigrate though she had written both to him
and to her parents with news of her plans



last page of letter from martha maria bucknell humphreys martha
maria finished her letter by writing the last lines of her text at a right
angle over the preceding text her signature is in the top right comercorner
courtesy mitchell library sydney australia
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marthas letter illustrates the teachings of the mormon mis-
sionariessionaries and the beliefs and attitudes of their converts it exhibits
mormon millennialism and the urgency felt by the converts to
remove from babylon before the judgments of the last days
martha cataloguescataloguercatalogues plagues and natural disasters around the world
in support of her urgent plea to her mother to listen to the mor-
mon missionaries she discusses plural marriage decrying the pop-
ular view of that practice and claiming biblical authority for the
doctrine the letter also shows marthas awareness of the history
of the persecutions suffered by the saints and her willingness to
endure these if necessary from beginning to end the letter is a fer-
vent testimony to her belief in the truth of mormonism

missionary william hyde sailed on the julia ann with some
twenty eight converts from the hunter valley in march 1854 but
the humphreys were not among the number however the voyage
was so successful that farnham engaged the vessel to take a sec-
ond company the following year and martha was determined to
sail this time

martha humphreyssHumphreyhumphreyesss husband apparently never joined the
LDS church despite this she sailed with her daughters twelve year
old eliza and ten year old mary and her youngest son seven year old
francis on the second voyage of thetheouliathejuliajuiiajulia ann departing sydney
on september 7 1855 whether she was leaving william hum-
phreys and her older sons or whether they planned to follow later
will never now be known one month later the julia ann was
wrecked and martha maria humphreys and her daughter mary
were drowned with the other survivors eliza and frank
humphreys eventually reached tahiti after spending six weeks
marooned on a coral island

letter from martha maria humphreys to her mothermother1212

allyn river
dec 8thath 18531185 51351531313

my dear mother
the letter that I1 received from you by william hill 14 I1 should

have answered long before this had I1 received a letter from my
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husband not having done so I1 now sit down to answer it without
and now my dear mother I1 will answer that question you put me
of when are we going I1 answer you if the god of all mercies in
whom I1 trust will give my husband the means we leave australia
with all its woesboes and bitterness for the land of zion next april
I1 am not afraid but what when my husband comes home that he
will be as anxious to go as I1 am myself perhaps you will say I1 am
building on worldly hopes that never will be realized not so
mother I1 mean not to boast but knowing what I1 know I1 tell you
if I1 knew for a positive certainty that when we get there persecuperselu
tionseions such as have been the portion of the saints before awaited
us I1 would still insist upon going what are a few short years in this
present state compared with life eternal bliss mother that is
never to know an end and oh what bliss would mother that a
daughters prayers could persuade you to take the same step as I1

have done obey the savioursSaviours command and be baptized hands
will then be laid on you for the remission of the spirit and it willwin
instruct you in all things to morrow week will be a 12 month
since I1 obeyed the savioursSaviours command and truly most truly can I1

say my life is entirely changed I1 may compare my past life to a
wilderness of weeds with hardly a flower strewedstrewer among them
now how different the weeds have vanished and flowers spring
up in their place mother why cannot you take the same step I1 telltenteilteli
you mormonism is truth and the onlypalyoaly truth and so you will find
it these are the last days this is the last message that the
almighty will ever deign to send on earth again and woe unut-
terable woe will be the portion of those who reject it dear
mother let me entreat of you not to be of that number why will
you not open your eyes and judge for your self why not read allanail
the mormon works alas mother the hour is not far distant when
famine pestilence and war will rage from one end of this coun-
try to the other why the very signs of the times ought to convince
you that all that is foretold in the scriptures is literally coming to
pass what greater sign can any one want than that of the jews
gathering to their own land why you know that was not to take
place untill the last days just before the savioursSaviours second coming
to reign on the earth a thousand years and now my dear mother
as this is a subject of life or death in which ever way you regard
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second page of letter from martha mariamanamarla bucknell humphreys here
martha manamariamarla proclaims the truth of the gospel and warns her mother of
the woe to follow those who reject the good news the complete text is
located on the previous page courtesy mitchell library sydney australia
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it let me for once speak plainly to you study the scriptures with
an honest heart praying in all humbleness to the father in the
name of his son even mother in his name who has died to save
us that he will have mercy on you that he may open your eyes and
understanding that you may know for yourself if you will do this
believe me it will not be in vain you know the saviour says those
who come to him he will in no wise cast out but if we will not
ask how can we expect to receive does he not say knock and it
shall be opened to you ask and ye shall receive oh my dear mother
would that I1 could persuade you to make the experiment

you have made mention of plurality of wives in your letter
well that that is as plain as any thing else in the scriptures with-
out it was the case how could the prophecysProphe cys be fullnlledfullfiffled regard-
ing the last days why I1 learned this for myself from the bible
before I1 heard any thing about it either by word or book but when
it mentions about wives itdoesit does not say that females are to have
more than one husband the gospel of christ that is the mormon
gospel is a gospel full of purity and love not loathsome vileness
but mother when you put that question to me which as your own
child and the mother of six children I1 might have been spared your
own better sense told me you you was asking me what you knew
was not true I1 should like mother before we leave this colony to
see you better than words can express at the latter end of march
we shall be in sydney have I1 your leave to go and see you before
I1 go my little girls often tell me they ought to see their grand-
mother before they go away you would like them if they were to
be seen by you my eldest girl eliza was baptized the other day
when elder farnham was up and you would be surprised to hear
what she finds in the scriptures for herself and the questions she
puts to me her father will be quite delighted with her when he
comes home they have got a firstratefirstrate schoolmaster and mistress
they are being taught to sew and hem mark and do cross key
work eliza is making a collar the girls are so delighted with their
school that it is quite a punishment for them if the rain happens
to keep them at home they that is my girls have reckoned how
long it is to april they want to go to zion nearly as much as I1 do
I1 do not know how we shall get ready in the time nor whether we
will be able to get enough clothing but so as we get enough to pay
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our passage that is all I1 care for for clothes we must do the best we
can and when we get there my husband and big boys can work
you know mother in gods eyes it is no disgrace to be poor and
besides in obeying the lords command to gather to zion we go to
a land where the windows of heaven will be open to us so that
we cannot be poor long after we get there however be it as it will
poverty will not frightenfright en me consider the thousand years of the
saviour on the earth I1 was sorry for you to tell me that you was
glad of the elder mcarthymearthymcarthy going away I1 sent the messenger of
peace to your house one who would have been as a shield to yyouu
in the daydav of trouble I1 suppose you have seen in the papers that
the cholera is raging in edinburgh and expected every hour in
england you may depend up on it when once it reaches there it
will soon be here look to how the yellow fever is raging in south
america this is 53 1I tell you mother 1854 will tell fearful tales
before it is out the mormon gospel gespegospelcespe is spreading through-
out this colony and soon the judgementsjudgements will fall on those who
reject it dear mother do examine and see for yourself when the
hour of the lords coming is of what avail will it be for you to say

oh I1 thought they were nothing but a set of ignorant fanatics or
else I1 would have believed them will that plea avail you then
alas you will say your poor frail child told you the truth it is the
truth and so pray receive it as such I1 know father whatever he
may say to the contrary believes it so I1 would give mrs hill a

word of advice let not the gaitiesgaidies and the fantasies of the world
step between her and her god you pity mr wandellslandellsWandells delu
sion15 alas alas has he not occasion to pity you would mother
that you were all as he is my heart would dance with joy I1 wish
when father comes up that you would lend me the three ser-
mons you spoke of I1 must entreat you to receive this letter in the
light I1 have written it my hearts fondest wishes are that you
would all throw prejudice aside and examine for yourselves
trusting that my father yourself mrs hill and mrs eagereager16 are in
the same good health that it leaves me and all my children
believe me my dear mother

your affectionate daughter
martha maria humphreys

I1 hope you will send me an answer to this
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background to charge of abduction

when news of the julia ann tragedy reached new south
wales in march 1856 another company of saints was about to leave
on thethejennyjennyfenny ford among those committed to sail with them were
martha humphreyssHumphreyhumphreyesss brother william wentworth bucknell his
wife susannah and sons thomas 19 and arthur 14

at some time during the previous year william wentworth
bucknell had formed an attachment for a young servant girl his
behavior was now causing great problems for his wife and the mis-
sionariessionaries perhaps influenced by brigham youngs public acknowl-
edgment of polygamy news of which had reached australia with
farnham and his party 17 bucknell announced that he was taking
the girl to the valley if he had to spend everything he was wirth
and shed every drop of blood he would conqueirconqueir and have his
say 18 finally his wife gave him an ultimatum if he paid her pas-
sage to america he could do as wished bucknell agreed but still
planned to go to utah himself 19

A few weeks later farnhamsfarnhamsrFarnhams counselor absalom dowdle
reported that bucknell had ordered him out of his house saying
he did not care for any one not brigham young he would not be
governed by any one but would do as he had a mind to do again
saying he had liberty to take seven wives to the valley with him
what was more disturbing dowdle reported was that bucknell
was using his influence with the gentiles in the paterson district
to prevent the emigrating saints from selling their properties 20

A little later when susannah bucknell arrived at a meeting with a
black eye president farnham with the sustaining vote of the
williams river branch promptly excommunicated him

bucknell immediately wrote to the priesthood council in syd-
ney protesting his excommunication A group of the leading local
converts including joseph ridges who was later to build the salt
lake tabernacle organ signed a letter informing him that we are
one with president farnham and highly aproveadrove of the corse that he
took in relation to your case 33211121032121 thwarted in this effort bucknell
retaliated by doing his best to persuade some of the company to
give up their intentions of emigrating being successful in at least

22one case
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when the jenny ford sailed on may 28 1856 susannah
barker bucknell and her sons were on board whether deterred by
his excommunication by farnhamsfarnhamsrFarnhams refusal to allow him to take
the girl with him or by the news of the loss of his sister and niece
in the wreck of the julia ann bucknell did not accompany the
party A month later he visited sydney and filed a complaint which
was passed to the premier of new south wales stuart alexander
donaldson 181218671812 1867 the first premier of the colony 23 the AD

of the first minute written on the charge
the wriWD of the second minute was the governor sir wil-

liam thomas denison the donaldson ministry lasted less than
three months from june 6 1856 to august 25 1856 but it was
in this period that the bucknell memo reached the government
it is clear from donaldsonsDonaldsons minute and denisonstenisonsDenisons reply that the
government of new south wales saw no way of doing anything
productive tohelptohulpto helpheip bucknell even if they had so desired

unsuccessful in obtaining official action bucknell did not
mourn his wife long he married susan hopkins in sydney on july
16 1857 declaring on the marriage certificate that he was a bach-
elor the marriage was performed by the reverend james fuller-
ton a leading presbyterian minister who was an old adversary of
the mormon missionaries in sydney 24 whether susan hopkins
was the girl whose relationship with bucknell led to his excom-
municationmunication is not certain but it seems likely according to her age
on the birth certificates of her children she was eighteen years
younger than bucknell and may well have been employed on his
property or in his parents sydney home in domestic service

while it would seem like poetic justice to report that the
apostate bucknell did not prosper the ironic truth is that he did
at least temporally the first of ten children eight sons and two
daughters was born to the couple in 1858 the tenth in 1874 2515

and the family increased in wealth lands and social status mean-
while susannah bucknell and her sons returned to australia from
california only to find william bucknell firmly entrenched in
his new relationship and apparently unwilling to recognize his
legal wife or his elder sons he did however give them financial
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support 2616 no member of either the humphreys or bucknell fami-
lies had any further contact with the LDS church in australia as far
as available records show

while william and susan and their growing family lived com-
fortablyfortably dividing their time between his country properties and
their newly acquired residence avondale in the sydney suburb of
arncliffeerncliffeArncliffe susannah bucknell lived in obscurity at wallarobbaWallarobba in the
hunter valley her elder son thomas who was forty two and un-
married at the time was killed in a lumber camp accident in
1874 27 his death was certified by his cousin robert humphreys
the second son of martha maria humphreys apparently there

was contact between susannah and her two sons and their hum-
phreys relations her other son arthur bucknell became a

respected farmer in the big creek hilldale area of the hunter val-
ley and is remembered today for donating half an acre of land for
the erection of a union church 28 susannah bucknell died on may
18 1898 at the age of eighty five she was buried in the church-
yard of saint pauls church of england paterson 29 arthur bucknell
died in 1924

on saturday october 17 1891 the weekly sydney mail
contained the following news item on sunday afternoon octo-
ber 11 1891 the dead body of william wentworth bucknell a gra-
zier was found in the wolli creek near his residence at arncliffeerncliffeArncliffe

at an inquest held on monday the jury returned a verdict of acci-
dental death by drowning neither bucknellsBucknells first marriage nor
his sons from that union were recorded on his death certificate

it is an ironic twist of history that the sibling originators of
the only known early mormon manuscripts in australia should
both have met death by drowning martha maria humphreys died
as she tried to follow the teachings of the restored gospel and
gather with the saints to the new zion in the rocky mountains her
brother william wentworth bucknell who refused to place his life
on the altar drowned by an accidental fall into a creek near his
suburban mansion but the two lone documents cataloguedcataloguercatalogued under
their names continue to breathe the spirit life and vitality of the
1850s mormon mission to australia
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charge of abduction by mormon missionaries A rift between william
wentworth bucknell and his wife resulted in his making this charge
susanna eventually returned only to find william married to another
wife courtesy mitchell library sydney australia
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charge of abduction by mormon missionaries
filed by william W wentworth esq 30

mr william wentworth bucknell states that during his
absence on private affairs his wife susanna and his two boys
arthur and thomas were seduced away from his house on the
paterson by some american morman elders messrs farnham
fleming and cook 31 these three have gone away in the vessel
jenny ford american vessel captain sarjeant on the 28th may
1856 taking away the above named persons without the sanction
or consent ofofwofaW W bucknell

communication from this govtgoat to the socybocy Is govtgoat to stop
the parties

address mr bucknell
new town 32

first minute written diagonally across textstextjtext

his excellency will perhaps suggest a course to be pursued but I1

cannot imagine how the government can stop the parties they
might as well be asked to stop the tuolumne33 river

AD

28 june

second minute in different handwriting
I1 am afraid that I1 cannot afford any assistance now had the

vessel been here I1 could have interfered now I1 cannot do anything
WD 29 june 56

written on lefthandleft hand sidedside
bound to tahiti san pedro san francisco

marjorie newton is a mature age phd student at the university of sydney the
author of southern cross saints ydethe mormonscormons in australia she is currently
researching mormonism in new zealand
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NOTES

johnvohntohn devitrydevilry smith the wreck of thetheouliathejuliajuiiajulia ann byustudies29BYU studies 29 spring
1989 5 29 marjorie newton the gathering of the australian saints in
the 1850s BYU studies 27 spring 1987 677867 78

2foriforor a discussion of these themes especially as they applied to early mor-
monism in australia see marjorie newton southern cross saints the mormonscormons
in australia laie hawaii the institute for polynesian studies 1991 chapters
5 and 6

martha maria humphreys to her mother martha wentworth bucknell
december 8 1857 1853118531855 reference ah 1611 mitchell library state library of
new south wales sydney newton southern cross saints 157 58

reference A 731 p 460 CY reel 1014 mitchell library state library of
new south wales sydney

51nn 1813 william charles wentworth with two companions was the first
to find a way across the rugged blue mountains west of sydney opening up the
vast hinterland to the farmers and graziersbraziersgraziers who were to build australiasAustralias fortunes
with wheat and wool he later became a prominent politician

malcolm R sainty and keith johnson census of new south wales
november 1828 sydney library of australian history 1985 69 another three
children were bom in the colony

7Wisthistoricalorical records ofaustraliaof australia series 1 vol 11 433 sainty and johnson
census of new south wales november 1828

microfilmed records of pre 1856 baptisms and marriages in new south
wales archives office of new south wales

australasian mission minutes archives division historical department
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as
LDS church archives

IOrecord of members 1852 1870 new south wales district australia
microfilm LDS family history department

record of members 185218701852 1870
reference ah 1611 mitchell library state library of new south wales

sydney
13the document is incorrectly dated and cataloguedcataloguercatalo gued in the mitchell library

under the date december 8 1857 another dating error occurs in the member-
ship record of the hunter river district where marthas baptismal date is given
as december 17 1853 however the members are listed in order of baptism and
the baptismal dates immediately before and after the entry for martha humphreys
make it clear that she was baptized in december 1852 the text of the letter con-
firms that martha was writing to her mother in december 1853 less than a week
after the baptism of her daughter eliza and one year after her own baptism

martha maria humphreyssHumphreyhumphreyesss brother in law william henry hill
15charles W wandell was one of the first LDS missionaries to arrive in aus-

tralia he preceded augustus farnham as mission president
16mrs hill was martha maria humphreyssHumphreyhumphreyesss sister kate who married

william H hill in 1853 mrs eager is another sister mary ann arabella buck-
nell who had married geoffrey eagar in 1843 geoffrey eagar was a leading
banker and politician serving two terms as treasurer of new south wales
he was also well known in literary and academic circles
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17see newton southern cross saints 293029 30
augustus alwin parnhamfarnham journal february 202018561856 LDSIDSinslos church archives

farham1917arnhamfamhamFamham journal february 21 1856
10FarnhamFamham journal march 16 1856
21FarnhamFamham journal march 20 1856

famham2farnhamfarhamFamham journal may 10 1856
23from the granting of responsible government in 1856 until the australian

colonies federated in 1901 the leader of the majority party in each colonial par-
liament was actually known as the prime minister

21seesee newton southern cross saints 72 73 85
25birth death and marriage records new south wales two of the sons

died in infancy
21kK P kay ingle big creek the allyn to hilldale apnp 1988 57
27thomas27thomas W bucknell died intestate legally his property should have

passed to his father but was granted to his younger brother arthur the father
having renounced his right to administration NSW supreme court wills
series 2 948

ingle big creek the allyn to hilldale 37 A union church was one shared
by several denominations

death29death certificate registrar generals department new south wales
letters3letterscletters donaldson ministry reference A 731 p 460 CY reel 1014

mitchell library state library of new south wales sydney
these31these three were mission president augustus A farnham his counselor

josiah W fleming and william cook an american baptized and ordained
in australia

32asAs well as elms hall on the allyn river the senior bucknellsBucknells had a city
house in the sydney suburb of newtown where they were living by the 1850s
family members visiting sydney from the hunter valley stayed at the newtown
residence as a matter of course

33the spelling on the document appears to be tolumnetolumbe glade nelson of
the family history department salt lake city suggests that the reference is
to the swift flowing tuolumne river in yosemite national park
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S KENT BROWN DONALD Q CANNON and RICHARD H JACK-
SON eds historical atlas of mormonism new york simon and
schuster 1994 xiii 169 ppap illustrations references and index
3750575037.503750

reviewed by marshallmarshan E bowen distinguished professor of geography mary
washington collegecouegecorege

in june 1992 during a visit to brigham young university the
president of the academic reference division of simon and schus-
ter suggested a cooperative venture between the university and his
publishing house to produce an atlas that would introduce readers
to the geographic relationships associated with the history of the

mormonscormonsMormons vii his suggestion was seized upon with vigor within
a period of less than two years S kent brown donald Q cannon
and richard H jackson all prominent BYU faculty members had
tapped deeply into the expertise of more than four dozen scholars
of the mormon experience to create the historical atlas the atlas
presents a new perspective on mormonscormons and mormonism from the
birth of joseph smith in vermont to announcements in the early
1990s of plans to build temples in hong kong england and spain

this atlas is however much more than just a collection of
maps each of the seventy eight maps or in some instances
groups of maps is supplemented by an informative one page essay
and a brief but pertinent bibliography that usually contains stan-
dard published sources as well as works that are less well known
including numerous graduate theses and dissertations what
emerges from this format is a capsule review of mormon history as

seen within a spatial framework an approach which is second
nature to most geographers but which may open new windows of
interpretation for others when they absorb the cartographic pres-
entationen and begin to sense the broader picture
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the maps prepared by cartographers in the geography
department at BYU are clear and unambiguous and are produced
in a uniform style that provides continuity from one presentation to
the next some by their very nature are a bit stark and austere
particularly when their principal function is to merely pinpoint
locations included in this category are map 1 which shows the
birthplaces of early church leaders and map 10 a compilation of
places in ohio that were of importance in the early years of the
churchschurche existence but more often than not they are real gems
incorporating depth and intriguing detail in a single ifillustrationlustration that
can serve as an analytic tool in its own right maps in this category
are almost too numerous to mention but they include map 11

a wonderfully detailed portrait of kirtland and its surroundings
map 12 which is actually a series of maps demonstrating the
emerging patterns of mormon land ownership near kirtland from
1830 through 1836 and map 44 which traces the sequence of mor-
mon expansion along the wasatch front from 1847 through 1851

the most valuable contributions are the sets of several maps
supplemented by lively informative essays that examine related
topics at different scales and from somewhat different perspec-
tives two sets deserve special commendation the first is a set of
four maps of nauvoo and its surroundings maps 25 28 that situ-
ate nauvoo within the broader mid 1800s midwestern context
of land speculation expanding agriculture and young vigorous
towns and cities analyze the cityscites site and its utilization before the
mormonscormons arrived describe nauvoo in 1842 and outline the extent
and impact of latter day saint expansion into neighboring parts of
hancock county illinois the maps in this section are exception-
ally well integrated with the accompanying essays written by
richard H jackson and donald Q cannon and convey a sense of
process in place that could not be adequately achieved if they
stood alone or were separated by other topics

the second exemplary set is a pair of maps maps 41 and 42
that provide clear pictures of salt lake city as it existed in the lat-
ter part of 1847 and in 1870 and describe the sequential expansion
of settlement outward from salt lake city to other parts of the salt
lake valley during that period of time the use of shaded relief cre-
ates sharp cartographic images the essays prepared by brian Q
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cannon are smoothly written and include a great deal of informa-
tion within a very few paragraphs that are direct and to the point

unfortunately the atlas does contain some flaws As a native
of providence rhode island I1 was distressed to see in map 7 that
the place of my birth had been moved several miles to the north
and now appears to be mostly in massachusetts similarly my
cousins who grew up in southern maine would be surprised to
discover on the same map that maines southernmost county
york has also been relocated well to the north and now appears

to be a bit closer to canada than to maines southern tip it is per-
haps understandable that these miscues in distant new england
escaped detection but there is no excuse for provo where
the atlas was drafted being nudged out of place in map 74 in the
essay accompanying map 13 the author places colesvillelesvilleCo an early
stronghold of mormonism in ohio rather than new york the
author of the essay accompanying map 53 asserts that to simplify
the map the return from distant centers is shown as a straight
line in fact no such line or lines are on that particular map
As noted above map 11 is a real treasure but it is also in desper-
ate need of a scale none of these and other similar slips is a seri-
ous problem by itself but collectively they do mar the volumes
overall quality

the atlas is a handsome piece of work and the editors and
publisher should be congratulated for producing such a fine vol-
ume in such a short period of time it is often difficult to meld the
work of so many people into a meaningful integrated unit but
with few exceptions this goal has been achieved most maps are
excellent most essays are highly informative and some of them
provide provocative analyses that when considered from the per-
spectivesspectives that the maps supply will encourage furtherfarther investiga-
tion of a historicalgeographicalhistorical geographical nature many users of this volume
will be familiar with a large share of the topics but few will have
in depth knowledge of all of them and fewer still will have con-
sidered these historic circumstances from a geographical point of
view on one hand the atlas is a convenient reference tool
whose utility transcends mere cartographic presentation on the
other it is a starting point for inquiry about the mormon experi-
ence in which understanding may lie well beyond the domains of
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theology and the more traditional approaches to history and
closer to the realms of geography and spatial inquiry the atlas
already occupies a prominent spot within easy reach of my work
table and I1 know I1 will use it often I1 am equally confident that
scholars and lay people alike will make it a valued addition to
their own bookshelves



ALLAN KENT POWELL ed utah history encyclopedia salt lake
city university of utah press 1994 iii 674 ppap 250 illustrations
list of contributors index 500050.005000

reviewed by beth R olsen historian community local government pleasant
grove utah

celebrations commemorating important events often result
in extra efforts that bring new and significant contributions mile-
stones within themselves so it is with allan kent powells utah
history encyclopedia what began years ago as a gleam in the
utah historical societysSocietys eye came to fruition because of goals to
complete the book in time for the utah state centennial in 1996
this comprehensive collection covers subjects varying from pre-
history to recent happenings like other encyclopedias this hefty
reference work provides foundational information that willwin satisfy
the needs of some readers and will serve others as an important
base for further inquiry it is the first utah history compiled in
encyclopedic form and it will benefit many segments of the states
population interested in utahs unique and fascinating past

school children and their teachers studying utah history have
long been in need of just such a volume now second grade stu-
dents whose curriculum includes community history literally
have at their fingertips the history of nearly every utah town
fourth and seventh grade students who study the entire state
have each aspect of the states history laid out for examination
thus the encyclopedia is invaluable as a reference work for reveal-
ing numerous state historical subjects to young minds

the book is written for more mature minds as well adults who
care to delve into the past or to satisfy their historical appetites for
information about a place or event will find pertinent information
historians or editors and publishers seeking background informa-
tion can conveniently locate needed material in this capacious edition
when I1 lacked information about the defunct town of garfield
utah for a family history the encyclopedias cross referenced index
sent me to copper mining here the creation existence and
demise of garfield was discussed allowing me to fill in the details of
my uncles history the possible uses of this volume in homes as well
as libraries are endless
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recognizing the need for this history compilation the utah
statehood centennial commission provided a grant for part of the
books publication and further placed free copies of the encyclope-
dia in some 115 public libraries throughout the state A centennial
grant from the george S and dolores dore eccles foundation pro-
vided for copies of the book to be placed in all of utahs public
school libraries A more worthy or lasting use of centennial funds
could not have been found

the array of over two hundred authors who contributed
articles is impressive most are exceptionally knowledgeable
researchers and experienced writers who have published in their
specialized areas the three column two page list of contributors
attests to the credibility of the text and demonstrates the resource
depth behind the work

the editor himself a contributor holds the position of public
history coordinator at the utah state historical society his con-
tributions to the book include articles on mining mine workers
unions and germans in utah powell has authored several books
including the next time we strike labor in utahs coal fields
1900 1933 a well researched and well written look at labor
unions and their impact on coal mining in utah A native of price
utah he witnessed the operations of the coal mines and their
problems during his youth powells other publications are splin-
ters of a nation german prisoners of war in utah and utah
remembers world war II11 powell patterned utahs encyclopedia
after howard R lamars the readers encyclopedia of the ameri-
can west also a benchmark

the utah history encyclopedia contains discussions on sev-
eral early mormon topics which can be separated from utah his-
tory as well as more recent subjects that do not reflect on mormon
history other entries integrate the two such as those that com-
bine ethnic involvement in utah history with the various aspects
of mormon settlement adequately addressing both by explaining
mormon patterns based on their beliefs and the changes wrought
by later arriving groups the reality of conflicts between the latter
day saints who preferred to remain autonomous and the newer
elements of utah society is also squarely faced in the articles
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A two page chart that shows the national origin of utahs popula-
tion from 1850 to 1990 helps the reader to visualize the changes
that caused those conflicts the volume contains a number of
other charts and lists that are equally helpful

in addition to its many strengths the encyclopedia has a few
weaknesses the one map that marks utahs counties major cities
and roads seems inadequate for a volume of this magnitude small
black and white photos sparsely dot the narrative although there
are 250 of them the apparent lack of pictures perhaps because
of their size is partly forgiven by the discovery of a two page cen
terfoldlerfold of pictures titled life in utah todays cost of publishing
coupled with the utah historical societysSocie tys desire to keep the vol-
ume affordable for all makes these two drawbacks acceptable

public response to the utah history encyclopedia has ex-
ceeded all expectations and the volume is now in its third print-
ing the completion of this project is not an end but a beginning
those who sample the material in this extraordinary volume will
want more



JAMES PR WIND and JAMES W LEWIS eds american congrega-
tions chicago university of chicago press 1994 vol 1 portraits
of twelve religious communities xi 712 ppap notes index
3495549534.953495 vol 2 new perspectives in the study of congregations
ix 292 ppap notes index 225022.502250

reviewed by rex cooper research associate in the research information divi-
sion of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

american congregations is an outgrowth of the university
of chicago divinity schools congregational history project the
projects intent was to focus fresh scholarly attention on ameri-
can congregations lixlix the stimulating case studies and essays
published here present good reason to suppose that this goal willwin
be achieved

the work is edited by james P wind director in the religion
division of the lilly endowment and james W lewis director of
the louisville institute for the study of protestantism and american
culture who together served as codirectorsdirectorsco of the project they
have brought together articles written by qualified scholars from
such diverse fields as theology history ethics sociology policy
planning africana studies and philosophy one of the works
refreshing achievements is that despite the authors obvious aca-
demic credentials they do not become pedantic or overly technical
anyone interested in the practical dynamics of american religious
life and congregational development will find these two volumes
enjoyable and highly informative

themes

the editors regard the congregation as the key to under-
standing the american religious experience since american reli-
gion is persistently communal 12 they maintain that through
interacting with coreligionistsreligionistsco within the congregation individuals
form their religious identities and work out the implications of
their religious beliefs each congregation must in one form or
another deal with such issues as authority discipline diversity
and the appropriate public manifestation of religious faith the
congregation mediates between the secular and the sacred and
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provides members with a shield against secular culture at the
same time however in order to persist the congregation must
react to and thus be influenced by elements in that culture con-
gregationsgregat ions respond to such issues and develop over time in a wide
range of ways thus each congregation can provide a distinctive
perspective on how religion is experienced in america

brief analysis

volume one is a series of case studies that trace the historical
development of twelve american congregations included are
the oldest protestant congregation in new haven connecticut
a southern fundamentalist congregation a reform jewish syna-
gogue two ethnic catholic parishes a greek orthodox congrega-
tion a muslim congregation a hindu temple and others of
particular interest for LDS readers is the inclusion of the sugar
house ward in southeast salt lake valley thus the volume permits
a ready comparison between a typical LDS ward and a wide
range of congregations

the authors of each case study were free to analyze the devel-
opment of their congregations from whatever perspective they
wished and to focus on those issues they felt were most important
the result is a rich tapestry of themes and variations by which the
development of any religious congregation or LDS ward might be
better understood despite their diversity these case studies focus
on a relatively small number of key issues outlined above with
which most american congregations have to deal the similarities
and variations in how congregations have dealt with these issues
reveal a great deal about american culture and the role of religion
in american life

volume two contains general interpretive essays the first
four essays develop broad contexts or maps by which congre-
gations might be better understood and compared I1 was particu-
larly intrigued by E brooks holifieldsHolifields attempt to provide a
general history of american congregations by establishing main
congregational characteristics in various historical periods previ-
ously I1 had viewed the proliferation of auxiliary organizations
and social activities in mormon wards during the late nineteenth
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and early twentieth centuries as distinctive to mormonism holi
fields analysis helped me understand that the same tendency was
prevalent throughout america as congregations attempted to
become comprehensive by instigating programs to address all
the needs of their membership

the remaining essays center on the roles of tradition and
leadership in congregations dorothy C basss article on the im-
portance of congregations in transmitting tradition provides an
excellent theoretical basis for analyzing the role of the IDSLDS ward in
the formation of mormon identity robert michael franklins excel-
lent treatment of the role of ministers in black congregations
greatly increased my understanding of black religious experience
in america

case study of IDS ward

compared to the other eleven case studies in volume one I1 per-
sonally found the treatment of the sugar house ward to be some-
what flat although perhaps little could be said about the sugar
house ward that would have appeared unexpected to a salt lake
mormon like myself the authors provide a general overview of the
historical development of the LDS ward and use the sugar house
ward as a case study to illustrate this evolution the simultaneous
1854 organization of the sugar house ward the construction of the
sugar factory within its boundaries and the settlement of people to
run the factory are provided as an example of the fusion of com-
munity and ward in early utah the interrelationship ofabraham 0
smoots activities as the wards first bishop and as the factorysfactorys
superintendent illustrates the dual role of early bishops as both tem-
poral and spiritual leaders in varying degrees of specificity the
same approach is used in discussing tithing block home teaching
ordinances missionary work the reorganization of the relief soci-
ety in the late 1860s the subsequent organization of the MIA and
the primary the proliferation of organized sports at the turn of the
century the introduction of the welfare program during the 1930s
and the recent curtailment of ward centered activities

while the article presents an adequate overview of these and
other ward centered activities it gives little information on how these
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activities and ward callings fit together the authors make little
attempt to describe the structure of the ward as a network of interre-
lated callings and to note the ways this structure has developed

also missing is an adequate statement about the contemporary
situation in the ward what are the current roles of the bishop and
the relief society president how are the youth auxiliaries operat-
ing how does the modern ward provide members with a mediating
structure as they attempt to relate to one another to the broader
church and to american society and culture these and other sub-
jects could have been addressed if the authors had spent time inter-
viewing ward members and becoming involved in ward activities as

participant observers such an approach would have provided
important insight into the dynamics of the contemporary mormon
ward and the role it currently plays in the lives of its members

perhaps these hawsflaws can be better understood by taking into
account the authors contention that the sugar house wards per-
sonalitysonality is rooted in its essential typicality 1299 what they
seemed to be attempting in this essay was more a general analysis
of the generic features of LDS wards than an examination of the
sugar house ward as a distinctive LDS congregation the authors
view the sugar house ward as typical in at least three senses 1 like
most nineteenth century wards it was a comprehensive commu-
nity in which religious and secular elements were combined 2 it
is currently suburban as are most twentieth century wards and
53 its members as are those found in most US wards are pre-

dominatelydominately from the middle class this general approach is proba-
bly a proper strategy since the analysis was published as the single
LDS example in a volume dealing with different religious traditions

I1 agree with the authors that these characteristics are perva-
sive in those US wards whose roots extend back into the nine-
teenth century I1 do however take issue with their inferencefiiference that
the generic features of LDS wards are in some sense the essence
of the LDS congregational experience they write to a consider-
able degree the history of any LDS ward is the history of every
ward 1299 despite an obvious cookie cutter similarity among
LDS congregations variation exists among LDS wards in demo-
graphic composition localized vision leadership style internal
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dynamics and interaction with the larger society marked differ-
ences exist between an inner city ward or branch in chicago or
philadelphia and a utah ward in rural paragonahParagonah or portage this
distinctiveness is intensified as one moves away from the united
states to places like nicaragua sierra leone and india

A very valuable work could be produced if a group of LDS

scholars were to apply to LDS congregations the analytical tools
employed to produce american congregations such a work would
provide keen insight into how the saints experience and live their
unifying religion in rich variations



E JAMES DIXON quest I1for the origins of the first americans
albuquerque university of new mexico press 1993 xvi 154 ppap
illustrations maps bibliography index 249524.952495

reviewed by alienallenailen J christenson master of arts candidate in pre columbian art
history department of art and art history university of texas at austin

until recently most scholars have accepted the theory that
the ancestors of all native american cultures in the new world
migrated by foot from asia during the pleistocene era when the sea
level was lower and a narrow strip of land called the bering land
bridge connected the two continents in his new book questforquest forjorbof
the origins of the first americans E james dixon challenges this
traditional view and presents an impressive and compelling body of
evidence suggesting that the first inhabitants of ancient america
actually arrived on ocean worthy vessels the first as early as
35000 40000 years ago dixon is one of the leading authorities on
the archaeology of eastern beringiaBeringia the chain of islands which
once formed the ancient land bridge connecting asia with present
day alaska although no one doubts the existence of this land
bridge or its potential as a conduit for human migration dixon
demonstrates that it is not realistic to conclude that the land bridge
was the sole mechanism for populating the americas

the geology and paleoecology of the region suggest that the
bering land bridge did not become passable for human overland
migration until about 9500 BC consistent with this date is the lack
of documented evidence of human occupation anywhere in the
beringianperingianBeringian corridor before about 9000 BC however there is ample
evidence of early occupation along the west coasts of both north
and south america that date at least two or three thousand years
before that time since there was no way of crossing overland at
that early date dixon asserts that these settlements must have
been founded by seagoing peoples it is well documented that the
pacific coasts of asia were dotted with numerous settlements
these coasts may have been one of the most densely populated
regions of the world at that time dixon suggests that shortly
before 12000 BC as the climate became abruptly warmer the sea
level began to rise rapidly and engulfed the communities around
the asian pacific rim something like a pleistocene version of the
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movie waterworldWaterworld this deluge may have triggered a massive
wave of eastward migrations that followed the prevailing ocean
current into the new world by the time the bering land bridge
became passable the descendants of these early travelers had
already settled over a vast segment of the coastline of north and
south america and had even moved inland into the area which
today comprises the southwestern united states

perhaps more intriguing are the even earlier traces of human
occupation in south america such as the reported dates of
30000 BC at monte verde chile and 31000 BC at pedra furadaaurada
brazil dixon concludes that the most plausible explanation for
these early occupations is settlement by colonists who traveled in
oceangoingoceangoing vessels across the pacific ocean this possibility is
reinforced by the fact that australia which was never connected
to asia by a land bridge was colonized by at least 40000 BC pre-
sumably by people traveling via watercraftwatercraft the lapitacapita culture of
polynesia is known to have occupied the islands of the pacific
ocean by at least 4000 years ago dixon suggests that such
transoceanic migrations began much earlier and that some of the
earliest occupations in south america may have been the result of
direct ocean crossings ancient migrations need not have ended at
these early dates dixon supports the theory that

humans may have populated the americas by migratory dribbles
over long periods of time some of the migrations may have been
successful and others could have been genetically swamped by
later groups possibly exterminated by warfare or the introduction of
disease or perhaps died out from an inability to adapt to new
environments 1 130

latter day saint scholars have long been interested in the
issue of transoceanic crossings to the ancient new world al-
though they have found scant support among most experts in
the field likewise dixon at one time was sharply and swiftly
129 criticized by several of his colleagues for even suggesting the

possibility of transoceanic migrations and was counseled to drop
the subject for fear of losing credibility within the profession
although dixon still encounters some reservations regarding his
theory of transoceanic voyaging his newest book has been
received with great fascination 2
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dixon himself admits that the idea of pre columbian trans-
oceanic contacts between the new and old worlds is not popular
among new world prehistoriansprehistorians 129 because of the tendency
by some outside the field to explain virtually all similarities be-
tween the two great cultural regions on the basis of diffusion
across the oceans I1 agree that this subtle form of racism serves to
deny to native americans their own creative genius and ability
to build sophisticated civilizations independent of the old world
nevertheless in the light of new archaeological discoveries it
must now be accepted as dixon argues that humans were per-
fectly capable of making long distance voyages across open water
as early as thirty five to forty thousand years ago to colonize the
pacific coast of south america by extension one may reasonably
assume that the help of the lord as well as thousands of years of
refining sailing skills seagoing vessels and navigational ability
would enable small colonies ofofjareditesjareditesjaredites lehiteslekitesLehites and mulekitesMulekites to
make the trip and settle in the new world as well

NOTES

seeee also stephen C jett before columbus the question of early trans-
oceanic intelInterinterinfluencesinfluences byustudiesBYUbyh studies 33 no 2 1993 245 andjohnandyjohnand john L sorensen
and martin H raish pre columbian contact with the americas across the
oceans an annotated bibliography 2 vols provo utah research press 1990

2seeaseeee also the following reviews ofquestforquest fortor the origins of the first amer-
icans by E james dixon jack donahue geoarcheologygeoarcbeology 8 october 1993
43436434 36 gary L fogelman indian artifact magazine august 1993 54
M mccormick choice 31 december 1993 642 elizabeth salt library jour-
nal 118 april 1 1993 113 alan tack native peoples the journal of the
heard museum summer 1993 66 67 larrylarryjharryjJ zimmerman south dakota his-
tory 23 winter 1993 350



JOHN S TANNER anxiety in eden A Kierkegaardkierkegaardianian reading of
paradise lost new york oxford oxford university press 1992
vii viii 209 ppap 3655565536.353635

reviewed by neal W kramer assistant dean of general education and honors
brigham young university

readers of BYU studies will recognize professor john S tan-
ners name and interest in john miltonsmillonsMiltons paradise lost from an ear-
lier article he published in these pages in 1984 1 anxiety in eden
continues tanners work on milton this time from the perspective
of the work of the danish philosopher and theologian soren
kierkegaard the book has already received much praise includ-
ing the milton society of americas james holly hanford award for
most distinguished book of 1992

there is good reason for readers of the journal to know about
this valuable contribution to our understanding of important philo-
sophical psychological and doctrinal issues associated with mil
tons epic poem not only is tanners insight into the works of two
great christian writers of value but the book also reflects his abil-
ity to combine the languages of the academy and the spirit of rea-
son and faith

elder neal A maxwell recently stated that you and I1 should
be fully qualified and certified in traditional education and its
processes for a very good reason bilinguality he went on to
describe this special bilingualism for latter day saints as being
truly educated and articulate as to secular knowledge but

also educated and articulate in the things of the spirit 7121127722 an
important aspect of this kind of bilingualism especially for schol-
ars is the ability to appropriately communicate through their
writings things of the spirit as well more secular insights from
their individual disciplines latter day saint scholars have much to
offer their various specialties if they can learn when and how
to use the discourse of the spirit to enlarge or enlighten their dis-
ciplinesci tanners book is a fine example of how to write for a
scholarly audience without compromising ones faith

anxiety in eden presents an analysis of paradise lost em-
ploying ideas from kierkegaards the concept of anxietyofanxiety miltonsmillonsMiltons

181
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depiction of life in eden before the fall presents the reader with a
fundamental dilemma were adam and eve free to partake of the
forbidden fruit or was their fall predetermined literary critics
have often sought to answer this question in dogmatic terms
adam and eve were either entirely free to choose or entirely deter-
mined in their choice often this issue of prelapsarian capacity im-
plies something innate to adam and eve that defines them not so

much by the fall as by who they were in eden tanners applica-
tion of kierkegaardianKierkegaardian psychology provides a more complicated
and yet more satisfying solution following kierkegaard tanner
11 charts an elusive via media between rigid necessity on the one
hand and random spontaneity on the other 29 this route leads
to the insight that the fall has a dual nature of its own it is at once
a leap forward and a fall downward one that can be made only by
free human beings the motivation for such a leap lies in an anx-
iety at the core of being human anxiety about the future and about
being human itself adam and eve are therefore both anxious
about falling and by implication anxious to fall thus kierkegaard
and milton interpret the fall so as to expose and accommodate a
baffling paradox implicit in genesis sin erupts as a radically free
act yet as an act somehow conditioned by the temptation which
confers upon it psychological probability 35 tanner thereby
presents adam and eve and their posterity as implicated in a fallen
world but free to make their way back to god his careful analysis
of the psychology of anxiety leads to a remarkable interpretation of
the fall in paradise lost

critics of paradise lost have also been fascinated with mil
tons portrayal of satan strong readers to use harold blooms
term of the epic like shelley and blake have even asserted that
satan is the true hero of the poem tanner devotes two chapters
to an interpretation of satansgatans role in the fall and an analysis of
satansgatans ontological status the first of these chapters explains the
connection between satan and sin in the epic milton presents sin
as born leapingleap ing out of the sinister left side of satansgatans head
43 thus sin does not emerge by degrees into existence but is

always full grown and sin has no intention of its own sinful inten-
tion arises from the will of satan a wicked being who is in open
rebellion against god and who desires to destroy adam and eve
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through sinfulness this connection of sin with satan provides a
space within which adam and eve may be saved for even after the
fall they are uniquely individual agents 55 they are not over-
determined by original sin it is not embedded in their minds as it
once was in the mind of satan the poem thus presents edenic
evil as something humans both inherit and imitate 61 the
difference between satan and humans becomes obvious we do
not condemn human sinners as utterly responsible but rather
find hope for repentance in the fact that human evil is never
wholly contingent upon the individual as satanic evil is entirely
contingent upon himself 62636262656563

in his second chapter on satan tanner stresses an even
greater gulf between satan and humanity the very essence of
satansgatans being is despair while we humans have good reason even
in the face of the catastrophic fall to hope for a better future
adam and eves sinful leap is also a leap of faith satansgatans is not
satansgatans rhetoric in paradise lost reveals him to be a dogmatic indi-
vidualistvidualist he neither subordinates nor submits himself to anyone
especially not to god tanner following kierkegaard explores
how this individualism can lead only to isolation absence and
dolor satansgatans ontological individualism offers not freedom but
mere arbitrariness not security but despair 162

satansgatans bondage manifests itself in numerous ways throughout
the epic but tanners interpretation stresses satansgatans despair as he
confronts gods creations the natural world and adam and eve
satansgatans deepest felt response to natural beauty is his desire to negate
or destroy it satan rebelled against god to assert his ontological
independence to admire the beauty of gods creation is to admire
god which is to deny satansgatans individualism so satan temporarily
awestruckawestruck by beauty almost immediately must try to destroy it
rather than love eve he seeks to drag her into his own sin drenched
separation eves comeliness is terrible because it is god given her
beauty attests the even more terrible beauty of the lord who fash-
ioned her 015959 satan affirms only his power to destroy and there-
fore announces his inability to recognize the life granting powers of
god to whom one must be subordinate in order to obtain a fullness
of joy in gods absence satan suffers the despair of disconnected
individualism and can only be diminished he is no hero only the
victim of his own foolish desire to be independent
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the contribution of this scholarly interpretation is heightened
by tanners ability to speak the language of faith many scholars I1

believe are originally drawn to milton or kierkegaard because they
find these writers deep commitment to christian principles spiri-
tually sympathetic that has certainly been my own experience
however as the demands of scholarship overtake earlier enthusi-
asm scholarly writing often requires one to relinquish the faithful
sympathy that originally vitalizedvitalizervitalized such study in one sense the
demand that the scholar avoid being overtly confessional is good
to get bogged down in the polemics of confession and apology
often results in neglecting the richness of textual analysis and inter-
pretationpretation that characterizes excellent literary study in another
sense however to deny for the sake of academic convention the
religious power of individual works or the spiritual motivation of
the critic can also be intellectually dishonest nevertheless in the
secular world of modernmodem scholarship finding even the slightest
space in which to aver faith is amazingly difficult and in the study
of religious figures it can be especially demanding since ones col-
leagues are particularly alert to the nuances of testimony tanners
creation and use of such spaces is noteworthy indeed

one such space is tanners obvious choice clear from the
first page to allow his subjects to express their own high and
holy religious passion unencumbered by immediately secularizingsecularizing
or minimizing interpretation 7 if miltonsmillonsMiltons language soars to spir-
itual heights or kierkegaards words invite readers to examine
more thoroughly the deepest recesses of conscience tanner un-
leashes their spirit he then supports having done so with critical
and spiritual insights milton and kierkegaard learn to sing like

homer and reason like hegel respectively in order to bear witness
to christianitysChristianitys unknown god they baptize epic poetry and dia-
lecticallectical philosophy and bring them still dripping wet to the chris-
tian god 9 both these introductory passages carry the style and
tone of literary critical language tanner is crisp insightful and pas-
sionate in his account but he is also respectful of belief his criti-
cism expands his subjects expression of faith and the ease with
which he navigates the difficult shoals of epic and dialectic in rela-
tion to their concomitant expressions of testimony reveals tan-
ners own religious intellect as well for he could not generate
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such insightful critical images of belief without beliefs of his own
to inform his choices

another instance where tanner makes room for faith is his
discussion of the fall of adam and eve the conventional approach
to either milton or kierkegaards use of the fall is simply to
account for it in terms of mythology and while talk of christian
mythology is sensible in numerous contexts it often implies a dis-
connection between critic and text that is the fall becomes an
object only for scholarly analysis leaving no room for discussion of
how such scholarship might increase understanding of human
experience through a study of this subject and relevant texts such
scholarship minimizes any awareness that understanding the fallfanfailfali
might improve our lives

such is not the case with tanners treatment of the fall take
for example the following sentence where tanner addresses the
complex relation between progression transgression and the fall
only humans however grow in another way only humans

transgress breaking out of a moral sphere by becoming evil 26
to some it may appear that tanners use of the special terms
grow and transgress is fairly innocuous however part of what

is at stake I1 would contend in the selection of both terms is
knowledge of the gospel vouchsafed by the restoration to see in
the fall potentially progressive as well as regressive consequences
implied in this text by grow places the analysis in a particular
theological framework one supported by miltonsmillonsMiltons understanding
and augmented by spiritual insight gained from the doctrines of
the latter day restoration see 2 ne 24 27 the same is true of the
word transgression to present adam and eve as transgressing as

opposed to sinning is not merely to replace a term with its syn-
onym here tanner invites us to consider with intellectual rigor a

careful distinction with real theological and salvific consequences
the doctrines of the restoration carefully and boldly distinguish
between transgression and sin 3 tanner invites his readers to do
the same to learn true gospel principles in connection with their
study of traditional christian writers and yet this care is not sul-
lied by boorish confession designed to intimidate or threaten fel-
low scholars instead it presents opportunities for learning
accompanied by a spirit of christian goodwill
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there are other examples of similar choices throughout the
text as tanner grapples with the challenge of engaging great minds
in conversation about salvation important as these choices are
however tanner must also come to grips with the desire to bear
testimony in a book about doctrines so fundamental to our under-
standing of the saviors mission how does one announce alle-
giance as a scholar to jesus christ much of anxiety in eden
carries with it a feeling of despair part of that necessarily arises out
of tanners involvement in kierkegaards melancholy philosophy
but some is generated by the awful reality of the pain we all feel at
being separated from god through the fall I1 was curious as to
how tanner would turn us away from the disaster of the loss of
eden to the eternal hope we find in christ this he does in the con-
cluding chapter entitled anxiety and salvation in an endnote to
this chapter tanner announces his fellowship with milton and
kierkegaard in their mutual hope in a joyous reunion with the
savior 1I am most moved by the consolation the poem offers
through faith in and for this world but I1 do not intend to dis-

miss or disparage as surrender to literalism the hope offered by
the promise of a second coming or future heavenly bliss or
a literal resurrection these are not dead hopes for me or for
milton who would surely concur with paul if in this life only we
have hope in christ we are of all men most miserable 1 I1 cor
1519 185 86

elder maxwell has frequently spoken of meekness as a cardi-
nal virtue of disciples in the context of a scholarly essay tanners
faith as it manifests itself in the language of belief demonstrates
meekness while it also heightens the quality of the interpretation
anxiety in eden engages fundamental questions about freedom
and necessity original sin works and grace and the nature of evil
offering important insights that only a careful comparison of mil-
ton and kierkegaard on these topics could generate its presenta-
tion from beginning to end exhibits the highest standards of
literary criticism and philosophical reflection that said perhaps
its most important strength is revealed in a remark by a colleague
as we discussed the book if you read it carefully it is obvious that
a believing mormon wrote it I1 took the statement as high praise
and commend anxiety in eden as an ideal example of elder
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maxwellsmaxwelllMaxwells notion of bilingualism using the languages of scholar-
ship and faith with true facility and genuine meekness

NOTES

johnvohntohn S tanner making a mormon of milton BYU studies 24 spring
19841911984 191igi 206

eaieal A maxwell the inexhaustible gospel ensign 23 april 19931995 72
sosephjoseph fielding smith doctrines of salvation comp bruce R mcconkie

4 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1954 1114



brief notices

centennial utah the beehive books the color photographs
state on the eve of the twenty in the historical essays create a
first century by G wesley john-
son

worthy framework for the publi-
cationand marian ashleyashleyjohnsonjohnson centennial utah defi-
nitelycherbo publishing group 1995 adds to the knowledge of
what utah is in 1996 and provides

this attractive volume is one of useful sketches that call for greater
many utah statehood centennial study of utahs contemporary busi-

nessefforts by publishers and authors community
the johnsons have a unique ap-
proach

F ross peterson
that actually determines

the structure of the book utilizing
a technique of interspersing his-
torical the restored andgospel appliedessays a few individual

christianity student essays inprofiles and some current utah
honor president david 0ofbusinesses histories the publica-

tion mckamckay 1995 center for theYattempts to tie past to present
although there is an emphasis study of christian values in

literature and the religiouson the contemporary utah scene
which genuinely hampers the his-
torical

studies center 1995

integrity of the book the
purpose of the book is to dem-
onstrate

this eighth volume in the
onstrate utahs economic vitality restored gospel and applied
in 1996 christianity series is an even bet-

terinclusion of corporate stories is read than its predecessors As

apparently based on each busi word has gotten out over the past
nessshesss opportunity or willingness decade about 0 C and grace tan-

nersto contribute to the books publi-
cation

generous prize bequest to the
consequently the volume mckay contest the student writ-

ingis in some respects paid advertis-
ing

competitions quantitative leaps
for those who are included in submissions have stimulated a

for whatever reason several im-
portant

steady increase in the quality of
utah businesses such as the best essays these eleven

huntsman chemical nuskinnu skin inter-
national

were the cream of almost two hun-
dredgeneva steel and pacini entries

corps are given little mention theres a lot to like in this col-
lectionlimiting the statewide coverage of of student essays examin-
ingthis publication the application of the gospel

the book is a welcome addi-
tion

to life matthew kenningtonsKenning tons
to the centennial feast of utah mud for example illuminates the

188
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miracles god can work with the be a strength for its readership
meanest muddiestmurdiestmuddiest materials not there should be something here for
only with lowlifeslowlifes like matthews everyone if you havent yet found
friend frank but with us the something in this 1995 volume to
essay challenges whether we can like you havent read far enough
look up to god at that day with the volume is available through

a pure heart and clean hands the BYU center for the study of
alma 519 1I with the author christian values in literature and

and muddy frank would kinda the BYU religious studies center
like to get cleaned up first 70 as well as LDS bookstores
this vivid essay sticks in the mud steven C walker
of my conscience with the prob-
ing persistence of those pesky
foxtailsfox tails that burrowed into my
socks and scratched my ankles all prepare to be healed by milly

the way home 76 day and richard neitzel holzapfel
and thats just one of the dishes bookcraft 1995

in this smorgasbord of moral read-
ings A big enough umbrella for with this 109 page volume
singing in the rain convinces me what you read is what you get
that gods love is big enough to it seems to say on your mark
cover all his children 67 1I am get set but leaves the go to
moved by the moral of te nece-
sito

others this isnt about how to gain
si if you tell everybody else emotional strength but how to

that god loves them then he has prepare to get it
to love you 84 of heart and the obvious need for this vol-

umehand focuses me vividly on the cries out both mental health
cracked and inadequate hands of a professionals such as day a
nurse that must stand in for the licensed marriage and family coun-

selorhands of the savior joy trip per-
suades

and ecclesiaticalecclesiasticalecclesia tical counselors
me of its profound premise such as holzpfelholapfelHolzpfel a former bishop

about the painful but promising and institute director often decry
costs of living fully the price of the lack of preparation people
joy is feeling everything 77 bring to the counseling session
I1 resonate with the moral of liv-
ing

the cliche you cafcancan lead a horse to
leftovers god wont forget water but you cant make em

us not protagonist gary not the drink is apt people come for
author not any of us will remain counseling but are not always pre-

paredleftovers in the great refrigerator of to accept or to implement
our father the help offered

sure theres some unevenness still the sheer simplicity of this
but I1 suspect that the deternlinadetermina-
tion

volume might leave some disap-
pointedof just which essays are most the two authors alternate

valuable will depend upon individ-
ual

in presenting chapters which ex-
plainreaders the collections mot-

ley
why people might need pro-

fessionalinclusiveness may turn out to fess ional counseling how to find
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it and how to prepare to take the clearly intended to show that if
advice and assignments given mormonism ever had a spiritual
their advice is sound and thor-
oughly

foundation it rapidly disappeared
grounded in gospel princi-

ples
as the church became more in-
volvedbut it may leave the reader in economic enterprise

standing on the starting line won-
dering

the fierce desire by the mormonscormons
where to go once the start-

ing
for economic control of the great

gun goes off basin the authors claim led di-
rectlypatricia mann alto to the mountain meadows
massacre and the mormon war
such spurious interpretations have
long been discredited by responsi-
blethe latter day saints A study mormon and non mormon his-
toriansthe cormonsmormons in theof light of torians but they were clearly the

economic conditions ruthby kind of thing anti mormonscormons in eng-
landkauffman and reginald wright and elsewhere wanted to hear

kauffman williams and north-
gate

in 1912
1912 withrepublished the authors also charge that the

an introduction by john S crusade against the mormonscormons was
mccormick and john R sillito not a moral crusade against polyg-

amyuniversity of illinois press 1991994 but rather a crusade against
the economic and political power

the latter day saints A study of the church in the territory of
of the mormonscormons in the light of utah in this they were partly
economic conditions which orig-
inally

right but the modem reader willappeared in london in 1912
recognize distortions themanywas the work of two marxian
same thing is true with the discus-
sions

socialists from america it was par-
ticularly of mormon doctrine theticularly significant in the context

practice of polygamy and mor-
mon

of the intense anti mormonism in
economic aroundengland in the early twentieth cen-

tury

enterprise
the of thefor it was the first full blown turn century

while the book is highly dis-
torted

marxist interpretation of mormon
be heart historically it does contain ahistory to published at

however it was also an indictment variety of reasonably documented
of american capitalism which the but little known facts however its

authors charge eventually took value liesfiesilesbies chiefly in what it reveals

over and dominated the church about the kind of scholarly litera-
turethe first five chapters sketchily about the mormonscormons that once

cover the american setting the circulated in england and else-
whereorigin of the church the martyr-

dom
at least the reader will

the exodus to the great understand why readers of that
basin and the creation of the mor-
mon

time looked at the church with a
empire in utah they are high degree of suspicion espe-

ciallywritten in a strident tone and avoid if this kind of literature was
no opportunity for snide remarks all they had access to
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the republished book is intro-
duced by john S mccormick and
john R sillito who have both
worked in socialist history and
themselves adopt an economic
interpretation of history their
interesting introduction has value
partly because of what it tells
about the kauffmanskauffmannKauffmans

in their concluding chapter on
the future of mormonism the

kauffmanskauffmannKauffmans summarize their convic-
tion that religious forms are the
results of economic conditions and
that the economic conditions of
the early nineteenth century pro-
duced mormonism moreover they
say parroting the typical marxian
view of the evolution of society
when capitalism finally expires in
the united states then all christian

science will end and mor-
monism in which the hierarchy is
already exploiting instead of bene-
fiting the laity will pass away
until that time it mormonism
will in one form or another
remain 346 1I think the kauff
mans would be very surprised at
the present form of both marxian
socialism and mormonism

james B alienallenailen



meyers allahailali the way down

emmysemmas on
bens back and bens

on daves daves on
uncle reynolds

and aunt michele slides
between his sagging t shirt
and the floor
everyone rides the rainbow
of anothersothersan spine and
the whole pile gyresayres a little
as the ceiling fan swirls emmysemmas
hair atop a stack of meyers

it reminds me of the story
of this woman who said the earth

rests on a turtles back
and the turtle rests

on another turtles back
and so on forever
of course she was wrong
I1 know what really holds the world up
its meyers all the way down

casualenecassaleneCasualene meyer
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